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TICONDEROGA

OR,

THE BLACK EAGLE

CHAPTER I.

More than five months had passed, months of

great trouble and anxiety to many. The usual

tragedies of life had been enacted in many a

house, and in many a home : the dark, ever-

recurring scene of death and suffering and

grief had passed through the dwellings of rich

and poor. Many a farce, too, in public and
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Z TICONDEROGA.

private, had been exhibited to the gaze ; for, in

the history of each man and of all the world,

the ridiculous and the grand, the sad and the

cheerful, stand side by side in strange

proximity.

The woods, blazing in their autumnal crimson

when last we saw them, had worn and soiled,

in about a fortnight, the glorious vestments of

the autumn, and cast them to the earth ; and

now they had put on the green garments of the

summer, and robed themselves in the tender

hues of youth. The rivers and the streams,

bound in icy chains for many a month, now

dashed wildly and impetuously along in the joy

of lately-recovered freedom, and, swollen by

the spring rains, in some places became tor-

rents ; in some places, slowly flooded the flat

land, marching over the meadows like a vast

invading army.

The beasts of the forest were busy in their

coverts, the birds in the brake, or on the tree

top ; the light clouds skimmed along the soft
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blue sky ; and the wind tossed tbe light young

branches to and fro in its sport. Everything

was gay and active on the earth, and over the

earth; everything spoke of renewed J'fe, and

energy, and hope.

To the fancy of those who have not seen it,

the vast primaeval forest presents an idea of

monotony ; and certainly, when seen from a dis-

tance, it produces that impression on the mind.

Looming dark, and sombre thick and ap-

parently impenetrable, over upland and dell,

over plain and mountain, it conveys a sensation

of sole mnity by its very sameness ; and, though

the first sight is sublime, its long-continued

presence is oppressive. But penetrate into its

depths, and you will find infinite variety : now

the dense, tangled thicket, through which the

panther and the wild cat creep with difficulty,

and into which the deer cannot venture ; now

the quaking morass, unsafe to the foot, yet

bearing up the tamarach or cedar, with its

rank grasses, its strangely-shaped leaves, and

b 3



4 TICONDEROGA.

its rich and infinitely varied flowers ; now the

wide grove, extending for miles and miles, with

the tall bolls of the trees rising up distinct and

separate, and with little or no brushwood

hiding the carpet of dry pine-spindles and

cones on which they stand; then the broad

savanna with its grass knee-high, green and

fresh and beautiful, and merely a tree here and

there to shelter some spot from the sun, and cast

a soft blue shadow on the natural meadow ; and

then again, in many spots, a space of ground

where every characteristic of the forest is

mingled—here thick and tangled brush, there a

patch of open green, here the swamp running

along the brook-side, there the sturdy oak or

wide-spreading chestnut, standing far apart

in reverence for each other's giant limbs, shad-

ing many a pleasant slope, or topping the lofty

crag.

It was under one of these large trees, on a

high bank commanding the whole prospect

round for many and many a mile, and in the
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eastern part of the province of New York, that

three red men were seated in the early summer

of 1758. A little distance in advance of them,

and somewhat lower down the hill, was a small

patch of brush, composed of fantastic-looking

bushes, and one small blasted tree. It formed,

as it were, a sort of screen to the Indians'

resting-place, from all eyes below, yet did not

in the least impede their sight as it wandered

over the wide forest-world around them. From

the elevation on which they were placed, the

eye of the red man which seems, from con-

stant practice, to have gained the keenness of

the eagle's sight, could plunge into every part

of the woods around where the trees were not

actually contiguous. The trail, wherever it

quitted the shelter of the branches; the savanna,

wherever it broke the outline of the forest;

the river, where it wound along in its course

to the ocean ; the military road from the banks

of the Hudson to the head of Lake Horicon

;
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the smallest pond, the little stream, were all

spread out to view as if upon a map.

Over the wide, extensive prospect, the eyes

of those three Indians wandered incessantly,

not as if employed in searching for some defi-

nite object, the direction of which, if not the

precise position, they knew, but rather as if they

were looking for anything which might afford

them some object of pursuit or interest. They

sat there nearly two hours in the same position

;

and, during the whole of that time, not more

than four or five words passed between them.

At length, they began to converse, though

at first in a low tone, as if the silence had its

awe, even for them. One of them pointed with

his hand towards a spot to the eastward, saying,

" There is something doing there."

In the direction to which he called the atten-

tion of his companions, was seen spread out, in

the midst of the forest and hills, a small, but

exquisitely beautiful, lake, seemingly joined

on to another of much greater extent, by a
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narrow channel. Of the former, the whole

extent conld not be seen ; for, every here and

there, a spur of the mountain cut off the view,

and broke in upon the beautiful waving line of

the shore. The latter was more distinctly seen,

spread out broad and even, with every little

islet, headland, and promontory, marked clear

and distinctly against the bright, glistening

surface of the waters.

Near the point where the two lakes seemed

to meet, the Indians could descry walls, and

mounds of earth, and various buildings of

considerable size ; nay, even what was probably

the broad banner of France, though it seemed

but a mere whitish spot in the distance.

At the moment when the Indians spoke,

coming from a distant point on the larger lake,

the extreme end of which was lost to view in a

sort of indistinct blue haze, a large boat or

ship might be 'seen, with broad white sails,

wafted swiftly onward by a cold north-easterly
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wind. Some way behind it, another moving

object appeared—a boat likewise, but much

more indistinct ; and, here and there nearer in

shore, two or three black specks, probably

canoes, were darting along upon the bosom of

the lake, like water-flies upon the surface of a

still stream.

" The pale-faces take the war-path against

each other," said another of the Indians, after

gazing for a moment or two.

u May they all perish I" exclaimed the third.

" Why are our people so mad as to help them ?

Let them fight, and slay, and scalp as many of

each other as they can, and then the red men

tomahawk the remainder."

The other two uttered a bitter malediction,

in concert with this fierce, but not impolitic,

thought; and then, after one of their long

pauses, the first who had spoken resumed the

conversation, saying

—

" Yet I would give one of the feathers of the

White Bird to know what the pale faces are

doing. Their hearts are black against each
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other. Can you not tell us, Apukwa ? You

were on the banks of Horicon yesterday,

and must have heard the news from Corlear."

" The news from Albany matters much

more," answered Apukwa ;
" the Yengees are

marching up with a cloud of fighting-men ; and

people know not where they will fall. Some

think Oswego, some think Ticonderoga. I am

sure that it is the place of the Singing Waters

that they go against."

" Will they do much in the war-path ?"

asked the brother of the Snake ;
" or will the

Frenchman make himself as red as he did last

year, at the south end of Horicon 2"

" The place of the Singing Waters is strong,

brother," replied Apukwa, in a musing tone,

" and the Frenchmen are great warriors ; but

the Yengees are many in number, and they

have called for aid from the Five Nations. I

told the Huron who sold me powder, where

the eagles would come down ; and I think he

would not let the tidings slumber beneath his

b 5
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tongue. The great-winged canoes are coming

up Corlear very quick ; but I think my words

must have been whispered in the French

chief's ear, to cause them to fly so quickly to

Ticonderoga."

A faint, nearly suppressed, smile came upon

the lips of his two companions as they heard

of this proceeding; but the younger of the

three said

—

" And what will Apukwa do in the battle ?"

" Scalp my enemies," replied Apukwa, look-

ing darkly round.

" Which is thine enemy ?" asked the brother

of the Snake.

" Both," answered the medicine-man bit-

terly ; " and every true Honontkoh should do

as I do ; follow them closely, and slay every

man that flies, be his nation what it may. So

long as he be white, it is enough for us. He

is an enemy ; let us blunt our scalping-knives

on the skulls of the pale-iaces. Then, when

the battle is over, we can take our trophies to
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the conqueror, and say,
l We have been upon

thy side.'
"

"But will he not know?" suggested the

younger man ; " will he listen so easily to the

song ?"

"How should he know?" asked Apukwa,

coldly. " If we took him red men's scalps, he

might doubt ; but all he asks is white men's

scalps, and we will take them. They are all

alike, and they will have no faces under

them."

This ghastly jest was highly to the taste of

the two hearers ; and, bending down their

heads together, the three continued to converse

for several minutes in a whisper. At length,

one of them said

—

" Could we not take Prevost's house as we

go ? How many brothers did you say would

muster ?"

" Mne," answered Apukwa ;
" and our

three selves make twelve." Then, after

pausing for a moment or two in thought, he
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added, " It would be sweet as the strawberry

and as easy to gather ; but there may be

thorns near it. We may tear out selves, my
brothers."

" I fear not," returned the brother of the

Snake ;

u so that I but set my foot within that

lodge, with my rifle in my hand, and my toma-

hawk in my belt, I care not what follows."

" The boy 's to die," rejoined Apukwa
;

" why seek more in his lodge at thine own

risk ?"

The other did not answer ; but, after a mo-

ment's pause, he asked

—

" Who is it has built the lodge still farther

to the morning ?"

" One of the workers of iron," answered

Apukwa, meaning the Dutch. " He is a great

chief, they say, and a friend of the Five

Nations."

"Then no friend of ours, my brother," re-

sponded the other speaker ;
" for, though it be

the children of the Stone who have shut the
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door of the lodge against us, and driven us

from the council-fire, the Five Nations have

confirmed their saying, and made the Ho-

nontkoh a people apart. Why should we not

fire that lodge, too, and then steal on to the

dwelling of Prevost ?"

"Thy lip is thirsty for something," said

Apukwa. " Is it the maiden thou wouldst

have ?»

The other smiled darkly ; and, after remain-

ing silent for a short space, answered

—

" They have taken from me my captive

;

and my hand can never reach the Blossom I

sought to gather. The boy may die, but not

by my tomahawk ; and, when he does die, I am

no better, for I lose that which I sought to gain

by his death. Are Apukwa' s eyes misty, that

he cannot see ? The spirit of the Snake would

have been as well satisfied with the blood of

any other pale-face ; but that would not have

satisfied me."

" Yet making Prevost's house red will not
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gather for thee the Blossom," answered

Apukwa.

The third and younger of the Indians

laughed, saying

—

" The wind changes, Apukwa, and so does

the love of our brother. The maiden in the

lodge of Prevost is more beautiful than the

Blossom. We have seen her thrice since this

moon grew big ; and my brother calls her the

Fawn because she has become the object of

his chase."

" Thou knowest not my thought," said the

brother of the Snake, gravely. " The maiden

is fair, and she moves round her father's lodge

like the sun. She shall be the light of mine,

too ; but the brother of the Snake forgets not

those who disappoint him ; and the boy Pre-

vost would rather have seen the tomahawk

falling, than know that the Pawn is in his

lodge."

The other two uttered that peculiar hum-
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ming sound by which the Indians sometimes

intimate that they are satisfied ; and the

conversation which went on between them

related chiefly to the chances of making a suc-

cessful attack upon the house of Mr. Prevost.

Occasionally, indeed, they turned their eyes

towards the boats upon Lake Champ lain, and

commented upon the struggle that was about

to be renewed between France and England.

That each party had made vast preparations,

was well known ; and intelligence of the

extent and nature of those preparations had

spread far and wide amongst the tribes,

with wonderful accuracy as to many of the

details, but without any certain knowledge of

where the storm was to break.

All saw, however, and comprehended, that

a change had come over the British govern-

ment ; that the hesitating and doubtful po-

licy which had hitherto characterized their

military movements in America, was at an

end; and that the contest was now to be

waged for the gain and loss of all the European
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possessions on the North American continent.

Already was it known amongst the Five Na-

tions, although the time for the transmis-

sion of the intelligence was incredibly small,

that a large fleet and armament had arrived at

Halifax, and that several naval successes over

the French had cleared the way for some great

enterprise in the north. At the same time,

the neighbourhood of Albany was full of the

bustle of military preparation ; a large

force was already collected under Abercrombie

for some great attempt upon the lakes ; and

from the west news had been received that a

British army was marching rapidly towards

the French posts upon the Ohio and the

Monongahela

The Indian nations roused themselves at the

sound of war ; for, though some few of them

acted more regularly in alliance with one or

the other of the contending European powers,

a greater number than is generally believed,

cared little whom they attacked, or for whom

they fought, or whom they slew ; and were, in
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reality, but as a flock of vultures spreading

their wings at the scent of battle, and ready to

take advantage of the carnage, whatever was

the result of the strife.
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CHAPTEK II.

We must now return to the scene in which this

narrative commenced. But oh, how changed

was the aspect of all things from that which

the house of Mr. Prevost presented but five

short months before ! The father and the

daughter were there alone. The brother no

longer glanced about the house with his blithe-

some air and active energies ; and the thought

of him and of his fate hung continually like a

dark shadow over those to whom he was so

dear. They were not wholly without comfort,

they were not wholly without hope ; for, from

time to time, renewed assurances came to them
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from many a quarter that Walter would still be

saved. Yet time wore on, and he was not

delivered.

"When one speaks of five months of uncer-

tainty, it seems a long and tedious period ; and

it would be so if it were all one blank ; but

there are a thousand little incidents—incidents

external and internal—that fill up the time, and

make it pass wonderfully soon, especially if

fear predominate over hope.

Didst thou ever sit up, reader, with the sick or

dying through the livelong night ? In contem-

plation, it seems an awful task of long endur-

ance to watch there with the eternal battle

going on in your breast between the only two

deathless passions—the only two which may

be called the immortal passions of the soul

—

from the fading of the evening light till the

breaking of another day. And yet it is won-

derful how soon, how very soon, one sees the

faint blue light of dawn mingling with the

sickly yellow glare of the watcher's lamp.
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Every thought, every expectation, is an inci-

dent. The change of breathing, the restless

movement, the muttered word, the whispered

comfort, the moistening of the parched lip, the

smoothing of the pillow,—all are events that

hurry on the time.

And so it was in the house of Mr. Prevost.

Each day had its something ; each hour ; and

although the object was always the same,

or rarely varied, yet the rapid changes o

thought and feeling made the time fly far more

rapidly than might have been expected.

During the winter, Lord H visited the

house very frequently ; and it is probable that,

had no dark cloud overshadowed the hopes as

well as the happiness of all, he would have

pressed for the prize of Edith's hand without

delay ; but he loved not the mingling of joy

and sorrow. In that, at least, his view of the

world, and life, and fate, was deceitful. He was

not yet convinced, although he had some ex-

perience, that such a thing as unalloyed happi-
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ness, even for a few short days, is not to be

found on earth—that the only mine of gold

without dross lies beneath the grave.

Once, indeed, he hinted rather than asked

that an early day might be fixed for his union

with her he loved ; but a tear rose in Edith's

eye, and she bent down her head. Her father

would have made no objection, although he

still thought her very, very young to take upon

her the duties of a wife. In that respect, his

feelings were not changed ; but the loss of his

son weighed heavily upon him, and, calling

him away from the present, had projected his

thoughts into the future. What might be

Edith's fate, he asked himself, if he too should

be taken from her ? Any of the many acci-

dents of life might leave her alone, and an

orphan ; and there is nothing which brings

home so sensibly to our thoughts the unstable

hold which we have upon all earthly things, so

much as our tenderness for those we love.

But Lord H saw that it would be
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painful to Edith herself to become his bride

so long as Walter's fate was uncertain ; and he

said no more.

In the meantime, the gathering together of

British soldiers on the Hudson and the

Mohawk, had, like one wave meeting another,

somewhat repelled the Indian tribes. A run-

ner, a half-breed, or one or two red men to-

gether—more frequently from the nation of

the Mohawks than from any other tribe—would

be seen occasionally wandering through the

woods or crossing the open ground near the

settler's dwelling ; but they seldom approached

the house ; and their appearance caused no

apprehension. Eelations of the greatest amity

had been re-established between the British

authorities and the chiefs of the Five Nations

;

and several of the tribes were preparing to take

part in the coming strife upon the side of

England.

Three times during the winter, the house of

Mr. Prevost was visited by a single Indian of
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the Oneida fribe. On two occasions it was a

man who presented himself; and his stay was

very short. On the first occasion, Edith was

alone ; when, without the sound of a footfall,

he glided in like a dark shadow. His look

was friendly, though for a moment he said

nothing. Edith, well knowing Indian habits,

asked if he would take food. He answered

" Yes," in his own language ; and she called

some of the servants to supply him ; but, before

he ate, he looked up in her face, saying

—

"lam bidden to tell thee that thy brother

shall be safe."

" Whose words do you bear ?" asked Edith

" Is it the Black Eagle who speaks ?"

" Nay, it is Otaitsa," replied the man.

This was all Edith could learn ; for the mes-

senger was either ignorant of more, or affected

to be so
;
yet still it was a comfort to her.

The next who came was a woman somewhat

past the middle age, and by no means beauti-

ful. She stayed long ; and, with good-humored
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volubility related all that had happened imme-

diately after Edith's visit to the Oneida castle.

She dwelt upon the attempt of the Blossom to

deliver her lover as she would have expatiated

upon some feat of daring courage in a warrior

;

and though in the end she had to tell how the

maiden's bold attempt had been frustrated, she

concluded by saying

—

"Yet he shall be safe. They shall not slay

our brother."

The third time, the man returned, bear-

ing the same assurance ; but, as hour after hour

and day after day went by without the lad's

return, or any definite news of him, hope

sickened and grew faint. By this time it was

known that the efforts of the Mohawks and

Onondagas had been frustrated ; and, moreover,

it was plainly intimated by the chiefs of those

two nations that they would interfere no more.

" The Oneidas have reproved us," they said,

" and we had no reply. We must not make the

children of the Stone hiss at our children

;
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neither must we break the bands of our alliance

for the sake of one man."

The scouts who had been put under the order

ofWoodchuck, were recalled to the army early in

the spring without having effected anything.

All that had been heard at the forts showed

that the young prisoner had been removed to

the very farthest part of the Oneida territory,

where it was impossible for any one English-

man to penetrate without being discovered by

the Indians.

If, in civilized times, with a country cleared

in a great degree of its forests, and with a

regular oragnization ensuring rapid inter-

course between place and place, it is possible

for a man to be hidden for weeks and months

from the most diligent search ; how much more

easy was concealment in those day?., when, with

the exception of a few patches of maize or

other grain, the whole land was one wild

tangled wood, crossed, it is true, with innume-

rable Indian trails, but with no direct means of

vol. in. c
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communication, except by one large road, and

the lakes and rivers. Search would have been in

vain, even if in the political state of the country it

could have been attempted ; but the attempt

was impossible, without rendering the whole

country hostile ; for the Mohawks themselves

showed no inclination to suffer any considerable

body of men to cross their territory, except

indeed a small party of soldiers, now and then,

destined to strengthen the garrisons at Oswego,

or any of the regular British posts.

Of Woodchuck himself, nothing was heard,

till the flowers began to spring up close upon

the footsteps of the snow. It was believed

that he was still in the forest ; but even of this,

no one was assured ; and all that could with

any accuracy be divined, was, that he had not

fallen into the hands of the Oneidas, inasmuch

as there was every reason to believe that, had

such been the case, "Walter's liberation would

immediately have followed.

Thus matters had gone on in the household
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of Mr. Prevost, till about a month before the

period at which I have thought best to present

to the reader the three Indians seated on the

hill. The snow had melted, except in a few

places, where it still lay in white patches,

under shelter of the darker and thicker-leaved

evergreens ; here and there, too, it might be seen

in the shade of a steep bank ; but the general

surface of the country was free, and, despite

the variable character of the American spring

—one day as soft as summer, and then two or

three following, with the icy fang of winter in

the wind, and the sky covered with low lurid

clouds—the flowers were peeping out in every

covert, and mingling themselves thickly with

fern, and ground-pine, and hemlock, varying

with many a brilliant hue the green carpet of

the earth.

The day had been one of exceeding loveli-

ness, and not without its activity too ; for a

party of soldiers had been thrown forward, for

some object, to a spot within a mile and a half of

c 3
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the house ; and Lord H had been twice

there, making Edith's heart thrill each time he

appeared, with emotions so new and strange

as to set her dreaming for an hour after he was

gone. The evening had come, bringing with

it some clouds in the western sky ; and Edith,

as she sat with her father, looked out from the

window, with her head resting on her hand.

No one knows the full weight of a great

predominant idea, till he has had to bear one

up for weeks or months—no one can tell how it

crushes one down, seems to resolve all other

things into itself, and almost, like the giant in

the child's fable, to grind one's bones to make

its bread. The sweet reverie of a lover's visit

had passed away; and the beautiful girl's

thoughts had reverted to the subject of her

brother's fate, which took hold of her the mo-

ment her mind was free from some temporary

relaxation, and again chained the slave to the

accustomed task.

As she gazed, she perceived a figure slowly
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crossing between the gardener-boy and old

Agrippa, who were working in the gardens,

and apparently taking its course to the door of

the house. At first she did not recognise it, for

it was more like an Indian than a Euro-

pean, and more like a bear than either. It

had a human face, however ; and, as it came

forward, an impression, first faint, but increasing

with every step it advanced, took possession of

her, that it must be the man whose fatal act

had brought so much wretchedness upon her

family. He was very much—very sadly

—

changed ; and, although the bear-skins in which

he was dressed hid the emaciation of his form,

the meagreness of his face was very evident as

he came near.

Edith lifted her head from her hand, saying,

" I think, my father, here is Captain Brooks

approaching. Poor man ! he seems terribly

changed!"

Mr. Prevost started up, gazed for a moment
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from the window, and then hurried forth to

meet him. Edith felt some doubt as to how

her father would receive him; for, in the

purest and the highest hearts, there is—there

ever will be—one small drop of selfishness

much to be guarded against. It may not

poison our acts, but it too often poisons our

feelings; it mingles even with candor itself,

diminishing the efficacy of that most noble of

virtues ; and, if it do not make us detract from

the merit of others, it still gives some slight

coloring to their acts when they are painful or

disadvantageous to ourselves.

She had the happiness, however, to see her

father take the wanderer kindly by the hand,

and lead him towards the door. Whatever

had been Mr. Prevost's feelings, the sight of

Woodchuck's altered face was enough to soften

them entirely. The next moment, they entered

the room together; and Edith extended her

hand kindly to him.
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" Ah, Miss Prevost, you are very good,"

he said, " and so is your father, too. I have

not been to see you for a long time."

" That was not right of Woodchuck," said

Edith ;
" you should have come to see us. We

know all you have been trying to do, for my

poor brother. If you cannot succeed, it is not

your fault, and we should have been glad to

see you, both for your own sake, and for the

sake of hearing all your proceedings as they

occurred."

" Ah, but I have been far away," he an-

swered. " I first tried to get at the poor boy

from this side, and, finding that would not do,

I took a long round, and came upon them from

the west, but I got nothing except some infor-

mation, and then I made up my mind. Them

Ingians are as cunning as Satan. I have circum-

vented them once ; but they won't let a man

do it twice."

Mr. Prevost had stood listening, eager to

hear anything that related to his son ; but now
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he interrupted, saying :
" We will hear more

of this by-and-by, Brooks. Come into the hall

and have some food
;
you must be hungry and

tired, both, I am sure."

" No," replied Woodchuck, " I am not

hungry. Tired, a little, I am, I guess, though

I hav'n't walked more than forty miles ; but I

met a young Ingian two or three hours ago,

who gave me a venison steak off his own

fire. Some rest will set all to rights."

" Take some wine, at least," said Mr. Pre-

vost ; " that will do you good; you look quite

faint."

" Faint in limb, but not in heart," replied

Woodchuck, stoutly. " However, I won't re-

fuse the wine ; for it was given to cheer the

heart of man—as the Bible says ; and mine

wants cheering, though it does not want

strengthening, for I'll do what I say, as I'm a

living man."

They took him into the hall, and persuaded

him both to eat and to drink, evidently much
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to his benefit ; for, though he did not lose the

sad tone with which he spoke, his voice was

stronger ; and his features seemed to grow less

sharp.

" And where have you been ever since this

snow has been on the ground ?" asked Edith,

when he seemed a little revived ;
" you can-

not, surely, have been wandering in the woods

during the terribly severe weather we had in

January."

" I hutted myself down," he said, " like

an Ingian, or a beaver, and covered the lodge

all over with snow. I planted it upon a ledge

of rock with its mouth close behind an old

hemlock-tree, and made it white all over, so that

they would have been worse than devils to find

me; for life is sweet, Miss Prevost, even in

winter time, and I did not wish to be toma-

hawked so long as I could help it."

" You must have had a sad desolate time, I

fear," said Mr. Prevost ;
" at least, till the

spring came round."
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u I guess it warn't very cheerful," answered

Woodchuck ;
" but that's the best way to

teach one's self not to care for what's coming.

At least, I used to think so once, and to believe

that if a man could only make himself very

miserable in this world, he would not much

care how soon be went out of it. But I've

changed my opinion on that matter a little

;

for up there, on the side of the hill, after four

or five weeks, half famished and half frozen, I

did not feel a bit more inclined to die than I

did a year ago, when there were few lighter-

hearted men than myself. So I thought, before

I did anything of the kind, knowing that there

was no need of it just yet, I would just go and

take a ramble among the mountains in the fine

weather, like Jephtha's daughter."

His words would have been enigmas to

Edith, had she not somewhat misunderstood

even their obvious meaning ; for Lord H
,

not fully knowing the character of the man, and

unwilling to excite anything like confident
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hope, that might ultimately be disappointed

by some change of Woodchuck's feelings, had

forborne to mention more of his purposes than

the mere fact of his intention to peril his own

life to save that of Walter Prevost. To Edith,

then, the words used by Brooks seemed but to

imply that he still contemplated some daring

attempt to set her brother at liberty ; and, in

the hope, if she could learn the particulars of

his scheme, to be able to procure the co-opera-

tion of Otaitsa and others in the Oneida Castle,

she said

—

" You are, indeed, a good, kind friend,

Woodchuck ; and you have, I know, already

undergone great risks for poor Walter's sake.

There are others labouring for him, too ; and,

perhaps, if we knew what you intended to do

next—

"

"To do next !" echoed the man, inter-

rupting her. " Why, ha'n't I told you ? I said,

when I found I couldn't git in from the West,

I made up my mind."
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"To do what, my good friend ?" said Mr.

Prevost. " You certainly implied you intended

to do something ; but what, you did not state.

Now I easily understand Edith's anxiety to

know your intentions ; for we have obtained

friends in the Oneida camp, who might give

great assistance to your efforts, if we knew

what they are to be. But I should tell you, my
dear daughter ventured across the Mohawk

country to see our dear little Otaitsa, who, like

you, risked her own life to save my poor boy

—God's blessing be upon her !"

The tears rose in his eyes ; and he paused

for a moment. But Woodchuck waved his

hand, saying

—

" I know all about it. I war on the bank of

the creek, Miss Edith, when the Ingian woman

paddled you back ; and I guessed how it had

all been. I said to myself, when I heard more

of it two days arter
—

' Her father will be

mighty angry ;' and so he war, I guess."

" You are mistaken, my friend," said Mr.
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Prevost, laying his hand on Edith's, with a

tender pressure. " I was not angry, though I

was much alarmed ; but that alarm was not of

long endurance, for I was detained much

more than I expected at Sir William John-

son's, and my anxiety was only protracted two

days after my return. Still you have not told

us your plans. If that dear girl, Otaitsa, can

help us, she will do it, though it cost her life."

Woodchuck paused a moment or two in

deep, absent thought; and over his rough

countenance the trace of many strong emo-

tions flitted. At length, he said, in a low, dis-

tinct voice

—

u She can do nothing. Black Eagle has the

boy under his keen eye. He loves him well,

Mr. Prevost ; and he will treat him kindly.

But just inasmuch as he does love him, he will

make it a point to keep him safely, and to kill

him too, if he haven't got another victim.

That man should ha' been one of them old

Eomans I have heard talk of, who killed their
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sons and daughters, rather than not do what

they thought right. He'd not spare his own

flesh and blood—not he ; and the more he

loves him, the surer he'll kill him."

Edith wept, and Mr. Prevost covered his

eyes with his hands ; but Woodchuck, who

had been gazing down upon the table, and saw

not the powerful emotions which his words had

produced, proceeded, after a gloomy pause

—

"He'll watch his daughter sharply too.

Yet they say he praised her daring ; and

I guess he did, for that's just the sort of

thing to strike his fancy ; but he'll take care

she shan't do it again. No, no. There's but

one way with Black Eagle. I know him well

;

and he knows me ; and there is but one way

with him."

" What is that ?" asked Mr, Prevost, in a

tone of deep melancholy.

" Just to do what I intend," returned Wood-

chuck, with a very calm manner. " Mr. Pre-

vost, I love my life as well as any man—

a
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little too much mayhap ; and I intend to keep

it as long as I rightly can, for there are

always things wrote in that chapter of accidents

that none on us can see. But I don't in-

tend to let your son Walter—he's a good boy

—be put to death for a thing of my doing.

You don't suppose it. At first, when the

thing came fresh upon me at Albany, I felt

mighty like a fool and a coward ; and I would

ha' skulked away into any hole just to save

myself from myself. But I soon took thought,

and made up my mind. Now, here you and

Miss Edith have been praising and thanking

me for trying to save poor Walter's life. I

didn't deserve praise, or thanks either. It

was my own life I was trying to save ; for, if I

could get him out secretly, we should both be

secure enough. But I've given that up. It

can't be done ; and Black Eagle knows it. He

knows me too, and he's just as sure, at this

blessed moment, that, before the day he has
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appointed for Walter to die, Woodchuck will

walk in and say, ' Here I amP as lie is that

he's in his own lodge. Then he will have got

the right man, and all will be settled. Now,

Mr. Prevost—and you, Miss Edith—you know

what I intend to do. To-morrow, when I'm a

bit rested, I shall set out again, and take my

ramble in the mountains, like Jephtha's

daughter, as I said. Then, this day month, I

will be here again to bid you all good-bye.

"Walter will have to tell you the rest. Don't

cry so, there's a good girl. You're like to set

me a' crying too. There's one thing more I

have to ask you both, and that is, never speak

another word to me about this matter—not

even when I come back again. I try not to

think of it at all myself, and I don't much

now. If I can screw myself up, like them

Ingians, I shall just walk quietly in among

them as if nothing were going to happen, and

say, ' Set the boy free ! Here is Woodchuck
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himself/ and then die—not like an Ingian,

but like a Christian, I trust, and one that

knows he's a' doing of his duty anyhow. So now

not a word more—but let us talk of something

else."
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CHATTER TIL

An hour had passed after the conversation

detailed in the last chapter, and Woodchuck

had steadily and sturdily refused to pursue any

farther the subject of his fixed determination,

although both Mr. Prevost and Edith, deeply

touched, and, to say truth, much agitated,

would fain have dwelt upon the topic longer.

Edith felt, and Mr. Prevost argued in his own

mind, that the poor man was performing a

generous and self-devoted act, which no moral

obligation forced upon him. They felt, too,

that so noble a heart was not one which ought

to be sacrificed to the vengeful spirit of the

Indians ; and the natural feeling of joy and
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satisfaction which they experienced at the

apparent certainty of Walter's deliverance from

death, seemed to them almost a crime when it

was to be purchased at so dear a price.

"Woodchuck's obstinacy, however, had con-

quered ; the subject had been changed ; and,

as they now sat together in the little room, to

which he had led the way after speaking the

last words cited, they continued, while the

shades of evening gathered thickly round them,

a broken sort of conversation upon topics con-

nected with that which they had quitted,

though avoiding the point which was most

painfully prominent in the mind of each. They

rambled a good deal indeed, though ever taking

a direction which faintly showed, like the

waves in the trees marking the course of a

forest-path, what the mind was running on

beneath the mere words.

Sometimes gazing into the embers of the fire

with his feet upon the hearth, Woodchuck

would talk, neither unphilosophically, nor un-
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learnedly in the best of all learning, upon a

world to come, and life immortal, and compen-

sation beyond the grave ; and, in his simplicity,

his words would reach almost to the sublime.

Then, at other times, they would speak of the

Indians, and their habits, and their good and

bad qualities ; and here many of the poor man's

prejudices were seen clinging to him strongly.

" They are like vermin," he would say

;

" and the devil himself has a share in them.

I have heard people talk largely of their

generosity, and all that ; but I guess I've not

seen much of it."

Mr. Prevost was silent, for his feelings had

suffered a natural change towards the Indians

;

but Edith exclaimed warmly

—

"We cannot say that of* dear Otaitsa, at all

events, Woodchuck, for she surely has a heart

full of generosity and everything that is noble."

" That's nat'ral, that's nat'ral," answered

Woodchuck ;

u that comes of the blood that is

in her. For that matter, Black Eagle has some
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fine things about him—he's the best of them

I ever saw. We used to say, whole Ingian,

half devil ; but I think in his case it must

have been quarter devil, and that's saying a

good deal for so fierce a man as he in battle.

They say he has scalped more enemies than all

his tribe put together ; especially in that war

down upon the Pensylvania side some nineteen

years ago, when some of our people foolishly

took part with the Mohaguns."

Mr. Prevost started ; and Woodchuck went

on, saying

—

" He has good things about him, for he

always makes his people spare the women and

children, which is what them Ingians seldom

think of. A scalp 's a scalp to them, whether it

has got long hair on it or only a scalp-lock.

But, as I was saying, the Blossom has got all

that is good in him, and all that was good in

her mother, poor thing !—and that was a

mighty great deal."

u»
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"I have often wished," said Mr. Prevost,

" that I could hear something of Otaitsa's

history. Her mother, I believe, was a white

woman, and I have more than once tried, when

I found the Black Eagle in a communicative

mood, to lead him to speak upon the subject

;

but the moment it was touched upon, he would

wrap his blanket round him, and stalk away."

u Ay, he has never forgotten her," said

Woodchuck. " He never took another wife you

know ; and well he may remember her ; for she

was his better angel, and ruled him completely,

which was what no one else could. But I can

tell you all about it if you like to know ; for I

heard it all from an old squaw one time, and I

saw the lady once too myself, and talked to her."

" I think," said Edith thoughtfully, " that

she must have been a lady ; for, when I was in

their lodge, I saw in Otaitsa's little chamber

a great number of things of European manufac-

ture, and of high taste."
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" May not those have been procured for the

dear girl by our good friend Gore ?" asked Mr.

Prevost ; " he is a man of much taste himself."

" I think not/' answered Edith ;
" they are

evidently old, and seemed to have belonged to

one person. Besides, there are a number of

drawings, all evidently done by one hand—not

what any one would purchase, and apparently

the production of an amateur, rather than of

an artist."

Mr. Prevost fell into a fit of thought, and

leaned his head upon his hand ; but Wood-

chuck said

—

" Oh, they are her mother's ; beyond doubt,

they are her mother's. She was quite a lady

every inch of her
;
you could hear it in the

tone of her voice
;
you could see it in her walk

;

her words too were all those of a lady, and her

hand was so small and delicate, it could never

have seen work. Do you know, Miss Edith, she

was wonderful like you—more like you than
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Otaitsa ; but I'll tell you all about it just as I

heard it from the old squaw.

" At the time I talk of," continuedhe—"that's

a good many years ago—eighteen or nineteen

may be—Black Eagle was the handsomest

young man that had ever been seen in the

tribes, they say, and the fiercest warrior too.

He was always ready to take part in any war

;

and, whenever fighting was going on, he was

there. Well, the Delawares had not been

quite brought under at that time by the Five

Nations ; and he went down with his warriors,

and the Mohawks, to fight against the Moha-

guns—they were Delawares too you know;

some were on the Monongahela river, just at

the corner of Pensylvania and Yirginny. Our

people had given some help to the Mohaguns,

and they were at that time just laying the

foundations of a fort, which the French got

hold of afterwards, and called Fort Du

Quesne.
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" Well, there was an old general officer, who

thought he would go up and see how the works

were going on; and, as things were quiet enough

just then—though it was but a calm before a

storm-—he took his daughter with him, and

journeyed away pleasantly enough through the

woods. I daresay, though, it must have been

slow work ; for, as he intended to stay all the

summer, the old man took a world of baggage

with him ; but, the third or fourth night after

leaving the civilized parts, they lodged in an

Ingian village
; when, all in a minute, just as

they were going to bed, down comes Black

Eagle upon them, with his warriors. There

was a dreadful fight in the village ; nothing but

screams, and war-whoops, and riSe-shots ; and

the Mohaguns, poor devils! were almost put out

that night, for they were taken unawares, and

they do say, not a man escaped alive out of

the wigwam.

"At. the first fire, out runs the old general

from the hut, . and at the same minute a rifle

VOL III. D
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ball, perhaps from a friend, perhaps from an

enemy, no one can tell, goes right through his

heart. Black Eagle was collecting scalps all

this time ; but when he turned round, or came

back, or however it might be, there he found

this poor young lady, the officer's daughter,

crying over her father. Well, he wouldn't

suffer them to hurt her ; but he took her away

to the Oneida country with him, and gathered

up all her goods and chattels, and her father's,

and carried them off too, but all for her ; for it

seems that he fell in love with her at first sight.

What, they say, made her first like him, was,

that he wouldn't let his savages scalp the old

man, telling them that the English were allies,

and declaring that the ball that killed him had

not come from an Oneida rifle.

" However that may be, the poor girl had

no choice but to marry Black Eagle, though

his mother said that, being a great chief's

daughter, she made him promise never to have

another wife; and, if ever a Christian priest came
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there, to be married to her according to her

own fashion."

While he spoke, Mr. Prevost remained

apparently buried in deep and very gloomy

thought. But he had heard every word ; and

his mind had more than once wandered wide

away, as was its wont, to collateral things, not

only in the present but in the past. It was a

strange habit of his—a sort of discrepancy in

his character—thus to suffer his thoughts to be

turned aside by any accidental circumstance

even in matters of deep interest ; for, in times

of action—when it was necessary to decide and

do—no intellect was ever more prompt and de-

cisive than his own, going straight forward to

its object with great and startling rapidity.

Where there was nothing to be done, how-

ever, where it was all a matter of mere thought,

this rambling mood almost always prevailed

;

but still, like a stream flowing through a level

country, and turning aside at every little

obstacle, though pursuing its onward course

d 2
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towards the sea, and reaching it at length, his

mind, sooner or later, got back into the conrse

from which it had deviated. When Wood-

chnck stopped, he raised his head and gazed at

him for a moment in the face, with a look of

earnest and melancholy inquiry.

" Did yon ever hear her name ?" he asked.

" Can you tell me her father's name ?"

" No," replied "Woodchuek. " I had the

history almost all from the old squaw, and if

she had tried to give me an English name she

would have manufactured something such as

never found its way into an English mouth.

All she told me was that the father was a great

chief among the English, by which I made out

that she meant a general."

u Probably it was her father's portrait that I

saw at the Indian castle," said Edith. " There

was hanging up in Otaitsa's room a picture

that struck me more than any of the others,

except, indeed, the portrait of a lady. It was

that of a man in a military dress of antique
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cut. His hand was stretched out with his

drawn sword in it, and he was looking round

with a commanding air, as if telling his soldiers

to follow. I marked it particularly at first,

because the sun was shining on it, and because

the frame was covered with the most beautiful

Indian bead-work I ever saw. That of the

ladytoowas similarly ornamented; but there was

another which interested me much—a small

pencil drawing of a young man's head, so like

Walter that, at first, I almost fancied dear

Otaitsa had been trying to take his portrait

from memory."

" Would you remember the old man's face,

my child, if you saw it again ?" asked Mr.

Prevost, gazing earnestly at his daughter.

" I think so," answered Edith, a little con-

fused by her father's eagerness. "lam quite

sure I should."

" Wait then a moment," said Mr. Prevost,

" and call for lights, my child."
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As he spoke, he rose and quitted the room
;

but he was several minutes gone, and lights

were burning in the chamber when he returned.

He was burdened with several pictures of small

size, which he spread out upon the table, while

Edith and Woodchuck both rose to gaze at

them.

" There, there!" cried Edith, putting her

finger upon one, " there is the head of the old

officer, though the attitude is different, and

there is the lady too ; but I do not see the

portrait of the young man."

" Edith," said her father, laying his hand

affectionately upon hers, and shaking his head,

sadly, " he is no longer young, but he stands

beside you, my child. That is the picture of

my father, that of my mother. Otaitsa must

be your cousin. Poor Jessie ! we have always

thought her dead, although her body was not

found with that of her father. Better had she

been dead, probably."
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" No, no, Prevost," said Woodchuck, " not

a bit of it. Black Eagle made her as kind a

husband as ever was seen. You might have

looked all Europe and America through, and

not found so good a one. Then think of all

she did, too, in the place where she was. God

sent her there to make better people than she

found. From the time she went, to the time

she died, poor thing ! there was no more war

and bloodshed, or very little of it. Then she

got a Christian minister amongst them—-at

least, he never would have been suffered to set

his foot there if she had not been Black Eagle's

wife. It is a hard thing to tell what is really

good, and what is really evil, in this world.

For my part, I think, if everything is not ex-

actly good, which few of us would like to say

it is, yet good comes out of it like a flower

growing out of a dunghill ; and there's no

telling what good to the end of time this lady's

going there may produce. Bad enough it was
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for her, I dare say, at first, but she got recon-

ciled to it ; so you mustn't say, it would have

been better if she had died."

" It is strange, indeed," said Mr. Prevost,

" what turns human fate will take ! That she

—

brought up in the midst of luxury, educated

with the utmost refinement, sought and ad-

mired by all who knew her—should reject two

of the most distinguished men in Europe, to

go to this wild land, and marry an Indian

savage ! Men talk of Fate and Destiny ; and

there are certainly strange turns of fortune so

beyond all human calculation and regulation,

that one would almost believe that the doctrine

of the Fatalists is true."

"Do you not think, my dear father," said

Edith, waking up from a profound reverie,

" that this strange discovery might be turned

to some great advantage? that Walter, per-

haps, might be saved without the necessity of

our poor friend here sacrificing his own life to

deliver him ?"
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" That's like a kind, dear girl," interposed

"Woodchuck ;
" but I can tell you it's no use."

"Still," urged Edith, " Otaitsa ought to

know ; for Black Eagle certainly would never

slay the nephew of a wife so dear to him."

" It's no use," repeated Woodchuck, almost

impatiently. "Don't you know, Miss Edith,

that Walter and the Blossom are in love with

each other? and that's worth all the blood

relationship in the world

—

' Sometimes it doesn't last as long,

But, while it does, 'tis twice as strong.'

Then as to Black Eagle, he'd kill his own son,

if the customs of his people required it. I

guess, it would only make him tomahawk poor

Walter the sooner, just to show that he would

not let any human feeling stand in the way of

their devilish practices. No, no, much better

keep it quiet. Tt might do harm, for aught we

can tell ; it can, and will, do no good. Let

» 5
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that thing rest, my dear child. It is settled

and decreed. I am ready now, and I shall

never be so ready again. Let me take one

more look at my mountains, and my lakes, and

my rivers, and my woods, and I have done

with this life. Then, God in His mercy

receive me into another ! Amen.—Hark ! there

is some one coming up at a good gallop. That

noble young Lord, I dare say."

It was as Woodchuck supposed ; and, the mo-

ment after, Lord H entered the room with

a beaming look of joy and satisfaction in his

countenance. He held a packet of considerable

size in his hand, and advanced at once to Mr.

Prevost, saying

—

" My dear Sir, I am rejoiced to present you

with this letter, not alone because it will give

you some satisfaction, but because it removes the

stain of ingratitude from the government of

the country. His Majesty's present ministers

are sensible that you have not received justice;
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that your long services to the country, in

various ways—all that you have done, in short,

to benefit and ameliorate your race, and to ad-

vocate all that is good and noble—have been

treated with long neglect, which amounts to an

offence ; and they now offer you, as some atone-

ment, a position which may lead to wealth

and distinction, which, I trust, is but the step

to more."

"What is it, George, what is it?" asked

Edith, eagerly.

" It is, T am told," replied Lord II
,

" in

a letter which accompanied the packet, a com-

mission as Commissary-general of the army

here, and an offer of the rank of baronet."

" Thank God !" exclaimed Edith ; and then,

seeing a look of surprise at her earnestness

come upon her noble lover's face, a bright

smile played round her lips, for a moment, and

she added—"I say, thank God, George— not

that I am glad my father should have such

things, for I hope he will decline them both

;
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but because the very offer will heal an old

wound, by showing him that zealous exertions

and the exercise of high and noble qualities

are not always to be treated with neglect, for-

getfulness, and contempt. He will be glad of

it, I am sure, whatever his decision may be."

" Now I understand you, my own love,"

answered Lord H . " With regard to the

baronetcy, he shall do as he will ; but I must

press him earnestly to accept the office tendered

to him. To decline it, might show some re-

sentment. By accepting it, he incurs no peril,

and he serves his country ; for, from his know-

ledge of the people here, of the physical

features of the land and its resources, and of

the habits and feelings of all classes, I believe

no man could be found, with one or two ex-

ceptions, so well fitted for the task as himself.

Ah, my good friend, Captain Brooks, how do

you do? I have much wished to see you

lately, and to hear of your plans."

" I am as well as may be, my Lord," replied
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Woodchuck, wringing in his heavy grasp the

hand which Lord H extended to him. " As

for my plans, they are the same as ever—you

did not doubt me, I am sure."

" I did not," returned Lord H
,
gravely

;

and, looking down, he fell into a fit of thought.

At length, looking up, he added, " And yet, my

good friend, I am glad you have had time for

reflection ; for, since we last met, I have some-

what reproached myself for, at least, tacit

encouragement of an act in the approval of

which so many personal motives mingle, that

one may well doubt oneself. Forgive me, Edith

—forgive me, Mr Prevost—if I ask our friend

here if he has well considered and weighed in

his mind, calmly and reasonably without bias

—

nay, without enthusiasm—whether there be

any moral obligation on him to perform an act

which I suppose he has told you he contem-

plates."

" There is no forgiveness needed, my Lord,"

replied Mr. Prevost. "I would have put the
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same question to him if he would have let me.

Nay more, I would have told him—whatever

I might suffer by the result—that, in my judg-

ment, there was no moral obligation. Because

he did a justifiable act, these Indians commit

one that is unjustifiable upon an innocent man.

That can be no reason why he should sacrifice

his life to save the other. God forbid that,

even for the love of my own child, I should

deal in such a matter unjustly. I am no Eoman

father—I pretend not to be such. If my own

death will satisfy them, let them take the old

tree withered at the root, and spare the sapling

full of strength and promise. But let me not

doom—let me not advise—a noble and honest

man to sacrifice himself from a too generous

impulse."

" I don't know much of moral obligations,"

replied Woodehuck, gravely ;
" but I guess I

have thought over the thing as much as e'er

a one of you. I have made up my mind just

upon one principle, and there let it rest in
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God's name. I say to myself :

i Woodehuck

—

It's not right, is it, that any one should suffer

for what you ha' done ?' { No, it's not.' ' Well,

is there any use talking of whether they've a

right to make him suffer for your act or not ?

They'll do it.' < No. There's no use o' talk-

ing ; because they'll do it. It's only shuffling

off the consequences of what you did, upon

another man's shoulders. You never did that,

Woodehuck. Don't do it now. Man might

say : It's all fair. God might pardon it. But

your own heart would never forgive it.'
"

Edith sprang forward, and took both his

hands, with the tears rolling over her cheeks.

" God will prevent it," she said, earnestly.

" I have faith in Him. He will deliver us in

our utmost need. He provided the Patriarch

with an offering, and spared his son. He will

find us a means of escape if we but trust in

Him."

"Miss Edith," replied Woodehuck, solemnly,

"He may, or He may not, according to His good
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pleasure ; but of this I am certain, that, though

Christ died for our transgressions, we have no

right to see any one else suffer for our doings.

I have read my Bible a great deal up there on

the hill-side lately—more than I ever did be-

fore, since I was a little boy—and I'm quite

certain of what I'm about. It has been a

comfort and a strength to me. It's all so clear

—so very clear. Other books one may not

understand—one can't misunderstand that—
unless one tries very hard. And now, pray let

us have an end o't here. My mind is quite

made up. There is no use in saying a word

more."

All the rest were silent, and Edith left the

room, with the large tears falling down her

face.
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CHAPTER IV

The great Apothecary's shop of Human Vanity

is filled with " flattering unctions ;" and there

is not a sore spot upon the heart or mind of

man, which cannot there find its unguent

—

whether the disease proceed from a self-gene-

rated canker, or from a blow inflicted by others.

The greatest, the wisest, the healthiest, the

soundest-minded, ofmankind, have all occasion

to apply to this shop ; and they do so now and

then, under the sores of regret, and failure, and

disappointment, or the wounds of supercilious-

ness, forgetfulness, or neglect. Oh,

" The insolence of office, and the spurns

That patient merit of the unworthy takes,"

how often do they drive the iron into the

flesh which requires that apothecary's shop to

heal it

!
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Yet, let us not look too curiously into the

motives which induced Mr. Prevost, after some

hesitation, and some reluctance, to accept the

appointment offered to him by the government

through Lord H . It was pleasing to him

to think that his merits, and the services of

which he was conscious—though, be it said,

not too conscious—had only been so long over-

looked, not from being unapparent or forgot-

ten, but because, in some of his views, he had

differed from the ministers lately dismissed.

He knew not—or, at least, he did not recollect

—how easy it is to forget when one is not

willing to remember ; how rarely qualities are

brought before the public gaze, except by inte-

rest, accident, or position—unless by impudence,

arrogance, and self-sufficiency. One in ten thou-

sand men of those who rise, rise by merit

alone ; though there must be some merit in

almost all who rise. But the really great are

like fixed stars : few of the greatest are ever

near the eye : one requires a telescope to see

them, and that telescope is Time.
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Putting aside military chiefs, who write their

names in fire, many of the greatest men of all

ages have been overlooked by Fame. The

author of Job is unknown ; the builders of

almost all great buildings of antiquity are

nameless : the sculptor of the one Venus, and

the one Apollo—doubtful, doubtful—never re-

corded in history. Then look at the fate of

others. Behold Friar Bacon, and Galileo, in

their dungeons ; Dante proscribed and ban-

ished ; Shakespeare, a mere yeoman at Strat-

ford ; Homer and Milton, blind and poor;

Virgil, Petrarch, Verulum, the flatterers of a

court; Newton, the Master of the Mint ! Hea-

ven and earth ! what a catalogue of black spots

upon the great leopard! To hardly one of

them did contemporary fame ascribe a place

pre-eminent. Why, it is a salve and a

comfort to every fool, and every driveller. No

spawner of a penny pamphlet— with vanity

enough—can be sure that he is not twin bro-

ther to the blind beggar of Greece.
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But Mr. Prevost forgot all this. He was

conscious of having labored well and diligently

in what he believed the right path : there was

in him a sense and an experience of intellectual

power: he had felt, and had exercised, the

capability of guiding and directing others

aright ; and, more than all, he had seen many

a time the schemes which he had devised, the

words which he had written or spoken, adopted

—appropriated—filched—by others, and lauded,

making the fame and the fortune of a weak,

impudent, lucky charlatan, supported by in-

terest, family, or circumstances, while the real

author was forgotten, and would have been

hooted had he claimed his own. This gave

him some confidence in himself, independent of

vanity ; and be it not for us to assay the me-

tal too closely.

He accepted the office tendered, and at once

set about preparing for its duties. There was

but one impediment : his anxiety for his son
;

for, notwithstanding every assurance, he felt
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that quivering doubt and fear which can only

be felt by a parent when a beloved child's fate

is in the balance—which all parents, worthy of

the name, have felt, and no child can compre-

hend.

When Edith rose, on the day following the

visit of poor Captain Brooks—somewhat later

than was her custom (for the first half of the

watches of the night had known no comforter)

—Woodchuek was gone. He had waited for no

leave-taking, and was on his road towards the

mountains before the dawn of day.

It was better for all, indeed, that he should

go ; and he felt it : not that there was any

chance of his resolution being shaken, but, as

he had himself said, he wished to forget that

resolution as far as possible—to think no more

of his coming fate than the dark remembrance

of it within his own heart forced him to think
;

and the presence of Mr. Prevost and his

daughter—the very absence of Walter from

their fire- side—would have reminded him con-
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stantly of the rock on which his bark was in-

evitably steering. With Mr. Prevost and

Edith, his presence would have had the effect

of keeping up the anxious struggle between

affection for "Walter, and a kindly sense of

justice towards him. His every look, his every

word, would have been a source of painful in-

terest ; and the terrible balancing of very nar-

rowly divided equities, when life was in the

scale, and affection held the beam, would have

gone on, in the mind at least, continually.

When he was gone, the agitating feelings

gradually subsided. His self sacrifice presented

itself to the mind as a thing decided : the

mind was relieved from a greater apprehen-

sion by a less ; and a quiet melancholy, when-

ever his coming fate was thought of, took the

place of anxious alarm. In some sort, the

present and the past seemed to transpose them-

selves ; and they almost looked upon him as

already dead.

True, all fear in regard to Walter was not
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completely banished. There was nothing de-

finite ; there was no tangible object of appre-

hension ; they felt perfectly certain that Wood-

chuck would execute his resolution; yet the

heart, like an agitated pendulum, vibrated

long after the momentum had ceased. It

grew quieter and quieter by degrees, how-

ever, on the part of Mr. Prevost : a change of

thought, and of object, did much. All his

preparations had to be made for the proper ex-

ecution of the office he had undertaken ; he

had more than once to go to Albany, -and on

each occasion he took his daughter with him.

Each change had some effect ; and both he and

Edith recovered a certain degree of cheerful-

ness, at least in general society. It was only

in the quiet and the silent hours, when either

was left alone—when those intervals took place

during which sleep refuses to visit the eye

—

when all external sounds are still—when all

external sights are absent, and the mind is

left alone with thought, and nothing but
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thought, for its companion,—it was only then

that the fears and the anxiety and the gloom

returned.

Every moment that could be spared from

military duties was passed by Lord H at

Edith's side, whether in her own home or in

the city. People remarked his attentions and

commented on them as usual ; for no publicity

had been given to their engagement, and the

good-humored world thought fit to judge it

strange that a young nobleman of such dis-

tinction should be so completely captivated by

the daughter of a simple gentleman like Mr.

Prevost.

Their comments affected the two lovers little,

however. They were thinking of themselves,

and not of the world ; and though the happiest

hours of Lord H were those in which, at

her father's quiet hermitage, he could pass a

brief space in wandering with her alone through

the beautiful scenery round, or sitting with her

under the verandah, gazing out upon the pros.
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pect and watching the advance of summer over

the forest world, still he was happy by her

side anywhere ; and her demeanor in society,

her grace, her beauty, as compared with others,

only served to render him proud and happy in

his choice.

Thus passed nearly three weeks ; by which

time the bustle of active preparation, the

marching of several regiments towards the

north, and signs of activity in every depart-

ment, gave notice to the inhabitants of Albany

that some important military movement was

about to take place. The fife and drum, and the

lumbering roll of the cannon, were daily heard

in the quiet streets. Boats were collecting

on the river
;

parades and exercises occu-

pied the greater part of every day ; scouts and

runners were seen hurrying about in different

directions ; and clouds of Indians, painted and

feathered for the war-path, hovered round the

city, and often appeared in the streets.

Lord H—— had advanced with his whole

VOL. III. e
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regiment to the neighbourhood of Sandy Hill

;

other bodies of troops were following ; and the

Commissary-general, whose active energy and

keen intelligence surprised all who had only

known him as a somewhat reserved and moody

man, had advanced to a spot on the Hudson,

where a small fort had been built at the com-

mencement of what was called the King's Eoad,

to see, with his own eyes, the safe delivering

and proper distribution of the stores he had

collected. Long ranges of huts were gathered

round the fort, which was judged so far within

the English line as to be a place of perfect

security ; and many a lady from Albany, both

young and old, had gathered together there to

see the last of husband, brother, or father,

before they plunged into the forest and en-

countered the coming strife.

Here everything was done as usual to smooth

the front of war, and conceal its ugly features
;

and certainly after the arrival of Lord H
,

with his regiment and the wing of another,
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the scene was brilliant and lively enough.

Bright dresses, glittering arms, military music,

fluttering flags, and prancing chargers, were be-

held on every side ; and gay and lively talk,

only interrupted now and then by the solemn

words of caution or direction from anxious

heart to anxious heart, hid, in a great degree,

the deeper, stronger, sterner feelings that

were busy underneath.

In all such expeditions, amidst the bustle

and excitement, there come lapses of quiet

inactivity, especially before the first blow is

struck. Some accident causes a delay ; some

movements have not been combined with suf-

ficient accuracy ; one party has to wait for

another, and is left unoccupied. Thus was it

in the present instance. A small but impor-

tant division of the army, to be accompanied by

a large body of Indians, was retarded by a de-

ficiency of boats ; and the news arrived that

two days must elapse before they could reach

the fort.

e 3
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A superior officer was now present ; and

both Lord H and Mr. Prevost felt that it

would be no dereliction of duty to seek leave

of absence in order to visit once more the

house of the latter, and personally escort

Edith to the place where she was to remain till

the object of the expedition was accomplished.

The same day it was first made known what

the object of that expedition was. The word

Ticonderoga was whispered through the en-

campment, running from the General's quarters

through every rank down to the private

soldier. A strange sort of feeling ofjoy spread

throughout the force; not that many knew

either the importance of the object or the state

of the place ; but simply that all were relieved

from an uncertainty.

The comment of Lord H was very brief.

He had,. indeed, long known the fact now first

published ; but, as he told it to Edith while seat-

ing her on her horse to set out, he said

—

" The place is luckily near ; and the busi-
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ness will soon be brought to an end, my love."

A something indefinable in his heart, made him

add, mentally, " one way or another."

But he gave no utterance to the gloomy

doubt ; and the little party rode away.
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CHAPTER Y.

A calm, quiet evening with, the wind at south,

the sun setting red in clouds, and a grey

vapour stealing over the sky, with every pros-

pect of a coming storm, and yet everything

still and sober in solemn tranquillity, often puts

me in mind of those pauses in the busy course

of life which precede some great and decisive

event. It is very strange, too, but I have re-

marked that it not unfrequently happens that

such an aspect of external nature comes as it

were to harmonize with our feelings when we

take a brief pause upon the brink of great

events, destined to bring fruition or disap-

pointment to all the hopes of life.
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Such an evening was that which Lord H
and Edith and Mr. Prevost spent together at

the house where so many of these scenes have

been laid, after quitting Fort Edward in the

morning. Their journey had passed quite

peaceably ; they had encountered no human

being but a few bands of friendly Indians,

going to join the army ; and the ride, as every

one knows, was, and still is, a very beautiful

one. It had occupied hardly four hours ; and

thus the principal part of the day had been

spent in tranquillity in a scene endeared to

all.

Mr. Prevost had retired to his room to write

;

and Lord H

—

'— and Edith sat together in

front of the house gazing out towards the set-

ting sun. There are few things really sublime

on earth ; but amongst the most sublime are

those moments when we sit beside a fellow

being so linked to us by love that our existence

seems but as a part of his or hers, our hopes,
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our fears, our happiness, our joy, identified : and

yet, in the course ot mortal fate, the approach

of some dark hour of parting, keeps ever

whispering in our ear, " Ye are not truly one.

Though mingling every thought and feeling,

thougli heart beat with heart, and mind walk

with mind, though each breast is open to the

other, as to the eyes of conscience and of God,

though linked and bound by every aspiration,

and by every sentiment, ye are two and ye

must sever." The sensation is very painful,

but it is sublime in its intensity ; and such

were the sensations of Edith and her lover as

they sat there and watched the setting sun.

They talked of many things, some not at

all connected with the circumstances of the

present or the future ; they feared to dwell

upon them too long, and they often sought

relief in indifferent topics ; still the coming

hour was vaguely present to the mind of each.

It was like sitting near a waterfall, with the
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quiet, melancholy murmur of the cataract

mingling harmoniously, but sadly, with every

other sound.

"I trust, dear Edith, that we shall see it

together," said Lord H , speaking of the

distant land where they both had birth. " Many

a lovely thing is to be met with in the old

world, both in nature and in art ; and though I

love these beautiful scenes well, and enjoy as

much as any one the magnificence of unadorned

Nature, yet methinks that is no reason why we

should not appreciate to the full all that is line

or lovely, though of a different kind and

character. It is the narrow-minded man, the

man ofan uncapacious soul, who suffers one sort

of excellence alone to take possession of his taste

or heart. Beauty and goodness are infinitely

varied ; and though I may love some aspects

best, yet I trust ever to .be capable of deriving

pleasure from each and all."

"But you have seen all these things,

George," she answered ;

u will it not weary

e 5
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you to go over them all again, with so un-

tutored a companion as myself?"

He gazed at her for a moment, with a look

of earnest affection, and gently pressed the

hand he held in his.

" I take a new light with me, Edith," he

replied ;
" a light that will give new loveli-

ness to everything that is beautiful. I have

often thought, my beloved, that to see our own

sensations—I mean happy ones, enjoyment,

admiration, satisfaction—reflected from the

mind of one so dear as you are to me, must be

like beholding a lovely scene reflected from the

bosom of a calm lake, where every fair feature

and bright hue acquires a magic lustre, and a

brightness greater in the borrowed image than

even in the tangible reality. These are happy

dreams, Edith ; let us trust to renew them

some few weeks hence ; and then, whenever

this campaign is over, I will quit this busy,

perilous game of war, if Edith will then be

mine, and realize the visions we love so well.
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In the meanwhile, dear one, as every one who

goes into battle encounters certainly some peril,

let us speak a word of the future, in case the

worst should befall. You will remember me,

Edith, I am sure, if I should not return. I

do not think you will ever love any other so

well ; but, remember, I am not so selfish in

my love as to wish you to sacrifice the whole

comfort and happiness of a life to the memory

of one departed. Be happy when and in what

way you can. Consult your own feelings

solely ; and I do believe that, if spirits can look

down on earth when parted from this frail

body, your happiness, however it is attained,

will add to mine ; for 1 cannot think, that,

when we quit this earth, we carry the selfish-

ness of clay along with us."

The tears swam in Edith's eyes, and gemmed

the long, black lashes round them ; but they

ran not over.

" I have but one wish on earth, George/"

she answered, a when I think of the chances
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that }
rou mention. It is that I may not sur-

vive you even an hour. If I had not known

it could not be, I would have asked to go with

you, in the hope that, if you are to fall, one

hour might take us both."

Lord II smiled sadly, and shook his

head.

"That might entail greater sorrows still,"

he rejoined ;.
" and in no sense could it be, my

Edith. Xo soldier should have his wife with

him. While in the field, he should be de-

tached as much as possible from every thought

but that of duty. I doubt, indeed, that he

should have any tie to earth whatever, except

those which God imposed upon him at birth.

This is one reason why I shall quit the army.

I am less fit to be a soldier than I was ; but I

should be utterly unfit if I thought you were

in peril. From all apprehension on that score

I go free. I felt some uneasiness, indeed,

while I thought that you were to remain alone

l\eve with none but the servants round you.
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As matters are arranged at present, however,

you would be quite safe with Colonel Schneider

and his wife. Besides, his servants, and the host

of workmen employed in finishing his house and

all the other works he has going on, will prove

a little body-guard in itself."

" I should have felt myself perfectly secure

here," returned Edith ; "for the familiar aspect

of all things round gives a sort of confidence

which I could feel nowhere else. These

Schneiders I hardly know ; but, if you and my
father are better satisfied, I am content to be

with them. What hour are we to set out to-

morrow ?"

" Between one and two o'clock," replied

Lord H ,
" will be quite time enough.

The distance is but. six miles, and your father

and I can very well escort you thither, and

reach Fort Edward before night."

" I am glad of that," answered Edith. " To-

raorro -* is the day that poor Captain Brooks is

to be here. T should much like to see him
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once more, and I hope that he will arrive

before we go. If not, I must tell the servants

to provide for him well, and show him every

kindness. Oh, George, is it not terrible to

think of his encountering such a fate ? The

very idea of providing his last meals for him

when going to a voluntary death, makes my

heart sink with horror and regret."

" The only choice is between him and poor

Walter," answered Lord H ;
" and we

must not forget that this act of Woodchuck's

has not been pressed, or even asked, by us. He

judges, and judges rightly, I think, that it

would be ungenerous to allow Walter to suffer

for his acts ; and, though I would not urge him

to adopt the course he has chosen, I certainly

would say nothing to dissuade him."

" His self-devotion only makes it more ter-

rible," returned Edith, " at least, in my eyes

;

and yet I cannot help hoping," she continued,

looking up inquiringly in . her lover's face,

" that something may occur—why should I not
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say that something will be provided ?—to

rescue them both, without this awful sacri-

fice."

Lord H would say nothing to quell a

hope which he thought would give comfort

;

yet he did not share it, for his faith was

less than Edith's—man's faith always is less

than woman's.

Not many minutes more passed before Mr.

Prevost rejoined them, speaking to one of the

servants, as he entered, in a calm but rapid

tone, and giving various orders and directions

for the morrow. Although not likely to be

exposed so much as if entrusted with a military

command, some danger, of course, attended

the meie fact of his accompanying the army
;

and he had spent the last hour or two in making

many arrangements in view of probable death

.

Though a man of a quick imagination and

susceptible temperament, death had never had

any great terrors for him. lie was person ill}*,

constitutionally, courageous ; and in whatever
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aspect, or under whatever circumstances, he

contemplated, the mere passing from one life

to another, he could not bring his mind to fear

it. Yet, strange to say, he was in some

respects of an apprehensive turn of mind. He

feared difficulty, he feared disgrace, he feared

the slightest imputation on his honor or his

character ; he was exceedingly apprehensive

when any danger menaced those he loved.

Thus, as far as he himself was concerned, lie

had sat down that day to contemplate his own

death, as calmly as any other event inseparable

from life ; but when the thought of Edith and

Walter, and their future fate, mingled with his

reflections, his courage was shaken, and he

felt much agitated. He had pursued his task

steadily, however ; had arranged all things so

as to leave neither obscurity nor difficulty in

his affairs ; and then, casting all sombre

thoughts from him, came down and joined his

daughter and his friend below, with a tranquil,

nay, a cheerful face.
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All the proceedings of the following day

were then definitely arranged. After an early

and a hasty dinner, he and Lord H ,
with

the four mounted men who accompanied them,

and Edith's old travelling companion, Chando,

were to escort her to the dwelling of Colonel

Schneider : the new house built that spring even

farther in the wild than that of Mr. Prevost,

and of which the Indians on the hill had spoken.

There leaving her at once, the two gentlemen

were to return to the camp, which they cal-

culated upon reaching before nightfall. Yain

arrangements, vain preparations ! How con-

tinually are we frustrated, even in the smallest

and most insignificant plans, by that obdurate,

overruling will of Fate !

The night passed quietly, day dawned, and,

while Edith was dressing, she saw from her

window the expected figure of Woodchuck,

walking towards the door with a firmer tread

and more resolute and easy bearing than he

displayed when he had last appeared. On
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descending, she found him talking with her

father and Lord H with perfect calmness

and ease. His look was firm and self-possessed

;

his air was bold though tranquil ; and he

seemed to have gained health since she saw

him. Edith was almost tempted to believe

that some happy change of circumstances had

taken place ; but his first words dispelled the

illusion.

" No, I thank you, Mr. Prevost," he said,

" I must go on. I'll just take some breakfast

with you, and then begin my march. I have

calculated well my time, and I should like to

have a day or two to come and go upon. It

doesn't do to push things to the last. I guess

I shall reach Johnson Castle to-night. Then,

mayhap, I shall get a lift up the river in a

canoe ; but, at all events, even if I am obliged

to foot it all the way, I shall be in time."

Mr. Prevost looked down, and fell into

thought, while Woodchuck advanced to Edith^

shook hands with her, and spoke upon indif-
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ferent subjects. She now remarked that he

was dressed in different guise from that

which he had assumed during the winter. A
light brown hunting-shirt, loose in the body

and the sleeves, seemed to be his principal

garment ; and in the belt which bound it

round him, was stuck the tomahawk and scalp-

ing-knife of an Indian. His rifle stood in one

corner of the room. On his head he wore a

fur cap as usual; a pouch and powder-horn, with

moccassins on his feet, completed his equip-

ment.

" Well, General," he said, turning to Lord

H—— ;
" I saw some of your people as I

came up the river. There had been a fuss

about batteaux, but I showed them how they

could find some ; for a set of knaves, more

French than English at their hearts, had

drawn a crowd of them up the creek. So

Abercrombie and the rest are all up at Fort

Edward by this time."

Lord II looked towards Mr. Prevost

;
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but he was still in thought, and only roused

himself to lead the way into the hall to break-

fast. Woodchuck ate heartily ; but to touch a

single mouthful was a hard task for each of the

other three. While still at the table, however,

the sound of horses' feet galloping up to the

door was heard ; and Lord H
, starting up,

looked out of the window. A young officer

and a trooper of dragoons were at the door

;

and the moment the former saw Lord H
,

he handed him a letter in at the win-

dow, dismounting and entering soon after,

By this time, the dispatch had been read

both by the young nobleman and Mr. Prevost

;

and the latter exclaimed, " This is most un-

fortunate ! An immediate recall, Edith. We
must not delay a moment, for the march com-

mences to-morrow at day-break. Get ready as

fast as possible, my love ; we will see you safely

to Colonel Schneider's, and then gallop back to

the Fort."

" Excuse me for observing," said the young
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officer, " that the order is peremptory. Of course

his Lordship will judge for himself; but I only

follow General Abercrombie's commands, in

saying that he wishes not a moment's delay."

" But, my daughter, Sir, my daughter,-'

said Mr. Prevost.

The young gentleman bowed stiffly, but

made no answer ; and the countenance of Lord

H was very grave.

" Surely," said Mr. Prevost, " 'twould be

no great disobedience of orders to see my
daughter safely to the house of my friend,

Colonel Schneider, a distance of not more than

six miles."

" Which would take nearly two hours to go

and come," said the young officer, drily ; "at

least, over roads such as these. But you and

his Lordship are the best judges. I do not

presume to dictate ; I only convey to you the

Commander-in-Chief's orders."

" Leave her to my care, Prevost," said

Woodchuck, starting up. "I will see her safe.
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It's all in my way. Some of the servants can

go with us, and there is no danger."

" I am in no fear, indeed, my dear father,"

said Edith
;
" do not risk a censure. I shall

he quite safe with our friend here."

u I believe, indeed, you will," said Lord

H
;

" otherwise, I myself should be

tempted to disobey. But the terms of this

dispatch are so pressing, that, unless there

were immediate and positive peril, I think we

are bound to return to camp at once."

He spoke aloud, and very gravely ; but then,

advancing to Edith's side, he added a few

words in a lower tone. Mr. Prevost walked up

and joined in their consultation—a sufficient

indication, it might have seemed, that they

wished for a few moment's privacy. Wood-

chuck understood, and walked quietly to the

door ; for natural delicacy of feeling is but the

reality of that of which politeness is the shadow.

But the young officer, who was of that coarse,

common stuff of which martinets are ultimately
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made, still kept his ground, till Lord H
,

somewhat provoked, turned round and said,

" Captain Lumley, you will have the good-

ness to return to head-quarters, and inform

the Commander-in-Chief that his orders shall

be punctually obeyed."

The young man paused a moment with a

look of surprise and discontent ; and, a mo-

ment or two after, when he passed Woodchuck

at the door of the house, he was muttering

—

"Without asking me to take any refresh-

ment !"

His murmurs were, perhaps, natural ; for

those who concede least to the feelings of

others, invariably exact most for their own.

It is true, Lord H , occupied with

thoughts that engrossed him altogether, dis-

missed the aid-de-camp without remembrance

of his needs as well as without any feeling of

resentment, and omitted a courtesy which no

resentment assuredly would have curtailed.

But the young man, swelling with indignation
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and offended dignity, mounted sullenly, and

proceeded but slowly on his way. He had not

gone one half the distance, however, between

Mr. Prevost's house and Fort Edward, when

Lord H and the Commissary passed him at

great speed, and he did not reach head-quarters

till half-an-hour after they had announced their

own return.
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CHAPTEB VI

The storm, prognosticated from the red aspect

of the setting sun on the night before, had not

descended when Edith Prevost left the door of

her father's house. No rain-drops fell, no

wind even stirred the trees, and it was only a

sort of misty obscurity to the westward which

gave token, to eyes well acquainted with the

forest, that the promise of the preceding sun-

set would yet be fulfilled. Overhead, all was

clear and blue ; and the sun, though some white

haze hung round its broad disk, was powerful

for the season of the year.

Edith's companions were only Chando, the

negro, the good woman, sister Bab, (whose

vol. in. F
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kindness, faithfulness, and intelligence, had all

been tried,) and Woodchuck, who refused to

take a horse from the stable, but set out on

foot by Edith's side.

"You can't canter a step of the way, Miss

Edith," he said ;

u so I can keep up with you,

I guess ; for the road, such as it is, is better

fitted for two feet than four."

As she turned from the door, tears were in

Edith's eyes, arising from many a mingled

source. She had seen her father and him

whom she loved as well, though differently,

depart suddenly to danger and to battle. Her

brother was far away, and she could not help

thinking him still in peril. Not only was the

future of all uncertain—for so the future of

every one is—but the uncertainty was dark,

and, as it were, more tangible than is generally

the case with the dim, misty approach of the

coming time. There was not only a cloud, but

the cloud was threatening.

Nor was this all. There are times in the
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course of almost every life, when some little

event, some marking point in the journey of

existence, causes the mind to pause and review

the past—to compare the present state with a

state gone by. It is rarely that the contem-

plation lias not something painful in it, both

on account of the heart's self-deceit and way-

wardness, which teaches us always to estimate

gains less than losses ; and, also, because in

our warfare with the world (except in very

early youth) the gains, however highly we may

estimate them, are, as in all other warfares,

really less than the losses. We may have at-

tained that which we desire ; but, nine times

out of ten, we find that we have over-appreci-

ated the object ; and, when we come to sum up

the cost in health, happiness, purity of mind,

exertion, care, anxiety, and all the pieces of

coin with which man purchases success, we

frequently find that we have bought the

victory too dear—that that which we have ob-

f 2
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tained was not worth, all we have exchanged

for it.

The moment of departure from her father's

door was one of those pausing places of the

mind for Edith Prevost. She did not cast her

thoughts far back ; she took in but a little

range : six months was the limit. But she re-

membered how calmly happy she had been in

that dwelling six months before. Her father,

her brother, were both there with her ; sweet

natural affections had garlanded the door-posts,

and tranquil hours of unagitated enjoyment

had been the sunshine of her path. All

that was necessary, much that was superfluous,

she had possessed; and if she, as all other

mortal beings, had not been absolutely content

—if she, like every other girl, had felt a want,

a vacancy of the heart, a capability of love

unexercised, which neither filial nor fraternal

affection could supply,—still it had been but a

vague, indefinite feeling that there was some-

thing more in life than she had yet known

—
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one crowning blessing not yet possessed. She

had been very happy, though there had been

the one thing wanting.

Now, that one thing had been attained

—

Heaven knows without her seeking it. She

loved and was beloved. But, oh ! how sadly

changed was all the rest ! Her brother afar

with a dark fate hanging over him—her father

gone upon a path of peril ; and love, what had

love left her ? Anxiety, keen, terrible anxiety,

which might well counterbalance for some por-

tion, at least, of all the sweetness of the bright

blessing.

She mused sadly, gazing clown upon the

horse's neck, and hardly seeing or thinking of

the way she took. In the meantime, Wood-

chuck trudged on by her side, with his head

erect, his face lifted towards the sky, his pace

steady and assured. Edith suddenly and

almost udconsciously turned her eyes towards

him There was a tranquil elevation in his

countenance, a lofty resolution in his look,
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which gave her thoughts, in a moment, an-

other direction. She was parting from a well-

loved home and cherished associations, with

some clouds hanging over her, with some

anxieties dogging her path, but with a proba-

bility of soon returning, and with many a

sweet promise of future happiness. Yet she was

sad and downcast. "Woodchuck was marching

onward, wittingly and voluntarily, to a certain

and terrible death; and yet his march was tran-

quil, firm, and resolute. She felt ashamed of

her tears. Nay more, as thought ran on, she

said to herself

—

" There is something more in life, something

higher, nobler, grander, than any human pas-

sion, than any mortal enjoyment, than any

mere earthly peace, can give—something that

comes from Heaven to aid and support us in our

struggles here below. My poor companion

knows and feels that he is doing his duty, that

he is acting according to the commandment of

his God ; and he is calm and firm in the presence
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of death, and in the separation from all earthly

things. And I—what have I to suffer, what

have I to fear, in comparison with him ?"

She made a great effort ; she shook off her

sadness; she wiped the tears from her eyes, and

said a few words to Woodchuck in a quiet

tone. He answered briefly to her actual

words, but then turned at once to the feelings

which he believed to be in her heart.

"Ah, Miss Prevost," he said,
u

it's a sad

thing for a young lady like you to part, for the

first time, with those she loves when they are

going to battle, and I don't know that a

woman's heart ever gets rightly accustomed to

it ; but it don't do to love anything too well in

this world—no, not even one's own life. It's

a sad stumbling-block both in the way of our

duty and our happiness. Not that I'd have

people keep from loving anything. That

would never do. They wouldn't be worth

having if they couldn't love their friends, and

love them very well ; but, I guess, the best
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way is to recollect always, when we've got a

thing, that it is but a loan—life itself, all the

same as everything else. It's all lent, and all

will be recalled ; only, yon see, my dear young

lady, we've got a promise that, if we use what

we've had lent to us well, it shall be given to us

for ever hereafter, and that should always be a

comfort to us.—It is to me."

A slight sigh followed his words, and he

walked on in silence for a minute or two,

probably pursuing the course which he had

laid down for himself in his very excellent

philosophy, of marching on straight to a high

object, and casting from him all thought of

the unavoidable sufferings of the way. Soon

after, he looked up to the sky, and said

—

" It's getting wonderfully black out there.

I should not wonder if we had a flaw of wind

and a good soaking rain. I say, Master

Chando, put that bear-skin over the young

lady's baggage, and hold the horse better in

hand, or you'll have him down amongst these
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stumps. You ride better than you lead, my

friend."

The negro grinned at him, but did as he

was directed ; and, a few minutes after, they

issued out of the wood upon a small open space

of ground extending over the side of a slight

eminence. The view thence was prolonged

far to the westward in a clear day, showing

some beautiful blue hills at the distance of

eight or nine miles. Those hills, however, had

now disappeared ; and in their place was seen

what can only be called a dense, black cloud,

although those words give a very inadequate

idea of the sight which presented itself to

Edith's eye. It was like a gigantic wall of

black marble, with a faint, white, irregular line

at the top. But this wall evidently moved,

coming forward with vast rapidity, although,

where the travellers were, not a breath of air

was felt. On it rushed towards them, swallow-

ing up everything in its own obscurity. Each

instant some tree, some undulation of the

E 5
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ground, some marking object in the prospect,

disappeared in its deep gloomy shadow ; and for

a few moments Edith sat still upon her horse,

gazing in awe and even in terror. Woodchuck

himself seemed for an instant overpowered ; but

then he caught Edith's rein and turned her

horse, exclaiming

—

" Back, Miss Prevost, back, as fast as pos-

sible ! That's the blackest cloud I ever see in

all my days. There, there to the east'ard !

Get under them big old hemlocks. Keep away

from the pines and the small trees. A tree

had need to have been fastening to the ground

for a hundred years, to stand what's coming."

As he spoke, he ran fast on by the side of

Edith's horse till they reached the edge of the

wood, and there he checked her progress.

" Not too far in, not too far in ! You must

be ready to jump out if you find that these old

fellows begin crashing."

He then left her bridle, and walked carefully

round several of the trees, examining their
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trunks and roots with a very critical eye, to

ascertain that they were firmly fixed and not

decayed; and then, approaching Edith again,

he held out his hand, saying

—

" Jump down ! Here's one will do. He
must ha' stood many a hard storm and bitter

blast, and p'r'aps will bear this one too, for he's

as sound as when he started up a little twig

out of the ground before the eye of any mortal

man now living winked in the sunshine—ay,

or his father's either. Here, Chando, take the

horses and grip them all tight, for depend

upon it they'll caper when the wind and rain

come, Now, my dear, put yourself on this side

of the tree, keep close to him, and listen well.

You may find him shiver and sway a bit, but

don't mind that, for he's not so tall as the rest,

and twice as stout ; and what makes me trust

him is, that in some storm his head has been

broken off, and yet his feet have stood stout.

He won't catch so much wind as the others,

and I think he'd stand it if he did. But if
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you hear him begin to cranch, jump clear out

here to the left into the open ground. He'll

fall t'other way. If you keep close, the

branches won't strike you when they fall, and

the rain won't get at you ; for it's taking a long

sweep."

The next moment, it came, The wind,

blowing with the force of a hurricane, rushed

over the valley below ; the leaves were torn off,

the small twigs, with their umbrageous cover-

ing, were carried aloft into the air and scattered

;

a few large drops of rain fell ; and then the

whole force of the tempest struck the hill-side

and the more open forest where Edith stood.

Tn an instant, the scene of confusion and de-

struction was indescribable. The gusts seemed

to hiss as they passed through the boughs of

the trees and between the tall stems. Large

branches were torn off and scattered far ; the

young pines and birches bent before the force

of the storm. As in the case of war and

pestilence, the weak and the sickly and the
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young and the decayed suffered first and most.

Wherever the roots had not got a firm hold of

the ground—wherever the thawing of the

spring, or the heavy rains, had washed away

the earth or loosened it—the trees came

thundering and crashing down, and the din

was awful ; the howling wind, the breaking

branches, the falling tree, all joining in the

roar; and the pattering rain, rustling and

rushing amongst the withered leaves left by

the winter, became at length thicker and

more dense, till it seemed as if a river was

falling down from the sky, hardly separated

into drops, rather than a fertilizing shower

passing over the landscape.

Edith gazed round her in affright, for she

could, as Woodchuck had predicted, feel the

enormous, but low-stemmed, hemlock against

which he had placed her, tremble and quiver

with the blast ; and a number of large trees

hard by were rooted up, and cast prostrate,
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bearing the turf and earth, in which they had

stood, up into the air, while, here and there,

some, more firmly fixed in the ground, but

defective higher up, snapped in the midst, and

the whole upper part was carried many yards

away. But, though she gazed, little was the

distance she could see, so thick and black was

the covering of the sky ; while all around, what

between the close-falling deluge and a sudden

mist rising up from the earth, the sort of

twilight that the storm- cloud left, was rendered

hazy and still more obscure.

The two negroes,- as usual with that race,

were clamorous and excited, adding the noise

of their tongues to the roar of the tempest;

but the horses, contrary to the expectation of

"Woodchuck, seemed cowed and paralyzed by

fear. Instead of attempting to break loose and

rush away, they merely turned from the

wind and rain ; and with hoofs set firm, and

drooping heads, abode the storm, with now and

then a shivering thrill, showing the terror that
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they felt. Woodchuck himself stood silent

close by Edith, leaning his strong shoulder

against the tree, and, with his eyes bent down

upon the ground, seemed to lose himself in

heavy thought. A man who has parted with

the world and the world's hopes, is tempest-

proof.

After the first rush of the storm, there came

a lull ; and then another fierce roar, and more

falling trees and crashing branches. The

whole forest swayed and bent like a feather in

a breeze, and down came the torrents from the

sky more furiously than ever. But, in the midst

of all, Woodchuck started, leaned his head a

little on one side, and seemed to listen, with

his eyes fixed upon vacancy.

"What is the matter?" asked Edith,

alarmed by his look.

" I thought I heard a footfall," he answered.

" In the roar of such a storm," exclaimed

Edith. " It must have been some falling

branch."
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He only smiled for an answer ; but still he

listened, and she could see him lift his arm a

little from the lock of his rifle on which it had

been tightly pressed, and look down upon it

to see that it was dry.

The next moment, however, he resumed his

ordinary attitude, and said, in a quiet tone

—

" It's all nonsense, however. The Ingians

are all quiet and friendly on this side of the

lake. But you see, Miss Prevost, I have been

for so many months on the watch every

minute, not knowing whether I should not feel

the scalping-knife or the tomahawk the next,

that I have got over-wary. The Mohawks are

all on the move about here, and no Hurons or

any other of our enemies would venture across,

except in a large body, to fight a regular

battle. It must have been the tread of some

friendly Ingian I heard, though they don't

usually leave the trail, except when they've

some object in view."

" But is it possible you could hear anything
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distinctly amidst this awful noise ?" asked

Edith. " Are you sure you were not mis-

taken ?"

" Oh no, I'm not like to be mistaken," an-

swered Woodchuck. " One's ears get sharp

with continual listening. I'm pretty sure it

was a foot I heard, and a man's foot too. It

seemed to me as if it had slipped off a loose

stone, hidden under the leaves, and come down

harder, perhaps, than he expected. But that's

no proof that he meant mischief, for they've

all got those cat-like sort of ways, creeping

about silently, whether there's 'casion for it or

not ; and, as I said just now, they're all friendly

here on this side of Horicon."

A few moments' silence succeeded; the wind

once more swelled up, raged for a minute or

two, and then fell again a little ; and Wood-

chuck, putting out his head from beyond the

shelter of the great trunk, observed, " It seems

to me to be getting a little clearer there to the
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west'ard. I guess it won't last more nor half

an hour longer."

Almost as he spoke, from every side but

that which opened upon the hill, came a yell,

so loud, so fierce, so fiend-like, that, ere she

knew what she was doing, Edith, under

the sudden impulse of terror, darted at

once away from the tree into the open space,

and ran a few steps, till her long riding-dress

caught round her feet, and she fell upon

the grass. At the same instant, she felt a

strong arm seize her by the shoulder, and heard

the rattle of a rifle ; and, turning her head in

mute terror, she beheld the gleaming eyes and

dark countenance of an Indian, rendered more

hideous by the half-washed off war-paint,

bending over her. His tomahawk was in his

right hand ; her last hour seemed come ; but

so sudden, so confounding, had been the attack,

that she could not collect her ideas. She could

not speak, she could not think, she could not

pray. The weapon did not fall, however ; and
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the savage dragged her up from the ground,

and gazed upon her, uttering some of the

uncouth exclamations of his people, in tones of

satisfaction, and even merriment.

One hurried glance around for help, showed

Edith that all hope for help was vain ; and no

words can describe her horror at the scene she

saw. At the moment when she looked round, a

tomahawk, in the hands of a gigantic Indian,

was falling on the head of the poor negro,

Chando, and the next instant a wild shrieking

yell told that his agony was come and gone.

Woodchuck, hatchet in hand, was battling for

life against another savage, and seemed nearly,

if not quite, his match ; but eight or ten more

Indians were rushing up, yelling like wolves as

they came ; and, in the midst of the struggle,

while the hatchets were playing and flashing-

round the heads of the combatants, a young

and active Indian sprang upon the poor hunter

from behind, and threw him backwards on the

earth.

Woodchuck lay perfectly still and motionless,
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gazing up at the tomahawk lifted over his

head ; but, at that instant, the young Indian

put his arm upon his companion's naked breast,

and pushed him violently back, with a loud

exclamation in the Iroquois tongue. Then,

seizing the hand of Woodchuck, he pulled

up the sleeve of his hunting-shirt, and pointed

to a blue stripe tattooed upon his arm.

The lifted hand and tomahawk of the other

sunk slowly by his side ; and Woodchuck sat

up, and gazed around him, but without

attempting to rise altogether from the ground.

Five or six of the Indians came quietly up;

and, some kneeling, some bending down, gazed

upon the blue line, while the savage who had

seized upon Edith, dragged her forward to the

spot, and, still holding her fast, gazed likewise.

Several quick and muttered words succeeded

amongst their captors, a few only of which

Edith heard and understood.

" It's the sign, it's the sign!" cried one.

Then came a sentence or two that escaped her
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ear ; and then another vociferated " Ask him,

ask him !"

One of the Indians next seated himself on

the ground before Woodchuck, spread out his

hands like a fan, and addressed some words to

him, which Edith, notwithstanding her perfect

knowledge of the Iroquois language in most of

its dialects, did not in the least comprehend.

The answer of Woodchuck was equally unin-

telligible to her ; and the only word which she

caught was " Honontkoh."

The moment he had spoken, two of the

Indians placed their hands under his arms, and

raised him from the ground. They took the

precaution of disarming him entirely; and

then, gathering round, they talked quickly and

eagerly in low tones. But now they spoke a

language which Edith understood; and, though

she did not catch all that was said, she heard

enough to show her that they were discussing

what was to be done with herself and Wood-
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chuck, whom it seemed to her that from some

cause they recognized as a brother.

Suddenly, the savage who held her pressed

his ringers tighter upon her arm, exclaiming

aloud, in a fierce, angry voice

—

" She is mine ! I will dispose of her as I

please !"

" INo one will oppose the brother of the

Snake," said another and older man. " Scalp her

when thou wilt, ; where canst thou carry

her if thou dost not slay her ?"

"Let us all go to the other side of Corlear,

Apukwa," said the man who held her. " I

will take her with me ; she shall cook my
venison for me ; 'twas for this I brought you

hither."

" What ! shall we become women amongst

the Hurons ?" demanded Apukwa.
u No," replied the brother of the Snake

;

" there are many of our tribe and order there,

men of our own nation, outcasts like ourselves.
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We will become, like them, warriors of the

great French King, and fight against the

accursed Yengees."

" But how shall we cross ?" asked Apukwa.

" There are canoes in plenty," replied the

other. " Besides, our Canada brethren are

here close at hand, at Che-on-de-ro-ga. They

will give us help."

A silent pause succeeded ; and then Wood-

chuck having recovered from the confusion

which perhaps the suddenness of the attack,

perhaps the violence of his fall, had produced,

stretched forth his arm, and addressed them

after their own fashion.

" Are we not brothers ?" he said ;
" are we

not all Honontkoh? are we not all bound by the

dreadful name to aid each other even unto

blood and death ? I demand, therefore—ye

who have lifted the hatchet against us unjustly

—to set me and this maiden free ; to make our

feet as the feet of the panther, to go whither

we will. I have spoken the terrible words ; I
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have uttered the dreadful name; the sign of the

order is in my flesh, and ye dare not refuse."

A look of doubt and hesitation came over

the faces of the Indians ; and Apukwa in-

quired

—

" Whither wouldst thou go, my brother %

We have all sworn the oath, in the presence of

the dark Spirit, that we will aid one another,

and that each of the Honontkoh will defend

another of the order, though he should have

eaten fire or shed his brother's blood. Thou

hast shed our brother's blood, for we know

thee, though we knew not that thou wert of

our order. But we are Honontkoh, and we will

keep the oath. We will defend thee, we

will assist thee. But whither wouldst thou

go?"

" I go," answered Woodchuck, with unfor-

tunate frankness and truth, " I go to lay down

my life for your brother's life. I go to the

Castle of the Oneidas to say, ' Woodchuck is

here ! Let the hatchet fall upon the old tree,
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and let the young sapling grow up till its time

be come. I killed the Snake ; take the blood

of him who slew him, and set the boy Walter

free. As for this maiden, she is mine ; I have

adopted her. I claim her as brother claims

from brother. Ye cannot be Honontkoh and

take her from me. If ye be true to our order,

give her into my hand and let us go."

While he thus spoke, the countenances of

the Indians round betrayed no mark of any

emotion whatever, though many and varying

feelings were undoubtedly busy in their

breasts.

As he ended, however, a slight and some-

what scornful smile came upon the cunning

face of Apukwa, and he replied

—

" We cannot let our brother go on such an

errand. It would be contrary to our laws.

We are bound to defend and protect him, and

must not let him make wind of his life. The

yellow leal falls of itself from the bough ; the

green leaf is torn off by the tempest. We must

VOL. III. G
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preserve our brother's life, though the young

man perish."

Edith's eyes wept fast with the bitterest

drops of despair ; but Apukwa went on.

" As for the maiden, we will hear and judge

more another da}^. Thou sayest thou hast

adopted her. "We will hear how, for we know

her to be the daughter of the pale-face Pre-

vost. If she be the prize of the brother of the

Snake, the brother of the Snake must have

her. But if she be thy daughter, she is thine.

Let her be with thee till we have heard all, and

judged. We have not room now; for time

goes fast, and we are near danger. The pale-

faces are to the rising and the setting sun,

towards the cold and towards the soft wind.

The Honontkoh is the enemy of the pale-face,

the abandoned of the Mohawk, and the out-

cast of the Oneida. Take the maiden in thy

hand, and go on towards the rising sun. We
come with thee as thy brethren, and will pre-

serve thy life."
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Woodchuck gave an anxious glance to

Edith's face, and said, in a low voice, and in

English.

—

" We can't resist, but we may outwit them.

Come on for the present, for I guess it may be

no better. I will shed my blood for you, my
dear, if I cannot for your brother."

Taking her hand, he led her on towards the

north-east, preceded by one, and followed by five

or six Indians, who, according to their usual

cautious plan, walked singly one after the other,

well knowing that their prisoners could not

escape them. Several remained upon the spot

for a few minutes longer, engaged in stripping

the pack-horse of all that he carried, and

taking the saddles and bridles of the other

horses, which they knew would be valuable in

the eyes of the French.

All this was done with extraordinary ra-

pidity, and then the last party followed the

first into the depth of the wood.

By this time, the wind had considerably
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abated, though it still rained hard. The mo-

ment after the Indians had departed, however,

the leaves and branches of a large flower-

covered bush of the calmia, growing under a

low, spreading hemlock, moved gently, and the

next instant a black face protruded. After

one hasty glance around, the whole form of the

negress, sister Bab, was drawn slowly out from

the bush ; and, running from tree to tree with

silent speed, she stopped not till she caught

sight again of the retiring Indians, and then

followed them quietly and cautiously on their

way towards Cham plain.
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CHAPTEE VII,

The stillness of death pervaded the great

lodge of the Oneidas ; and yet it was not vacant.

But Black Eagle sat in the outer chamber

alone. With no eye to see him—with none

to mark the traces of those emotions which the

Indian so carefully conceals from observation

—

he gave way, in a degree, at least, to feelings

which, however sternly hidden from others,

wrought powerfully in his own heart. His

bright blue and scarlet apparel, feathers and

belt, medals aud armlets, were thrown aside

;

and, with his head bowed, his face full of

gloomy sadness, and all the strong muscles of
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his finely-proportioned figure relaxed, he

sat like an exquisite figure of grief sculptured

in porphyry. !No tear, indeed, bedewed his

eyelids ; no sigh escaped his lips ; but the very

attitude bespoke his sorrow, and there was

something awfully sad in the perfect, unvary-

ing stillness of his form.

Oh, what a terrible strife was going on

within ! Grief is ten times more terrible to

those who concentrate it in the heart, than to

those who pour it forth upon the wide air.

The door of the lodge opened. He started,

and instantly was himself again : the head up-

right ; the face clear ; the aspect active and

dignified.

" Where hast thou been, my child?" asked

the chief, gazing on his daughter as she en-

tered, with feelings mingled of a thousand

strong emotions—parental love, fond admira-

tion, pity, regret, and manifold memories.

" Where thou hast permitted me to go, my
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father," she answered, with a smile so bland

and sweet, that a momentary suspicion crossed

her father's mind.

" Thou dost not forget thy promise, my
Blossom," he said in a tone as stern as he ever

used to her.

" Oh no, my father," answered Otaitsa

;

" didst thou ever know me do so ? To see

him, to be with him in his long captivity

—

to move the rock between us, and to let some

light into his dark lodge—I promised that if

thou wouldst let me stay with him even a few

hours each day, I would do nought, try nought,

for his escape. Otaitsa has not a double tongue

for her own father. Is Black Eagle's eye dim,

that it cannot see his child's heart? Her

heart is in his hand."

"How fares the boy?" asked her father.

"Is there sunshine with him, or a cloud ?"

" Sunshine," said Otaitsa, simply. " We
sat and talked of death. It must be very

happy."
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The chief gazed at her silently for a few mo-

ments ; and then asked, " Does he think so

too ?"

" He makes me think so," answered the

Blossom. " Must it not be happy where there

is no weeping, no slaughter, no parting of dear

friends and lovers ; where a Saviour and Be-

deemer is ever ready to mediate even for those

who do such deeds as these ?"

" The Great Spirit is good," said Black

Eagle, thoughtfully ;
" the happy hunting-

grounds are ever ready for those who die

bravely in battle."

" For those who do good," returned Otaitsa,

with a sigh ;
" for those who spare their ene-

mies, and show mercy to such as obey the

voice of God in their own hearts, and are

merciful and forgiving to their fellow-men."

Black Eagle smiled. " A woman's religion,"

he said. " Why should I forgive my enemies ?

The voice of God you speak of in my heart,
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teaches me to kill them ; for, if I did not, they

would kill me."

"Not if they were Christians too," said

Otaitsa. " The voice of God tells all men to

spare each other, to love each other ; and if

every one obeyed it, there would be no such

thing as enemies. All would be friends and

brethren."

Black Eagle mused, for a moment or two,

and then answered

—

"But there are enemies, and therefore I

must kill them."

" That is because men obey the voice of the

Evil Spirit, and not that of the Good," rejoined

the Blossom. " Will my father do so ? Black

Eagle has the voice of the Good Spirit in his

heart. He loves children, he loves his friends,,

he spares women, and has taught the Oneidas

to spare them. All this comes from the voice

of the Good Spirit. Will he not listen to it

farther?"

g 6
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Her parent remained lost in thought ; and,

believing that she had gained something,

Otaitsa went on to the point nearest to her

heart.

" The Black Eagle is just," she said ; "he

dispenses equity between man and man. Is it

either just, or does it come from the voice of

the Good Spirit, that he should slay one who

has done good and not harm ? that he should

kill a man for another man's fault? Even

if it be permitted to him to slay an enemy, is

it permitted to slay a friend ? If the laws of

the Oneidas are unjust, if they teach faithless-

ness to one who trusted them, if they are con-

trary to the voice of the Good Spirit, is not

Black Eagle a great chief, who can change

them, and teach his children better things ?"

Her father started up, and waved his hand

impatiently.

" No more," he said, " no more. When I

hear the voice of the Good Spirit, and know
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it, I will obey it. But our laws came from

Him, and I will abide by the sayings of our

fathers."

As he spoke, he strode to the door of the

lodge, and gazed forth, while Otaitsa wept in

silence. She saw that it was in vain to plead

farther, and, gliding up to her parent's side,

she touched his arm reverently with her

hand.

" My father," she said, " I give thee back

the permission to see him, and I take back my

promise. Otaitsa will not deceive her father

;

but the appointed hour is drawing on, and she

will save her husband if she can. She has

laid no plan with him, she has formed no

scheme, she has not spoken to him of safety or

escape. She has deceived Black Eagle in

nothing ; but now she tells him that she will

shrink from nothing, no not from death itself,

to save her brother Walter."

" Koue, Koue ! my Blossom," ejaculated the

chief, in a tone of profound melancholy.
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"Thou canst do nothing." Then, raising his

head suddenly, he added—" Go, my daughter
;

it is well. If thy mother has made thee soft

and tender as a flower, thy father has given

thee the courage of the eagle. Go in peace

;

do what thou canst ; but thou wilt fail."

" Then will I die I" exclaimed Otaitsa.

And, gliding past him, she sought her way

through the huts.

The first door she stopped at, was partly

covered with strange paintings, in red and

blue colors, representing, in rather gro-

tesque forms, men, and animals, and flowers.

She entered, at once, without hesitation ; and

found, seated in the dim twilight before a large

fire, the old priest who had spoken last at the

council of the chiefs in the glen. His orna-

ments bespoke a chief of high degree ; and

several deep scars in his long, meagre limbs

showed that he had been known in the battle-

field. He did not even look round when the

Blossom entered, but still sat gazing at the
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flickering flame without the movement of a

limb or feature. Otaitsa seated herself before

him, and gazed at his face in silence, waiting

for him to speak.

At the end of not less than five minutes, he

turned his head a little looked at her, 'and

asked

—

"What would the Blossom with the Old

Cedar Tree ?"

" I would take counsel with wisdom," re-

plied the girl. " I would hear the voice of the

warrior who is just, and the great chief who is

merciful. Let him, whom my mother rever-

enced most after her husband amongst the

children of the Stone, speak words of comfort

to Otaitsa."

She then, in language which, in rich imagery

and even in peculiarities of style, had a striking

resemblance to the Hebrew writings, poured

forth to him all the circumstances of Walter's

capture, and of their love and plighted faith
;

and, with the same oreiimen's which we have
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seen already used, she tried to convince him of

the wrong and injustice done to her lover.

The old man listened with the usual appear-

ance of apathy ; but the beautiful girl before

him gathered that he was much moved at

heart, by the gradual bending down of his

head till his forehead nearly touched his

knees.

When she ceased, he remained silent for

several moments, according to their custom
;

and then raised his head, saying

—

" How can the Old Cedar help thee ? His

boughs are withered, and the snows of more

than seventy winters have bent them down.

His roots are shaken in the ground, and the

first blast of the tempest will lay him low.

But the law of the Oneidas is in his heart ; he

cannot change it or pervert it. By thine own

saying, it is clear that the Good Spirit will do

nothing to save this youth. The young

warrior is the first they lay hands on. Xo

means have been found for his escape. No
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pale-face has come into the Oneida land, who

might be made to take his place. All thine

efforts to rescue him have been seeds that bore no

fruit. If the Good Spirit wished to save him,

he would provide a means. I have no counsel

;

and my heart is dead, for I loved thy mother

as a child. She was to me as the evening star

coming from afar to shine upon the night of

m\ days ; but I have no way to help her

child, no words to give her comfort. Has not

the Black Eagle a sister who loved thy mother

well, who has seen well nigh as many winters

as I have, and who has a charm from the Great

Spirit ? Her lodge is even now filled with wise

women of the tribe, taking counsel together

as to this matter of the young chief. All love

him well, except the dark and evil Honontkoh :

all would save him, whether men or women of

the nation, were not the law of the Oneida

against him. Go to her lodge then, and with

her take counsel ; for the Cedar Tree is with-

out words."
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CHAPTER VIII.

The lodge of Black Eagle's sister was next in

size and importance to that of the chief him-

self, and on it, too, some European skill had

been expended. Though on a somewhat

smaller scale, it was very much such another

building as that which has been described by a

writer of those times as the Palace of a cele-

brated chief of the Mohawks. In a word, "It

had the appearance of a good barn divided

across by a mat hung in the middle." It was

only of one story, however ; but the workmen

who had erected it a good many years before, on

their return from the completion of Fort

Oswego, had added a door of European form,
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with a latch and a brass knob
7
which greatly

increased its dignity in the eyes of the tribe.

The possessor of this mansion, who was

held in great reverence all through the Oneida

nation, and was supposed to have communica-

tion with the spiritual world, had obtained, I

know not how, the name of the Grey Dove,

although her features by no means displayed

the characteristic meekness of the bird from

which she derived her appellation, but bore a

considerable resemblance to those of her

brother, which certainly well accorded with

his name.

When Otaitsa approached the door, she

found it fastened, and she knocked twice with

her hand before it was opened. A young girl

then peeped out, and, seeing the Sachem's

daughter, gave her admission at once into the

outer apartment. The space on that side of

the large mat which formed the partition, was

vacant ; but a murmur of voices came from the
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division beyond, and a light shone through the

crevices between the mat and the wall.

The feelings of Otaitsa's heart were too

powerful to leave any timidity in her bosom
;

and, although she shared, in some degree, the

feelings with which the other Oneidas regarded

the Grey Dove, she advanced at once, drew back

the corner of the mat, and entered the chamber

beyond.

The scene was neither of a beautiful nor of

a very solemn charaoter ; nevertheless, there

was something very striking in it. Seated

around a large fire in the middle, were a

number of the elder women of the tribe, whose

features and forms, once perhaps fair and lovely,

had lost almost every trace of beauty. But

their lineaments were strongly marked, and

had, in many instances, a stern and almost

fierce expression. Their eyes, jetty black, and

in most cases as brilliant as in early youth,

shone in the light of the fire like diamonds

;
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and, in many an attitude and gesture, appeared

much of that grace which lingers longer with

people accustomed to a free and unconfined

life, than with those of rigid and conventional

habits.

Outside of the first and elder circle, sat a

number of the younger women, from fifteen or

sixteen years of age, up to five or six-and-

twenty. Many of them were exceedingly

beautiful ; but the figures of their elder com-

panions shaded them mostly from the glare of

the fire ; and it was only here and there that

one of those countenances could be discovered,

which might offer, in many of the Indian tribes,

fit models for painter or sculptor.

Seated, not on the ground like the rest, but

on a small low settle at the further side of the

inner circle, appeared Black Eagle's sister,

gorgeously dressed almost entirely in crimson,

with anklets and bracelets of gold, and in-

numerable glittering ornaments round her neck.

She was much older than her brother.
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Her hair, almost as white as snow, was knotted

up behind on the ordinary roller without any

decoration. Her features were aquiline, and

much more prominent than those of Black

Eagle ; and her eyes were still keen and

bright.

The moment they lighted upon Otaitsa, the

exclamation burst from her lips

—

" She is come ! the Great Spirit has sent her!

Stand there in the midst, Blossom, and hear

what we have resolved.

"

Otaitsa passed between two of the younger

and two of the elder women, taking her place

between the inner circle and the fire ; and

wonderfully bright and beautiful did she look,

with the flame flashing upon her exquisite

form and delicate features, and lighting up a

countenance full of strong enthusiasm and

pure emotion.

" Thy child hears thy words," she said,

without pause or hesitation ; for it must be re-

marked that the stoical gravity which pre-
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vailed at the conferences of the chiefs and

warriors, was not thought necessary among the

Tromen of the tribes. " What has the Grey

Dove to say to the daughter of her brother?"

" The boy must not die !" exclaimed the old

woman, in a firm and decided tone. " It is not

the will of the Great Spirit, or, if he die, there

shall be wailing in every lodge, and mourning

amongst the children of the Stone. Art thou

willing, Otaitsa, child of the Black Eagle,

daughter of the Flower of the East, to do as we

do, and to obey my voice ?'

Otaitsa gazed round the circle, and saw a

stern and lofty determination written on every

countenance. Her own heart was not one to

quail at any undertaking, known or unknown

;

and the only thing which could have deterred

her from taking the pledge proposed, was the

spirit of Christianity. But it must not be sup-

posed that the Christianity of the Indian girl,

notwithstanding all the labors of her missionary

friend, was pure and unmixed with the charac-
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teristics of her people. All the daily habits of

life, all that she saw, all that she heard around

her, mingled the notions and the feelings of the

Indian with the doctrines and the sentiments

of the Christian, The first impulse was always

Indian ; the rectifying principle nearly Chris-

tian.

After gazing round them for an instant, she

answered, "I am ; I will do what thou sayest

to save him, even unto death."

" She has said !" cried the old woman.

" Now then, Blossom, this is thy task : thou

shalt watch eagerly as a fox upon the hill-side,

and bring word to me of the exact day and

hour when the sacrifice is to be offered. Every

one must watch."

" But how shall I discover ?" asked Otaitsa.

" The warriors tell not their secrets to women.

The Black Eagle hides his thoughts from his

daughter ; he covers his face with a cloud, and

wraps his purposes in shadows, from our

eyes."
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" By little signs shalt thou know," returned

the Grey Dove. " Small clouds prognosticate

great storms. When thou seest any change,

mark it well. If his head droops, and his eye

seeks the ground more than common, bring, or

send the tidings unto me. If he be silent

when he should speak, and hears not the words

thou utterest—if he gazes up to the heaven as

if he were seeking to know the changes of the

weather when all is clear—and if he looks at the

tomahawk as it hangs upon the beam, with a

dull and heavy eye,—be sure the time is

coming."

Otaitsa gave a wild start, and exclaimed,

" Then it is this night ! for all the signs you

mention have been present. When I entered

the lodge, his head was bowed down, and his eyes

were fixed upon the ground. He was very sad.

He heard me ; but his thoughts seemed to

wander. When he stopped my petition, and

turned towards the door, his eyes rested

gloomily on the hatchet ; and when he stootf
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without, they were lifted to the sky, as if

looking for stars in the day time. It is to

night ! it is to-night ! Oh, what shall be done ?"

" Nay," answered the Grey Dove, with a

kindly look, " it is not to-night. Be comforted,

my child. Not until to-morrow at the hour of

twilight, will the six moons have passed ; and

the Black Eagle speaks no word in vain. He

will not lift the tomahawk a moment before the

hour ; but to-morrow will be the time, after

the sun has set. The pale-faces have taken

the war-path against each other, and the allies

of' the Black Eagle have called upon him to

take wing, and help them. They have bade

him paint himself for the battle, and come

forth with his warriors. He has waited but

for this ; and now we know the day and the

hour, for he will not tarry."

Otaitsa still trembled ; but her mind was

much relieved for the moment. She knew her

father well, and she saw the truth of what the

Grey Dove said.
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"How shall we stay him?" she inquired.

u The Black Eagle bends not in his way like a

serpent ; he goes straight upon his path like a

bird in the air. He hears not the voice of

entreaty ; his ears are stopped against the

words of prayer. You may turn the torrent

as it rushes down after the melting of the snow,

or the rock as it falls from the precipice ; but

you cannot arrest the course of the Black Eagle,

or turn him from his way."

"Be firm and constant," said the Grey Dove.

" We are in the hands of the Great Spirit.

"Watch your father closely, Otaitsa, all to-

morrow, from the mid-day till the setting sun

—from the setting sun till the dawn, if it be

needful. The moment he goes forth, come

thou to me at the lodge of the Lynx, by the

western gate of the palisade ; there shalt thou

find me with others. I know that thy young

heart is strong, and that it will not quail.

Watch carefully, but watch secretly. See if

he take the tomahawk in his belt, and if his
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face be gay or gloomy. Mark every sign, and

bring the news to me."

" They may go by the other gate, and steal

round," said one of the women in the inner

circle. " I will set my daughter, now waiting

without, to watch that gate, and bring us

tidings. She is still and secret as the air of

night, and has the foot of the wind."

"It is good," said the Grey Dove, rising.

"Let us all be prepared, for the boy must

not die."

No more was said ; for the old prophetess

fell into one of those deep and solemn reveries,

from which all present knew she could not

easily be wakened, and which probably had

acquired for her the reputation of conversing

with the spirit-world.

One by one, slowly and silently, the women

stole out of the lodge, dispersing in various

directions the moment they quitted the door.

Otaitsa remained till the last, in the hope that

the Grey Dove would speak again, and afford
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her some farther information of her plans ; but

the old woman remained silently gazing on the

fire, with her tall figure erect and stiff, and

probably perfectly unconscious of the departure

of the others, till at length the Blossom followed

the rest, and returned quietly to the great

lodge.

The following day became dark and stormy

about three o'clock in the afternoon. A sharp,

cold wind succeeded to the mild breath of

spring ; and the Indians generally remained

assembled round their fires, leaving the wide

place within the palisade very nearlv deserted.

Shortly before sun-set, one Indian woman

crept quietly forth, and took her way towards a

hut near the eastern entrance of their village.

Another followed very speedily; and before

twilight had ended, and night began, no less

than twelve stood beneath the roof, with the

Grey Dove in the midst of them. It was too

dark for any one to see the face of another ; for

the night had fallen heavily and thick, and a

h 2
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blanket was stretched across the entrance.

But the Grey Dove felt them one after another

with her hands, asking a question of each, to

which she seemed to receive a satisfactory

answer.

" The thirteenth is not here," she said;

" but she will come, and her heart will not

fail."

A dead silence fell over them all after these

words were spoken ; that sort of stern, heavy,

solemn silence which not unfrequently pre-

cedes the execution of some strong and terrible

resolution. Yet, of those twelve, there were

several gay and lively girls, as well as women

fallen into the decline of life. Nevertheless, all

were as still as death. The volatile lightness

of youth, as well as the garrulity of old age,

was hushed.

Suddenly, after they had waited about

twenty minutes, the blanket was pushed aside,

and another figure was added to the number.

The voice of Otaitsa whispered

—
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" He is gone forth armed as if for battle

;

he has his tomahawk with him ; his face was

very sad. I saw the Old Cedar cross to the

west gate, with others whom I knew in the

darkness."

She spoke in eager haste, and gasped for

breath; but the old woman took her by the

arm, saying

—

" Be calm, be still ! Now follow noiselessly.

Then bend down as you pass through the maize

;

though, in this black night, who shall see us ?"

She was the first to issue forth ; then came

Otaitsa ; and the others followed one by one,

with quick, but silent, steps, through the wide

field of maize that swept round the palisade,

and then into the neighbouring forest. Once,

when they came near a spot where the polished

mirror of the lake collected and cast back every

ray of light that remained in the air, they

caught sight of a dark file, shadowy and ghost-

like as themselves, moving on at a little

distance in the same direction. But it was
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soon lost, and the sight only served to hasten

their footsteps.

Passing along a trail which cut across the

neck of a little wooded promontory, they sud-

denly came in sight of the lake again, and, by

its side, a low Indian hut, marked out plainly

against the surface of the water. When within

about thirty yards, the Grey Dove halted,

whispered a word or two to those who followed,

and then, bending down, crept closer to the

lodge.

" Oh, let us hasten," whispered Otaitsa.

" They are already there ; I hear my father

speaking."

" Hush, hush ! be still !" ejaculated the old

woman in the same tone. " The Black Eagle will

do nothing hastily ; it is for him a solemn rite.

Let me first get near ; then follow, and do

what I do."
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CHAPTEK IX.

It was a sad and weary day to poor Walter

Prevost, for he was without his consolation.

The time of his long imprisonment, indeed,

had been less burdensome than might have

been supposed, although, during the first two

or three weeks, many a fruitless effort to escape

had wearied his spirits. He learned, however,

that escape was impossible ; he was too closely

and too continually watched. There was nothing

to prevent his quitting the hut ; but the mo-

ment he did so, whether night or day, he was

met by two or three armed Indians. They

were kind and courteous to him, though they

suffered him not to bend his steps in the
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direction of their Castle or village, nor to

approach the lake, to the banks of which many

a canoe was moored. Sometimes one of them

would take him to hunt ; but two or three

others followed, and never separated from

his side. They were not fond of speaking of

his probable fate, and generally avoided

the subject with true Indian skill ; but

once a young warrior, less experienced than

the rest, related to him the messages which the

great chief had sent by the runner Proctor,

and Walter learned the decision regarding his

own fate, and the chances on which it hung.

That young Indian was never seen near him

more, It was evident that he was looked upon

as having betrayed counsel, and that he had

removed.

But, about-that time, the greatest solace and

balm he could receive was afforded him.

Otaitsa suddenly appeared in the hut, and told

him that, by promising to make no personal

effort for his rescue, and to take no advantage
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of the freedom granted her, to facilitate his

escape by his own efforts, she had obtained

permission to visit him for two hours each day.

She had explained to him, however, that others,

in whom she trusted, were busy in his cause
;

and that the Grey Dove herself, on whom all her

people looked with the greatest reverence, had

positively assured her he should not die.

At first, their interviews were sad enough.

Hope and fear kept up their battle in the

heart ; but in time those emotions passed away,

and love and happiness were all that remained
;

or, if aught of fear mingled with those blsssings,

it was but enough, as it were, to sanctify their

intercourse, to purify it of some portion of

earthly passion, so that, even while they sat

twined in each other's arms, their conversation

would often be of death and future life and

happiness unmingled. She often called him

"husband" to her father ; but it was always

" brother" when they were there alone.

Day after day, beneath the sunshine or the

h 5
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cloud, over the snow or the green earth,

Otaitsa visited the hut. But she had grown

anxious as the days rolled on. She had not

calculated the time accurately ; hut she knew

the appointed day was near : and Walter was

not delivered. She accused herself of folly in

having trusted to others ; though she saw not

how, watched as he was, his deliverance could

be effected by herself. But she resolved now

to bestir herself, and, if she lost her life in the

attempt, to make one last great effort to set him

free.

Such was her resolution on the preceding

day, when, on parting with him, she whispered

in his ear, lest any one should be listening

without

:

"I shall not come to you again, my brother,

"till I come to save you. I know not how it

will be ; but, if I fail, Walter will not be long

in Heaven ere Otaitsa seeks hirn there."

He hardly believed she could keep her reso-

lution of abstaining from, at least, one more

interview. But the weary day passed by ; the
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Indians who brought him food and fire, ap-

peared and disappeared ; the rain fell heavily

;

he wind shook the hut ; and Otaitsa did not

come.

At length, the night began to fall, stern,

gloomy, dark ; a rayless sunset, a brief twilight,

and then utter blackness. His spirit sank low,

indeed; his heart felt heavy and oppressed : he

bent him down, stirred up the embers of his

fire, piled more wood upon it, and kindled a

bright, cheerful blaze. But it had no effect in

raising his spirits or warming his heart. All

within him was cheerless.

He sat and gazed into the fire, and thought

of his absent home, and of the pleasant days

of youth, and of the sweet dreams he had once

cherished—the hopes that hung like faded

pictures upon the wall of memory. A thousand

little incidents, a thousand delightful recollec-

tions, came back upon him, while he sat and

meditated, as if merely to make life more dear
;

when, suddenly, on the other side of the hut,

a dark figure crossed the fire- light, and then
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another, and another, and another, till they

numbered six. They were all chiefs, and men

of lofty mien; but stern, and grave, and

silent. They seated themselves in a semi-circle

at the very farther part of the hut, and for

several minutes remained profoundly still.

He understood, at once, what it meant.

The last hour of life was come ; and the dead,

heavy sinking of the heart which the aspect of

death suddenly presented to an unprepared and

unexcited mind, was the first sensation. True,

the door stood at a little distance, on his right

hand, and they were at the other end of the

hut, with no one between him and the means

of egress ; but he knew their swiftness of foot

and deadly aim too well. It was better to stay

and to meet the worst there, than to fall by

the thrown tomahawk in inglorious flight. He
rallied his spirits ; he called all his courage to

his aid ; he bethought him of how an Indian

would die, and resolved to die boldly and

calmly likewise.

Sitting still in silence, he gazed over the
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countenances of the chiefs, scanning their

stern, hard features thoughtfully. Only two

were there whom he knew ; Black Eagle him-

self, and an old man, with a white scalp-lock,

whom he recollected having comforted and

supported once when he found him ill and ex-

hausted near his father's house*. The others

were all strangers to him ; and nothing could

be read upon their faces but cold, rigid deter-

mination. Xo passion, no anger, no emotion,

could be traced ; but there was something in-

expressibly dreadful in gazing on those still,

quiet countenances, with a knowledge of the

bloody purpose of the men. To have died in

battle—to have struggled with them fiercely

for life—would have been nothing ; but to sit

there, coldly awaiting the moment of the ruth-

less blow, and to know that they expected it to

be borne with the same quiet, stoical apathy

w Lth which it was dealt, was very, very terri-

blo t^ the young European.

Yet Walter tried to nerye himself to the

utmost against any sign of fear, and strove for
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resolution not to disgrace himself, his name,

and family, even in the opinion of those wild

Indians. There must have been apprehension

in his eyes—in the straining eagerness with

which he scanned them ; but there was no

other mark of alarm : not a muscle moved

:

the lip did not quiver : the brow was not con-

tracted.

At length, after that long, solemn pause, the

voice of Black Eagle was heard speaking low

and softly.

"My son, thou must die," he said. "Thou

art dear to me as a child ; thy father is my

brother ; but thou hast drawn an evil lot, and

thou must die. The morning of thy days has

been short and bright ; the night comes for

thee before the day is well begun. The blood

of our brother who was slain must be atoned for

by the blood of one of the race that slew him

—the white man for the red man. We have

sought in vain for the murderer of our brother,

or for some one who might have been a sub-

stitute for him whom we love. Each man
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here would have perilled his own head to find

another in thy place ; but it could not be. The

pale-faces took fright at the news of what had

been done, and none has been found within

our territory. We know that the man who

did the deed has been here. We fancied that

he had come generously to pay the penalty of

his own act ; but fear was in his heart, and

twice he escaped us. He is as cunning as the

fox, and as swift to flee. Now, oh thou son

of my brother ! thou must die ; for the time

has gone by that was given thee in the hope

of some deliverance : the hours have run

swiftly and in vain ; and the last has come.

We know that it is the custom of thy people

to sing no war-song at their death ; but to pray

to their Good Spirit to receive them speedily

into the happy hunting-grounds. We shall

not think it want of courage if thou prayest

;

for the son of our brother Prevost will not dis-

grace his name at his death. Pray, therefore,

to thy God ; thy prayer shull be as it were a
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war-song, and, strengthened by it, thou shalt

die as a man and a warrior."

Walter remained silent for a moment, while

a terrible struggle went on in his heart ; but

resolution conquered, and he rose from the

ground on which he was sitting, erect and firm

;

and, stretching forth his hand, he said

—

" Chiefs of the Oneidas, you are unjust. At

this hour of my death, I tell you, you know not

equity. Your laws are not of the Good Spirit,

but of the bad ; for it is evil to kill an innocent

man, black and dastardly to slay a helpless man,

who trusted you and loved you ; and, if it is by

your law you do it, your law is bad, and the

Good Spirit will condemn it. My father came

and planted his tree amongst you ; we grew up,

my sister and myself, loving and confiding in

your people. We made your tongue our

tongue, and my heart became one with the

heart of the daughter of your chief. Lo, now,

how ye repay kindness, and love, and truth,

with falsehood, cruelty, and death ! You are
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great warriors, but you are not good men. In

this last hour, I reproach you ; and I tell you,

with the voice of a dying man, as with the

voice of one from the land of spirits, that,

sooner or later, the great God of all men will

make you feel that you have done an evil thing

in my death."

He paused suddenly ; for his eyes, turning

somewhat in the direction of the door, saw a

female figure enter, wrapped in the peculiar

blanket or mantle of the Indian women.

Another and another entered ; and one by one

the shadowy forms ranged themselves in line

along the side of the hut, their faces but faintly

seen by the flickering fire-light. They were

all as silent as death ; and there they stood as

solemn witnesses of the dreadful scene about

to be enacted.

The eyes of all the chiefs were turned in

the same direction as his own, and a moment

or two of wonder and embarrassment passed
;
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but then the voice of Black Eagle was raised

loudly and sternly, saying

—

" Get you home to the Castle, Oneida women.

This is no place for you. Meddle not with the

business of warriors and of men. Dare not to

intrude upon the sacrifice of atonement for our

brother's blood."

" Who is it that speaks ?" said the clear,

shrill voice of the Grey Dove. " Is it the

man of the black heart who slays the son of

his brother ? Who is it that dares to speak

thus to her who sees the Great Spirit in her

visions, and holds communion with the souls of

the dead ? Is it a man pure in heart and hand

—a man whose purposes are good in the sight

of the Great Spirit, and who is doing a deed

pleasing in his sight ? Is he taking the life

of an enemy in the battle ? Is he scalping a

foe with whom he has fought and conquered ?

Lo, now, this is a brave deed, to slay the son of

a friend, and a boy who has no power to resist.
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But the boy shall not die. If a pale-face has

killed one of the children of the Stone, this

boy has saved the life of more than one. His

hand has been free, and his heart open to the

Oneida, and his good deeds are more than

enough to atone for the evil deeds of another.

The ashes of thy pipe, Black Eagle, upon the

hearth of Prevost, call out shame upon the mur-

derer of his son,"

" Get you hence, woman !" vociferated another

chief. " We are not soft as water, to be turned

in what course you will ; we are the children of

the Stone, and our heart is the rock."

" Be it so then," cried Black Eagle's sister.

" Look upon us now, oh, chiefs ! We are here,

your mothers, your sisters, your daughters,

your wives ; those you love best, those who best

love you. See now what we are commanded

to do by the voice of the Good Spirit. If you

slay the youth, you slay us. Every lodge shall

be left desolate ; there shall be wailing through
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the village, and through the land. Now, my

sisters, if their heart be a stone, let our heart

be soft, and let the knife find it easily."

As she spoke, every mantle was thrown back,

and every arm raised, and in every hand was

seen the gleam of a knife.

Black Eagle covered his eyes with his

mantle, but sat still. Walter sprang across,

and cast himself at the feet of Otaitsa, ex-

claiming

—

" Hold, hold ! for God's sake hold, my

Blossom !"

" Back, back !" cried the girl, vehemently
;

" if thou diest, I die."

" All, all !" exclaimed the women, in the

same determined tone.

At this moment, the old priest rose, and

stretched forth his hands.

"It is the voice of the Great Spirit," he

ejaculated, in the tone of one inspired. " He

speaks to us by their tongue ; he tells us to
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forbear. The deed is evil in his sight ; we

must not do it. The blood of our brother is

atoned for. It is the voice of the Great Spirit !"

"It is the voice of the Great Spirit, it is the

voice of the Great Spirit !" exclaimed each of

the chiefs. And Black Eagle, casting from

him the tomahawk, took Walter in his arms,

saying, in a low voice

—

" My son, my son !"

Otaitsa advanced a step towards them ; but,

before she reached her father, her sight grew

dim, and she fell fainting at his feet.
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CHAPTER X.

The din of preparation was heard in the great

Castle of the Oneidas. With the first light of

morning, numerous small bands began to pour

in, summoned secretly long before, to hold a

war-council, and to march against the enemy.

Before noon, larger bands began to appear, led

by several of the noted warriors of the nation

;

and one very numerous body, coming across

the lake in a little fleet of canoes, brought

with them a great quantity of baggage, in the

shape of tents and provisions, with women and

even children.

The scene which took place when all were

assembled, in number more than a thousand, is
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perfectly indescribable. Nor shall I attempt

to give a picture of it. A long period of peace

seemed only to have given the western warriors

a sort of thirst for war ; and their joy at the

unburying of the hatchet, and the march

against an enemy, brought forth demonstrations

which, to any civilized eye, would have ap-

peared perfectly frantic. Screaming, shouting,

singing, dancing, striking the war-posts with

their tomahawks, and shaking their rifles in

the air, they seemed like beings possessed by

someevil spirit ; the quiet and grave demeanor

was altogether cast aside ; and the calmest

and most moderate boasted outrageously of

deeds done in the past, and which ought to be

performed in the coming war.

About an hour after noon, however, a sud-

den and complete change came over the scene.

In an open space before the great lodge, all

the chieftains of the different Totems or tribes

assembled ; and the usual circle was formed

around the great war-post of the Black Eagle.
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The younger warriors gathered in other rows,

without the first ; and the youths, the women,

and the children, beyond them again.

One exception to the usual order took place.

The great chief had, on either side of him, one

of those both of whom he now called his

children. Otaitsa in her most brilliant apparel

stood upon his left ; and Walter Prevost, armed

and dressed like the Oneiclas, with the sole

difference that his head was not shaved like

theirs, remained standing throughout the cere-

mony on his right.

As soon as all movement had ceased, and the

stillness of death fell over the whole multitude,

Black Eagle, in a speech of powerful eloquence,

related all that had occurred on the preceding

night, and justified the act of himself and the

other chiefs in the eyes of the people. He said

that he, himself, and five of his brethren, had

been prepared to sacrifice the son of Prevost

to atone for the blood of the Snake, and to

satisfy the customs of the Oneidas, although
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each would rather have slain his own son;

but that the Great Spirit had spoken by the

tongue of his sister, and they had forborne.

When he had done, the Old Cedar rose, but

uttered only a few words.

k 'It was the voice of the Great Spirit," he

said ; and immediately a murmur of " Koue 1

Koue !" ran round the assembly in confirmation

of the act.

The chief then explained to his warriors why

he had that day called them around him ; for,

although the object was already well known to

all, and the news had spread that the English

were marching against the French upon Lake

Champlain, the Indians never acted in masses

without solemn deliberation ; and a war-speech,

as they called it, was universally expected from

their renowned leader. He dwelt at large

upon the alliance between the English and the

Five Nations, and upon the good faith with which

the stipulations of their treaties had been main-

tained by the British provinces ) he referred to

vol. in. i
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" the talk " held some six months before, at the

Castle of Sir William Johnson, skilfully ming-

ling with his discourse the names of several

persons most popular with the tribes ; and he

ended by exhorting his hearers to show their

truth and friendship towards their English

brethren, and to pour down their fiercest wrath

upon the French, whom he spoke of con-

temptuously, as the brethren of the Hurons

and the Alonquin.

The same signs of approbation followed

;

and many another chief added his voice, rais-

ing the passions of the warriors to the highest

pitch. One especially urged them to immediate

action, telling them that the Mohawks had

already marched; that they were with the

English army ; and that the faces of the children

of the Stone would be red with shame if a

Mohawk brought home more scalps than an

Oneida.

Some were for setting out on the instant ; but

this proposal was overruled, and the follow-
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ing morning was appointed for the march to

begin, as more war-parties were expected from

different districts, and some had not come fully-

prepared for the long journey and important

enterprise.

The council was succeeded by similar scenes

to those with which the day began ; and it

must not be concealed that in many instances

the dreadful " fire-water" was employed so far

as even to produce beastly intoxication. Small

drums and wild instruments of music, songs of

every character, from the wailing lament or

the religious chant, to the fierce and

boastful war-song, rose from every part of the

village ; and it was not till the sun had com-

pletely set, that anything like quiet and order

was restored.

Paint it in what colors we will, it was a

barbarous and terrible, though exciting, scene

;

and Walter Prevost was well pleased to hear

the noise gradually die away into low murmurs,

and silence begin to resume its reign,

i 2
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Then came a very, very happy hour. He

sat with Otaitsa alone in the great lodge while

the Black Eagle wandered amongst his people

without ; and, for the first time since his de-

liverance from death, the two had an opportu-

nity of pouring forth to each other the many

feelings which had accumulated in the last

four-and-twenty hours.

" At this time last night," said the youth,

" I was preparing to die."

" And at this time last night," returned

the girl, gazing fondly upon his face as he sat

with his arm clasped fondly round her, and

her head leaning on his shoulder, '•' and at this

time last night, Otaitsa was ready to die with

you. I have since thought it very wrong of

me, Walter ; and, fearing what I did was

sinful, I have prayed part of the night to God

for forgiveness ; and another part I have spent

in praise and thanksgiving. But I believe I

was mad, my be)oved ; for I hardly know what

I did, and followed blindly what they told ma
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to do to rescue him for whom I would have

sacrificed a thousand lives. Besides, I was

surrounded by my countrywomen, and you

know they do not think as we have been

taught to think,"

" If it was an error, it was a blessed one,

my own Blossom," answered Walter ; "for to

it I owe my life ; and life, when it is brightened

by Otaitsa's love, is but too precious to me.

The time will come, dear one, when we shall

look back upon these days but as a painful

dream ; and the only bright reality that will

last, will be the memory of my Blossom's love,

and all that she has done to save and bless

me."

She gazed at him believingly ; for hers was

not a heart to doubt, and his was not a heart

to be doubted; and she then said, with a

sigh—

" But you are now going to battle to risk

your life and all our happiness. Still, though it
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may be strange, I would not stay you, though all

I have learned from good Mr. Gore should make

me look upon such things with horror ; and,

though I would fain have you stay away from

danger, I suppose the habits of the people

still cling about me, even though I hold a better

faith than theirs."

"Fear not, dearest, fear not," answered

Walter, boldly. " No harm will happen to

me, I do trust and believe ; and I only leave

you for a few short weeks."

" You will not leave me at all, Walter,"

she rejoined—" no, never more. I will go

with you, if not to the battle, as near it as I can

be. I have my father's leave ; the warriors

of my race will defend me, and I will not part

with my recovered treasure any more."

" Go to my father's house," said Walter,

joyfully. " It is very near the spot, and Edith

will rejoice to have you with her."

Otaitsa fixed her eyes upon vacancy, and
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fell into a deep reverie ; and an expression came

into her face, which Walter had remarked more

than once before.

"Do yon know, my beloved," he said, "that

sometimes you strike me as very like our dear

Edith—especially when you look thoughtful,

as you did just now ?"

" It is very natural," said Otaitsa, nestling

closer to him. "You do not know she is my
cousin. My mother was your father's sister.

—

Hush ! not a word, especially in the ears of

any of the tribe. My father knows it—but

he will not know it, because, amongst the elder

people of the nation, it was held contrary to

our customs that cousin should marry cousin.

I asked Mr. Gore, long ago, if it were against

your law ; but he said ISTo, that it was neither

against law nor religion.—He inquired why I

asked so earnestly," she added, laughing,

" but I would not tell him. Come with me

into my chamber, and I will show you many
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things belonging to my mother.—Stay, I will

light my lamp."

What a beautiful thing is innocence ! how

free, how untrammelled, how boundless I and

what a sad thing is its loss, to man, and to

society ! Surely, that loss implies slavery of

the worst kind—slavery to which we volunta-

rily submit—bonds that we rivet round our

own hands. He who thinks no evil, because

he knows of none, is the only freeman on the

earth's face.

Otaitsa bent down, and lighted her lamp, and

guided her lover up to her little chamber ; and

there they sat and turned over many a long-

stored treasure, and she showed him the picture

of his own father, and of her mother, and of

many of their mutual kin, and drawings of

fair scenes in Europe, some of which he re-

membered well, with others of the land in

which they then were, but of spots which he had

never seen. There was one, also, which had
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been left unfinished, of a young, sweet child

;

and "Walter gazed first upon the infant face,

and then upon the bright, happy countenance

beside him, and clasped his Blossom warmly to

his heart. The book, too, with the drop of

blood upon it, told its own tale to both their

hearts.

"And where is Mr. Gore?" he asked, at

length; "he seems to have left altogether his

little flock, and I am sure I should have seen

him during my captivity."

"He is coming back now," said Otaitsa.

" My father would not let him return before. He
was afraid that the breath of the good man

would melt his icy purpose. He had a power

over Black Eagle that none other had. I

prayed and besought in vain. But had Mr.

Gore been here, he would have conquered.

Black Eagle knew it, and feared ; and there-

fore he sent him hence, and would not let him

return till the day was past."
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" "Would that he were here now !" ejaculated

Walter, earnestly.

Otaitsa asked him, why ; and he answered,

with a warm kiss

—

u That he might unite us for ever."

A flush came upon her cheek ; but the low

sound of a step was heard below, and, looking

down the stairs, she said

—

" Is that you, my father ?"

" I come," replied the chief.

And, slowly mounting the stairs, he entered

the chamber where they were. His eyes roved

round the room in a manner which evidently

showed that it was strange to him ; and then

he fixed them on the pictures which lay upon

the table, lighted but faintly by the lamp. At

first, he seemed not to distinguish what they

were ; but the moment he saw them clearly,

he drew his mantle over his face, and turned

towards the door. He uttered no word; he

shed no tear ; but he descended slowly, and

Walter and Otaitsa followed.
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CHAPTER XL

On that part of Lake Champlain, or Cor-

lear, as it was called by the Indians, where,

quitting the narrow basin which it occupies,

from its southern extremity to some distance

northward of Ticonderoga, it opens out into a

broader sheet of water, and sweeps round the

small peninsula of Crown Point, a large canoe

was seen crossing to the Canada side, with

about sixteen or seventeen persons on board.

There was no attempt at concealment, no

creeping along under the shelter of the banks
;

but boldly and openly the Indians paddled on

within range of the guns of the French fort,
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and then directly across the bows of two large,

ilat-bottomed boats, or bateaux, accompanied by

several light canoes, each containing six or

seven men, which were going down the Lake

in the direction of Ticonderoga.

Prom each of the larger boats, the flag of

France was conspicuously displayed ; but, as the

canoe above mentioned seemed bearing straight

for the shore fully in possession of France, its

movements for a time appeared to excite no

attention. Neither the bateaux', nor the

canoes, altered their course, the men on board

the former continuing a shouted conversation

in a mixed jargon, part French, part Indian,

with their dusky companions in the lesser craft,

who kept as nearly alongside as possible.

At length, however, it would seem some sus-

picion was excited. Perhaps it might have been

by the sight of two figures, male and female,

in the stern of the canoe, whose dress at once

showed them to belong to none of the Indian

tribes, and was also somewhat different from
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that of either the Canadian colonists, or the

native French. The two parties were now

within less than a hundred yards of each other,

and it seemed doubtful whether the large

canoes would clear the eastern boat without

trouble. But suddenly a voice was raised

loudly in the foremost bateau, and a* question

was put in French, as to whither the others

were bound, and who they were.

The Indians were silent, for they did not un-

derstand the words addressed tothem ; butWood-

chuck whispered to Edith, eagerly, " Answer,

answer ! if you can speak their jargon. Better

be in the hands of French officers, than these

incarnate devils."

Edith's eyes had been cast down, and

were so full of bitter tears, that she had seen

nothing since they left the western shore. But

now she looked up, and, in an instant, her pre-

sence of mind returned. It is true, she did

not speak at once, for she feared her voice

would not reach the boat ; but it was nearing
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the canoe fast ; and, in a moment after, the

question was repeated in a more peremptory

and distinct tone.

" Tell them we are allies of the great

French chief," said Apukwa, who seemed to

comprehend, in some degree, the meaning of

the call ;
" say we are going to join our Canada

Father." And he glared at her, fiercely, as

he spoke.

" We are English," exclaimed Edith, ex-

erting her utmost power of voice ;
" we are

English, and Iroquois, going I know not

whither."

Instantly, at a signal from the bateaux,

the light canoes dashed out with extraordi-

nary rapidity ; and, before any effectual effort

could be made to escape, the larger canoe was

surrounded, while the yells of the Hurons an-

nounced that they recognised, at length, a

band of ancient enemies. With a fiend-like

look at Edith, Apukwa drew his tomahawk

•from his belt ; but, the brother of the Snake
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spoke some words to him in a low tone ; the

weapon was replaced ; the men ceased to work

the paddles, and every face assumed the

stillness of perfect indifference.

The yells and whoops of the Eurons still

continued, and their canoes came rushing

nearer ; so that one danger seemed only to be

escaped to encounter a still greater. Their

fierce faces, and dark, half-naked forms, tattooed

and painted, were seen all round, and the tom-

ahawk and the knife were brandished as if for

immediate action. But one of the larger boats

bore right down amongst them, and soon

grappled the canoe in which Edith and her

companion were. A handsomely- dressed mid-

dle-aged man stood up in the stern as it came

near, and, turning to an Indian by his side,

who seemed a chief, said to him in French

—

" Keep your people quiet, Great Elk."

A few words were then spoken, or rather

shouted, by the Indian to the others in the

canoes, in a language which Edith did not at all
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understand ; and, in an instant, every Huron

sank down in silence, and the light skiffs lay-

quietly upon the water, or only moved slightly

with the momentum they had already received

from the paddles. Then, raising his hat and

plume with an air of much grace, the French

officer addressed Edith, saying

—

" Will you have the goodness to explain to

me, Mademoiselle, who and what you are, and

how you came to be in the position in which I

find you ? I am sorry to be obliged to detain a

lady ; but you have too many men with you

for me to suffer your canoe to pass."

" I am the daughter of an English gentle-

man," replied Edith. " I have been attacked

and captured with the friend who was escorting

me from my father's house to that of Colonel

Schneider ; my two servants were murdered

—

at least, one of them I am sure was. These

Indians, who are with me, are Iroquois, who

are taking me forcibly across the lake towards

Canada , and I have little doubt that I shall be
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put to death, also, if you do not save me from

their hands."

"This is a strange story, Mademoiselle,"

returned the officer. "The Iroquois and your

countrymen are in alliance."

" I cannot account for it," answered Edith
;

" they are certainly Iroquois, for they speak

no other language, except a few words of

English. You must ask them what is the

meaning of their conduct, if you have any on

board who can speak" their tongue."

The officer turned once more to his Indian

companion, and addressed some words to him

in French ; but the chief shook his head, and

then, drawing his eyelids together as if to see

more distinctly, gazed into the canoe, scanning

the persons of the Indians closely.

" They are Iroquois," he said, at length, in

broken French; " let us scalp them."

This proposal, however, the officer did not

think fit to comply with, at least, for the time
;

and he replied, with a laugh

—
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" Wait a little, my friend. The Great Elk

shall have scalping enough soon. We will

take them ashore with us, at all events, and,

perhaps, may learn more. Then, if they are

really enemies, you shall exercise your skill

upon them, to your heart's content. The lady

and her English companion, however, I claim

as my prisoners.—Permit me, Mademoiselle,

to assist you into the boat. You will be safer

here, and may trust to the honor and courtesy

of a French gentleman."

" I have no fears on that score, sir," an-

swered Edith, rising. And, with the aid of the

officer-andWoodchuck, she passed into the other

boat, which, flat-bottomed and heavily laden,

was not much higher above the water than the

canoe. Woodchuck followed her closely ; but

not without exciting the wrath of the Honont-

koh. They had sat, ever since the canoe had

been grappled by the boat, with the utmost

tranquillity. Not a limb, not a feature, had

moved ; and, to the eye of an observer, ignor-
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ant of their habits, they would have seemed

perfectly indifferent to all that was taking

place. In fact, one of them appeared actually

going to sleep ; for the sun, which had now

broken out after the storm, shone full on his

face, and his eyes were closed, and his head

bent. But the moment that Woodchuck put

his foot over the side of the bateau, a yell of

disappointed rage burst from every lip ; and,

unable to contain himself, Apukwa rose and

poured forth a few words of Huron mixed with

a good deal of Iroquois.

" Hold your tongues !" exclaimed the French

officer, waving his hand imperiously. "Tow

them along behind us ; and you, Great Elk,

command your people to keep close around

them, and see that they do not cut the rope,

and slip away."

The orders were given as he directed, and

the arrangements made ; but, when all was com-

pleted, and the boat was once more moving along

the lake, the Indian by his side pulled the officer's
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sleeve, thus interrupting a speech he had just

begun with a gallant air to Edith, and seemed

to explain something to him in a low tone.

" "Well, we shall soon find out," said the

Frenchman, with a gay laugh. " If they be

Iroquois, who are about to become Hurons,

and take service under his Majesty, we will

make them fight for us while we are going.

We shall not have too many hands to help us,

Great Elk, and they'll make a good reinforce-

ment to your party. As for the lady and her

attendant, I will take care of them." Then

turning to Edith with a courteous smile, he

spread his roquelaure in a more convenient

part of the boat, and assisted her to seat her-

self more comfortably, saying—" Mademoiselle

is a great deal too charming to travel any more

with such savages. But may I know the name

of this gentleman ? Can he not speak

French ?"

" Not a word, I believe," replied Edith.

"That is singular," exclaimed the French-
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man, giving expression to the general feeling

of his nation, who seem to believe that the

French language is one of those blessings of

G-od which it is strange that he should deny to

any of his creatures. " What is his name ?"

It instantly passed through the mind of

Edith that, if she gave her good companion the

name of Captain Brooks, she would be certain

to cause his detention as a prisoner of war, and

she therefore merely replied—"He is called

Woodchuck."
11 Voodchick !" exclaimed the Frenchman

;

" quel de nom ! Is Monsieur Yoodchick in the

army ?"

To the question thus put, Edith could fairly

answer in the negative ; for Brooks, though he

had seen no little fighting in his day, was merely

one of those amateur soldiers, then very com-

mon in the provinces, who rarely missed an op-

portunity of joining some band of volunteers

in times of war with France, or fighting upon

their own hand, according to the Scotchman's
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expression, as one of the extensive class called

Stragglers. They generally bore away from

the field, especially if they distinguished them-

selves, some military title, such as Captain or

Major, without having commanded half-a-dozen

men in their lives.

After having asked his questions and settled

his conduct, the French officer's next business

was, of course, politesse) and he would fain have

engaged his lovely companion in gay and lively

conversation during the rest of their little

voyage. But Edith, though her mind was

greatly relieved to find herself freed from the

power of the Honontkoh, had many a subject

of melancholy contemplation to occupy her.

The dark and dreary consideration of her

brother's fate—the uncertainty of what might

befal her father and her lover—the separation

from all most dear to her—the doubt, even

now, whether she might not herself be detained

a prisoner amongst strangers—all these reflec-

tions tormented her beyond endurance. More-
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over, the war in America had hitherto been

conducted by the French upon principles the

most barbarous, and the most opposed to the

ordinary characteristics of that nation. The

scene which succeeded the capture of Fort

William-Henry, was a black and damning spot

never to be obliterated from the minds of men
;

and, although it has been put forth by an

American author as the only stain upon the

character of Montcalm, Mr. Cooper must surely

have forgotten the violated capitulation of

Oswego, the death of the gallant De la Court,

and the scalping and massacre of the sick in

the hospital. All that we can trust is, that

these barbarities were only permitted, not en-

couraged. But how can we account for or ex-

cuse—how can we even palliate—the voluntary

delivery of twenty of the garrison into the

hands of the savages, to be tortured to death

under the very e}7 es of the French soldiery, in

direct violation of the articles of capitulation,

as compensation for the loss of twenty Indians ?
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It is a fact which has never been denied, or it

would be too horrible for belief.

Edith replied briefly, therefore, to the com-

pliments and pretty speeches of her military

companion; and in the meanwhile the boat

proceeded rapidly over the surface of the lake;

passed Crown Point, and entered the narrow

portion of Champlain, which stretches from

tli at, promontory towards the spot where the

Sounding Waters, as the Indians called the

outlet of Lake George, flow into the greater

lake near Ticonderoga.

The French officer, somewhat baffled in his

attempts to make her speak, tried Lis fortune

with Woodchuck, but with still less success

;

for, to everything he said in French, he re-

ceived what can hardly be called an answer

in English, and generally, it must be said, not

a very civil speech, as Brooks was filled with all

the absurd prejudices of his country, and never

uttered the word " Frenchman" without

coupling it with the epithet " rascally."
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The voyage was brought to a close before

night fell, for the boat stopped short by

a mile or two of Ticonderoga, and somewhat

farther to the north of the spot where the ferry

now exists. The scene would have appeared

beautiful had Edith's mind been free to enjoy

it ; for in front were seen the tops of the

several bold eminences round the French fort.

On the one side, were those rich lands, varied

at that time with scattered masses of forest,

though now highly cultivated, known as the

New Hampshire grants ; and, to the westward,

a varied country rising gradually to the foot of

the Mohigan mountains.

The spot chosen for the landing was a

secluded cove in the woods, where the shelving

rocks broke through the soil, and dipped

gradually into the water. Boats and canoes

were all speedily hauled up, and the com-

mander of the party, with delicate attention,

handed Edith out, and then gave orders to his

men to follow him, which was effected with

VOL. III. K
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rapidity and precision. The savages, under

the orders of their chief, took care of the

Iroquois prisoners, and apparently, by no slight

act of forbearance, resisted the great tempta-

tion to possess themselves of their scalps.

When all had disembarked, the canoes were

drawn safely up under concealment of the

bushes on either side, and the voyageurs

pushed off, and took their way up the lake

again.

" I fear, Mademoiselle," said the Captain of

the Frenchmen, who might have amounted in

number to sixty or seventy, " I must trouble

you to take a somewhat fatiguing promenade

of four or five miles—at least, I am told that

such is the distance, for I have never been here

myself, and do not know the way."

" Then are we not going to Fort Ticon-

deroga ?" asked Edith.

" Not so," replied the officer ;
" we are going

a little beyond, and I shall have no opportunity

of detaching any party whom I could trust to
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send you into the fort to-night. The Indians,

indeed, could be spared—at least, a sufficient

number to escort you—but I should really be

apprehensive, from what I know of their

habits, that you might not be quite so safe in

their charge, as under the protection of my
musketeers with your devoted servant at their

head. We will endeavor to make you as com-

fortable as we can for the night ; and I doubt

not that, early to-morrow, I shall be visited by

some superior officer, who will have the honor

of conveying you to the fort."

"Then am I to consider myself as a

prisoner ?" asked Edith, in a cold tone. " I

did not know that it was the habit of French

officers to make women captives."

" No," replied the Frenchman, with a grace-

ful bow; "we ourselves are much more

frequently their captives ; but, my dear lady,

within the limits of this garrison I myself

have no command—am merely acting under

orders, and feel myself imperatively bound to

k 3
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send you and your companion, Monsieur

Voodchick, to the commandant of the fortress,

who will act, I am sure, as he finds befitting.

I only regret that I cannot do so at once ; but

my orders are strict, my route marked out, and

I am told to hasten across this small peninsula

as fast as possible without approaching the

fortress. It is certainly a rather long walk

;

but, if you feel fatigued, I can easily make my

men coustruct a little litter and carry you. We
shall find some preparations made for us where

we are going, though I am afraid not very

suitable for your use."

Edith evidently saw that remonstrance was

in vain ; and, saying that she should prefer to

walk, she took the arm of Woodchuck, and ex-

plained to him, as they went, all that had

passed between her and the Frenchman.

" I guess he is going to form an ambuscade,"

said Woodchuck. " If so, Miss Prevost, our

army must be near, and we shan't be long in

their hands. I wish to Heaven I could get
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away from them, and had but a horse to carry

me," he added, thoughtfully, and with a sigh.

—" But it's no use wishing. God knows His

own ways best ! Them Hurons look very much

like as if they would eat the Oneidas before

they've done. Pray God they mayn't take

such a fancy to us too V 9

Thus saying, he took the place which was

assigned to him and Edith in the march. A
number of Indians preceded, several little

parties moved upon the flanks, and the small

body of French infantry marched on, two abreast,

for the trail was barely wide enough for that

number. Woodchuck and Edith followed

them, and the Erench officer, with the Indian

whom he called the Great Elk, walked next,

succeeded by the Iroquois prisoners, a large

quantity of baggage borne on men's shoulders,

and the remainder of the Huron auxiliaries.

It was now twilight in the forest ; and, for

more than an hour after darkness had fallen

upon the earth, the weary and rather
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perilous march was continued. Once, a small

stream was crossed, Yfoodchuck taking up his

fair companion in his sturdy arms, and bearing

her over like an infant. Nothing of any note

occurred, except a slow and low-toned conver-

sation in the rear, which led Edith to believe

that the Iroquois, her late captors, had found

some of the other band of natives with whom

they could converse ; but she could not dis-

tinguish anything that was said.

"Weary and exhausted, the sight of a fire, at

length, glimmering through the trees, was

exceedingly pleasant to her eyes ; and, a

minute or two after, a scene presented itself

which might have looked dreary and comfort-

less enough under other circumstances, but

which had a cheerful and comfortable aspect,

after that long and gloomy march.

The trail which they had followed, termi-

nated in a small, open space, flanked on three

sides by low earth-works of no very regular

construction, but evidently designed by an
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experienced military hand. The outer surface

of these works was partially concealed by a

thicket ; and great care had been taken not

only to preserve the brambles and the large-

leaved raspberry, but to fill every gap in this

shrubby screen with branches of pine, and

hemlock, and maple. Within these embank-

ments the ground had, to a certain extent,

been cleared, , though two or three of the larger

tiees had been left standiug to prevent a

vacancy being apparent without. About the

middle of the open space, a number of rude

huts had been erected of small felled trees and

branches ; and before one, somewhat larger

than the rest, a sentinel was seen planted, who,

at the moment Edith came in sight, stood

motionless, presenting arms as his comrades

filed into the little quadrangle. Behind the

soldier, and between him and the hut, was a

large, blazing fire, which threw out his dark

figure sharply outlined upon the flame.

" Ah, this will do," said the French Cap-
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tain, in a tone of relief. "The command-

ant has been careful of us. Mademoiselle, I

welcome you to my redoubt, and will do the

best to make the evening pass pleasantly to

you. Now bring in the baggage, tell the cook

to get supper ready, and you, Pierrot, see that

hut properly arranged for this young lady's ac-

commodation. I calculated on sleeping upon

a very comfortable bear-skin to-night ; but I

will most willing resign it to you, Made-

moiselle, in the hope of your passing a good

night's rest."

Edith would fain have declined accepting a

sacrifice so enhanced ; but the Captain in-

sisted ; and his servant, whom he called

Pierrot, at once set about the preparations for

her comfort with a degree of skill and dexterity

truly French. In the meantime, while Edith,

sitting on the trunk of a fallen tree, waited

till all was ready, and while a group of strag-

glers unpacked the baggage which had just

been deposited from the sturdy shoulders of
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the bearers, the French officer called his friend

the Huron chief to council ; and Apukwa and

the other Oneidas were brought before him,

accompanied by two young Hurons, who un-

dertook to act as interpreters. Many were the

questions asked ; and, what between the Cap-

tain's ignorance of Indian manners and the in-

terpreter's ignorance both of French and

Iroquois, the worthy officer seemed completely

puzzled.

At length, however, after consulting the

Great Elk in a low voice, he exclaimed

—

" Tell them that, if their tale be really true

—

though I've got my doubts, for I never heard

of Freemasons amongst Indians before, and

that must be what you mean by Honontkoh

—

but, if their tale be really true, they can stay

here with us, and prove their devotion to the

service of his Majesty Louis the Fifteenth,

King of France, by fighting the English at our

side. They shall be sharply watched, how-
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ever,"- lie added, in a low voice, as if speaking

to himself.

Apukwa heard his words translated ; and

then, saying something in reply, pointed to

Edith and her English companion, with a look

of too mnch meaning to be misunderstood.

" Nothing of the kind," answered the

French officer, without waiting for the words

which seemed about to follow. " Tell him

there's but one choice : either to prove their

story and their loyalty by fighting on our side,

or to pass under the fire of these gentlemen."

And he laid his hand upon a pile of muskets

which stood close beside him.

This intimation was quite sufficient. The

Honontkoh agreed to stay and fight, without

any farther conditions ; and the Frenchman

then gave strict directions, both to his own

soldiers and to the Hurons, by whom they were

much more likely to be efficiently obeyed, that

their very doubtful allies should be kept con-
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tinually in sight. He then seemed to cast all

thought of the affair behind him, and turned

towards Edith, who was already in the hut,

saying—

" I hope, Mademoiselle, Pierrot has taken

good care of you."

" With all the skill and courtesy of a

Frenchman, Monsieur," she answered, really

pleased with the attention and almost fatherly

kindness of the old soldier who had been

arranging the hut.

" Then, now that you have the means of rest,

it only remains to provide you with meat and

drink," said the officer. "I see they have

spread my table-cloth on the grass there. Will

you and your friend come and partake of my
fare ? Pray make my words understood to

him."

Woodchuck readily agreed to accept the

Frenchman's hospitality ; but Edith declined

taking more than a little bread and some wine,

alleging that she needed rest more than any-
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thing else. The French officer, however,

would not be content with this, but with his

own hands brought her some savory mess,

which would not have disgraced a Parisian

dinner-table, some choice wine, and, what was

still more valuable to her, a small lamp. He

then closed the hurdle-door of the hut upon

her, and returned to his meal with Woodchuck,

keeping up with him for half an hour a silent

conversation by nods and signs, one half of

which was probably unintelligible to both. The

Frenchman then took possession of another

hut, and invited Woodchuck to share it with

him for the night.

But the stout woodsman declined any other

covering than the sky; and, stretching him-

self across Edith's door, was soon in profound

slumber.
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CHAPTER XII.

We must go back, for a very short time, to the

spot where Edith and her Oneida captors set

out upon what proved to them an unfortunate

voyage across Lake Champlain, and to the very

moment after their canoe had left the shore.

The Long House of the Five Nations, as they

were pleased to call their territory, extended

from the Great Lakes and a point far west, to

the banks of the Hudson, and Lakes Horicon

and Champlain ; but, as is always the case

in border countries, the frontier was often

crossed by wandering or predatory bands, and

by outlaws from the Hurons and other nations

under the sway of France, or from the Iroquois
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tribes attached to England. The peculiar

habits and laws of the Indian tribes rendered

the incorporation of fugitives with other

nations a very easy matter, although the

language of the Five Nations would seem to

be radically different from that of the tribes

originally inhabiting the seaboard of America.

Thus, on the western shore of Lake Champlain,

not a few pure Ifurons were to be found;

and, indeed, that tribe, during the successful

campaigns of France against England, with

which what is called the French and Indian

war commenced, had somewhat encroached upon

the Iroquois territory, supported in their daring

by the redoubted name of Montcalm.

With some of these, it would seem, Apukwa

and his companions had entered into a sort of

tacit alliance ; and towards their dwellings

they had directed their steps after their attack

upon Edith and her little escort, in the ex-

pectation of readily finding a canoe to waft

them over the lake. At first, they had been
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disappointed ; for the barks which had been

there the day before were gone ; and when

they did find the canoe in which they ulti-

mately commenced their voyage, the avaricious

old man, to whom it belonged, would not let

them use it without a world of bargaining

;

and it cost them a considerable portion of the

little stock of ornaments and trinkets which

they had found in Edith's plundered baggage,

before the Huron consented to lend that which

they did not dare to take by force.

Thus, more than an hour was passed after

they reached the lake-shore before they de-

parted ; and their taking their course so boldly

across the bows of the French boats was more

a matter of necessity than choice, although

they little doubted a good reception from the

inveterate enemies of England. The moment,

however, that the canoe had shot out into the

water, a tall, dark woman emerged, from the

bushes of the low point under which the skiff
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had lain, and began wringing her hands with

every appearance of grief and anxiety.

" Oh, what will poor Massa do ?" she cried,

in a piteous voice ;
" what will poor Massa do ?

Him son killed : him daughter stolen, and

Chando tomahawked. Ah, me ! ah, me ! what

will we all do ?"

Her imprudent burst of grief had nearly

proved destructive to poor sister Bab. The old

Huron had turned him quietly towards a small

birch-bark cabin in the forest hard by, and

would never have remarked the poor negress

if she had confined the expression of her cares

to mere gesture ; but her moans and exclama-

tions caught the quick ear of the savage, and

he turned and saw her plainly gazing after the

canoe.

With no other provocation than a taste for

blood, he stole gently through the trees with

the soft, gliding, noiseless motion peculiar to

his race ; and making a circuit so as to conceal
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his advance, came behind the poor creature

just as she beheld the canoe, which bore away

her young mistress, stopped and surrounded

by the little flotilla of the French.

Another moment would have been fatal to

her (fcr the Indian was within three yards),

when a large rattle-snake suddenly raised itself

in his path, and made him recoil a step. Whether

it was the small, but never-to-be-forgotten,

sound of the reptile's warning, or some noise

made by the Huron in suddenly drawing

back, the poor negress turned her head and saw

her danger.

With a wild scream, she darted away towards

the lake. The savage sprang after with a yell

;

and, though old, he retained much of the Indian

lightness of foot. Onward towards the shore

he drove her, meditating each moment to

throw his hatchet, if she turned to the right

or left.

But sister Bab was possessed of qualities

which would not have disgraced any of his own
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tribe ; and, even while running at her utmost

speed, she contrived continually to deprive him

of his aim. Not a tree, not a shrub, not a

heap of stone, that did not afford her a momen-

tary shelter ; and of every inequality of the

ground she took advantage. Now she whirled

sharply round the little shoulder of the hill

;

now, as the tomahawk was just balanced to be

thrown with more fatal certainty, she sprang

down a bank which almost made the Indian

pause. Then she plunged head-foremost like a

snake through the thick brushwood, and again

appeared in a different spot from that where he

had expected to see her.

Still, however, he was driving her towards

the lake, at a spot where the shores were open,

and where he felt certain of overtaking her.

Nevertheless, on she went to the very verge of

the lake, gazed to the right and left, and,

seeing, with apparent consternation, that the

banks rounded themselves on both sides, form-

ing a little bay near the centre of which she
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stood, she paused for a single instant, as if in

despair. The Huron sprang after with a wild

whoop, grasping the tomahawk firmly to

strike the fatal blow.

But Sister Bab was not yet in his power

;

and, with a bold leap, she sprang from the

ledge into the water. Her whole form

instantly disappeared; and, for at least a

minute, her savage pursuer stood gazing at the

lake in surprise and disappointment, when sud-

denly he saw a black object appear at the dis-

tance of twenty or thirty yards, and as suddenly

sink again. A few moments after, it rose once

more, still farther out ; and then the bravewoman

was seen striking easily away towards the

south.

Kendered only more eager by the chase, and

more fierce by disappointment, the Huron ran

swiftly along the shore, thinking that he could

easily tire her out or cut her off; but, in sunny

waters, in far distant lands, she had sported

with the waves in infancy ; and, taking the cord
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of the bow where he was compelled to take the

arc, she gained from distance what she lost in

speed. So calm was she, so cool, that, turn-

ing her eyes from her pursuer, she gazed over

the water in the direction where she had seen

her beloved young mistress carried, and had

the satisfaction of beholding the canoe in which

she was towed along by one of the French

boats. Why she rejoiced, she hardly knew,

for her notions on such matters were not very

definite ; but anything seemed better than to

remain in the hands of the murderers of poor

Chando.

Her thoughts were still of Edith ; and she

asked herself

—

" Where are they taking her to, I wonder ?

Perhaps I may come up with them, if that red-

skin would but leave off running along by the

shore, and let me land, and cross the narrow

point. He may run, the devil-foot ! He can't

catch Bab. I'll dive again. He think her

drowned."
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Her resolution was instantly executed ; and

—whether it was that her stratagem was suc-

cessful, or that the Huron had less than Indian

perseverance, and gave up the chase—when

she rose again, she saw him turning towards the

woods, as if about to go back to his lodge.

But Bab had learned caution, and she pursued

her way towards the small peninsula where

stood the French fort of Crown Point, which,

at the period I speak of, had been nearly

stripped of its garrison to re-inforce Ticon-

deroga.

She chose her spot, however, with great care;

for, though in her wanderings she had made

herself well acquainted with the country, she

was, of course, ignorant of the late movements

of the troops, and .fancied that the French

posts extended as far beyond the walls of the

fortress as they had formerly done. A little

woody island, hardly separated from the main

land, covered her approach ; and the moment

her feet touched the shore, she darted away
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into the forest, and took the trail which led

nearly due south. The neck of the point was

soon passed ; and once more she caught sight

of the French boats still towing the canoe on

which her thoughts so pertinaciously rested.

The short detention of the French party,

and the advantage she gained by her direct

course across the point, had put her a little in

advance ; and she ran rapidly on till she reached

the mouth of the small river, now called Put-

nam's creek, which, being flooded by the

torrents of rain which had fallen in the earlier

part of the day, made her pause for a moment,

gazing at the rushing and eddying waters

coming down, and doubting whether she had

strength left to swim across it.

The boats, by this time, were somewhat in

advance ; and, when she gazed after them, she

naturally came to the conclusion that they were

bound for what she called, after the Indian

fashion, Cheeconderoga.

Suddenly, however, as she watched, she saw
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their course altered ; and it soon became

evident that they intended to land con-

siderably north of the fort. Eunning up the

creek, then, till she found a place where she

could pass, she followed an Indian trail through

the woods lying a little to the west of the

present line of road ; and, at length, reached

an eminence nearly opposite to Shoreham—a,

spur of Mount Hope, in fact, where she once

more saw the lake just in time to catch a

view of the disembarkation of the French

troops and the Indians.

Notwithstanding her great strength, the poor

negiess was, by this time, exceedingly tired
;

still, that persevering love, which is one of the

brightest traits of her unfortunate race, carried

her on.

" If I can but catch sight of them again,"

she thought, "before night I can carry old

Massa tidings of where she be."

Encouraged by this idea, she pushed on

without pause. But night overtook her before
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she had seen any more of the party ; and poor

Bab's spirit began to fail. More slowly she

went, somewhat doubtful of her way ; and,

in the solitude, the darkness, and the

intricacy of the woods, fears began to creep

over her, which were not familiar to her

bosom.

At length, however, she thought she heard

voices at a distance ; and, a minute or two

after, found herself on the banks of a small

brook. She paused and listened; the voices

were now distinct ; and, without hesitation,

she crossed, and crept cautiously along in the

direction from which the sounds came. A
moment or two after, the flickering of a fire

through the trees attracted her attention ; and

more and more carefully she stole on upon her

hands and knees through the low brush, still

seeing the blaze of the fire-light when she

raised her eyes, but unable to perceive the spot

whence it proceeded. A small pine cut down

then met her hand as she crept along; and
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then a number of loose branches tossed together.

And now sister Bab began to get an inkling of

the truth.

" It must be what dey call an ambush," she

thought ; and, raising herself gently, she found

that she was close to a bank of earth, over

which the fire-light was streaming. The

sounds of voices were now distinctly heard
;

but she could not understand a syllable, for it

seemed to her that they were speaking in two

different languages, if not more, and each of

them was strange to her. At one time, she

fancied she heard Edith's voice ; still, the

language spoken was a strange one ; and,

although the bank of earth was not more than

shoulder-high, she did not venture at first to

raise to her whole stature in order to look over.

At length, however, came some words of

English ; and the voice which she judged to be

Edith's was plainly heard, saying

—

" This gentleman is asking you, my good

friend, if you will not go and take some sup-

vol. in. l
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per with him where the people have spread a

cloth yonder."

Bab could resist no more, but raised herself

sufficiently to bring her eyes above the top of

the breastwork, and gazed over into the little

rude redoubt. On the right, and at the

farther part of the enclosure, were a number of

Indians, seated on the ground ; and, besides

the fire already burning, several others were

being piled up amidst the various groups of

natives. Somewhat on the left, and stretching

well nigh across the western side of the open

space, were the French soldiers, in groups of

five or six, with their arms piled near them.

Other straggling parties were scattered over

the ground ; and two sentinels, each with

musket on shoulder, appeared on the other

side of the redoubt.

But the group which attracted the poor

woman's chief attention, was one on the left,

near a spot where some small huts had been

erected. It consisted of three persons—

a
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gaily -dressed French officer, a man in the garb

of a soldier, but with his weapons cast aside,

and, lastly, a powerful man in a yellowish-

brown hunting-shirt, whom sister Bab instantly

recognized as her old acquaintance, the Wood-

chuck. That sight was quite enough ; and,

sinking again amongst the bushes, she crept

slowly away to a little distance, and there lay

down to meditate as to what was next to be

done.

At one time, she was tempted to enter the

French redoubt, and remain with her young

mistress. Several considerations seemed in

favour of this course ; and let it be no impu-

tation upon poor Bab, that hunger, and the

savoury odours which came wafted over the

earth-work, were not without their influence.

But then she thought

—

" If I do, how will old massa ever know

where missy is ?"

And this remembrance enabled her to resist

the strong temptation.

l 3
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"I will stay here and rest till de moon get

up," thought the poor woman. " I know dey

must be coming up de lake by dis time ; and I

can catch dem before to-morrow."

To prevent herself from sleeping too long,

if slumber should overtake her, she crept farther

out of the thick wood, and seated herself in a

more open spot with her clasped hands over her

knees, but with nothing else to support her.

Various sorts of fears suggested themselves to

her mind, as she thus sat ; but oppressive

weariness was more powerful than thought

;

and in a few moments her head was nodding.

Often she woke up at first ; but then she slept

more profoundly, bending forward till her

forehead actually rested on her knees. It is

probable, too, that she dreamed, for, in the

course of the next two hours, several broken

sentences issued from her lips in a low murmur.

At length, however, she woke with a start, and

found the moon silvering the whole sky to the
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eastward, though some bold heights, towering

up, still obscured the face of the orb of night.

Bab sat and gazed, somewhat bewildered,

and hardly knowing where she was. But the

musical voice of the falling waters, which has

gained for the outlet of Lake Horicon an ever-

enduring name, and the grand outline of Mount

Defiance seen through the trees, soon showed

her that she was on that narrow point of land

lying between Trout Brook and the Falls. She

waited till the moon had fully risen, and then

stole quietly away again, keeping a south-

western course nearly up the current of the

brook, and for three hours she pursued her

way with a rapid and untiring foot. She had

no idea of the time, and wondered if the day

would never break ; but the moon-light was

beautifully clear, and the calm beams, as if

they had some affinity with the woodland soli-

tude, seemed to penetrate through the branches

and green leaves, even more easily than was

usual with the sunshine.
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Bab's fears had now nearly passed away

;

for she knew that she must be far beyond the

French and Huron posts, and could only expect

to meet either with the scouts and outposts of

the English army, or with parties of friendly

Indians ; and she consequently went on with-

out care or precaution. Suddenly she found

herself emerging from the wood into one of

those low open savannahs, of which I have

already spoken, close to the spot where the

embers of a fire were still glowing. The grass

was soft, and her tread was light, but the

sleep of the Indian is lighter still ; and, in an

instant, three or four warriors started up around

her.

"I am a friend, I am a friend !" cried the

negress, in the Iroquois tongue. "Who are

you ? Mohawks ?"

" Children of the Stone," replied the man

nearest to her, gazing at her earnestly by the

moonlight. "I have seen the Black Cloud
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before. Does she not dwell in the house of

our brother Prevost ?"

" Yes, yes I" cried sister Bab, eagerly. " I'm

his slave girl, Bab, who came to the Oneida

Castle with my own missy. But now she is

the prisoner of bad men ; and I have escaped,

tired and hungry, and am nearly dead."

" Come with me," said the Indian ; "I will

take thee where thou shalt have rest to com-

fort thee, and meat to support thee, till the

Black Eagle comes. He will not be long, for

he will keep the war-path night and day till

he is here ; and his wings are swift."

The poor woman shuddered at the name of

the terrible chief, for it was closely connected in

her mind with the circumstances of her young

master's fate ; but, wearied and exhausted, the

prospect of food and repose was a blessing, and

she followed him in silence to the other side of

the savannah*
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CHAPTER XIII

Sixteen thousand gallant men, led by a brave

and experienced general, and supported by a

tine, though not very large, park of artillery,

seemed certainly sufficient for the reduction of

a small fortress, not very well garrisoned, nor

supplied with any great abundance of stores.

But it seemed the fate of English officers in

North America, to adhere strictly to all ancient

rules when ancient rules could be of no service

in face of a new and totally different mode of

warfare, and to abandon those rules at times

and in circumstances when only they could be

available.
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A large fleet of bateaux had been collected

at the southern extremity of Lake George,

ready to transport the troops to the destined

point of attack ; and a council of the most ex-

perienced officers was held on the morning of

the third of July, to consider the farther pro-

ceedings of the army.

All had now assembled at what was then

commonly called in the province " Fort Ly-

man," although the name was already changed

to * Fort Edward."

General Abercrombie was there in person
\

and a number of other officers appeared at the

council likewise, whose experience in Indian

warfare was superior to his own. There is

much reason to believe that, had Abercrombie'

s

own opinion been followed in acting against a

French fort under French command, all the

operations would have been conducted in the

same manner, and upon the same system,which

would have guided a similar enterprise in

l 5
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Europe, and thus much bloodshed and some

disgrace would have been spared.

It was represented to the Commander-in-

Chief, however, that numerous bodies of Indians

were acting upon the side of France, and that

all operations carried on according to European

rules had hitherto failed in America ; and

more than one bloody disaster was held up as

a warning to his eyes, which he unhappily

suffered to bias his own better judgment. In

a word, as it was known that every day fresh

reinforcements were being thrown into Ticonde-

roga, that large bodies of Indians were collected

for its defence, and that preparations of every

kind were in progress, it was determined that a

sudden and rapid rush should be made upon

the fort, and that no consideration should be

put in competition with celerity of movement and

boldness of attack. Lord H alone repre-

sented that, from what he had personally

learned, during the last six months, it was ab-
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solutely necessary to employ cannon, though,

perhaps, with a want of proper confidence in

his own reputation, he offered to lead the ad-

vanced parties, lest the opinion he expressed

should seem to any one to savor of timidity.

At as early an hour as possible, the march

commenced along what was called the King's

Eoad; and, in high spirits, regiment after

regiment entered the forest, confident in their

numbers and their prowess. The regular

troops pursued the well-constructed causeway,

while clouds of Mohawks were scattered on

the flanks, sweeping the forest ground on

either side. The artillery, on the heavy and

clumsy carriages of that day, the tumbrels and

the baggage-waggons, came lumbering in the

rear, and a large crowd of stragglers followed,

comprising the scouts, who might have been

much more advantageously employed in the

front, but who, for some reason unexplained,

had very little service assigned them on the

expedition. General Abercrombie and his stafr^
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with several of the superior officers, followed

slowly, well aware that the advance of the

forces wrould meet with no opposition, at least

upon the first day's march. To this group,

from every quarter, came numerous messengers

throughout the day ; some bringing news of a

fresh levy marching up from the eastern states

;

some from the front seeking clearer orders

when any little difficulty or impediment oc-

curred ; some from Albany, with intelligence

from that city or ISfew York ; and several In-

dian runners from the west, bearing far more

important tidings from the Indian tribes now

all in movement to support their British

allies.

Amongst the rest, appeared the silent runner

Proctor, with a letter to General Abercrombie,

who, as soon as he had read it, turned to Lord

H— , saying—

" This is a communication from your friends,

the Oneidas, my Lord, but written by some

Englishman, who signs himself ' Gore.' He
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states, that a war-party of the nation is already

on the western bank of the lake, and that the

main body, under Black Eagle himself, is ex-

pected in the course of the day. I suppose

we may therefore consider ourselves secure

upon our left flank."

" Undoubtedly," replied Lord H , with

a look of so much anxiety, as almost to induce

the Commander-in-Chief to believe that he

entertained doubts which he did not choose to

express.

" You think so, I presume," interposed

Abercrombie, gazing at him.

"Entirely," replied Lord H ; "but I

\ras in hopes of hearing some other intelli-

gence of a private nature, concerning Mr.

Prevost's son, whose alarming position amongst

the Oneidas I mentioned to you, if you recol-

lect."

" There is nothing more," said General

Abercrombie, handing him the letter; "but
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there is the messenger. Probably, he can give

you some information."

Lord H immediately turned towards

Proctor, who was running at a sort of trot by

the side of the General's horse, and inquired

if he had been at the Castle of the Oneidas.

The man shook his head, and trotted on.

"Then where did you last come from?"

asked Lord H .

But Proctor only lifted his hand, and pointed

towards the north-west.

" How many miles ?" demanded the

nobleman, determined to get some speech out

of him.

But he lifted up his hands three times

with the ten fingers spread abroad, without

ever opening his lips.

" Did you hear amongst those who sent

you," asked Lord H ,
" any tidings of

young Mr. Prevost ?"

The man shook his head ; but then sud-
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denly stopped in his trot, and said, as if upon

recollection,

" They thought he had been put to death."

He paused, as if what he had said had cost

him a great effort, but then added, slowly,

when he saw the painful expression of the

young nobleman's countenance, " they only

thought. They did not hioiv. They left

before."

" Did you see or hear of a man whom you

know as Woodchuck—the man you saw with

me at Albany ?" asked Lord H .

But the other shook his head ; and nothing

more could be extracted from him. He was

then sent forward to join the rear guard ; but

his taciturnity gave Lord II good asssur-

ance that Mr. Prevost, who had gone forward,

would not be pained by the terrible rumor

which he bore.

The long and fatiguing march to the nearest

point of Lake Horicon, I need not describe.

Many of the scenes recorded in the life of the
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gallant Putnam, passed near or on the very

route pursued ; and the feats of daring and

the escapes of that fine soldier, are almost as

marvellous still in our eyes as in those of the

savage Indians of his own time, who supposed

him to bear a oharmed life. Suffice it, that,

after encountering great difficulty and severe

fatigue in dragging the cannon over a road

which in the neighbourhood of the settled

portion of the colony was good enough, but

which became almost impassable near the lake
f

in consequence of the heavy rains, the whole

army arrived in safety at the newly-constructed

and yet incomplete works of Fort George,

lying a little to the east of the site of ever-

memorable Fort "William-Henry.

By the care and diligence of the Commis-

sary-General, everything that could refresh the

weary soldiers was found prepared ; a fleet of

one hundred and thirty-five large boats and

nine hundred bateaux was seen lying along the

shore of the lake of pure and holy waters

;
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and hardly a head was laid down to slumber

in the tents that night, which did not fondly

fancy that Ticonderoga must inevitably fall.

As usual in camp, or on the march, Lord

H—— dined with his soldiers, and shared

their simple fare ; but he passed the evening

with Mr. Prevost, who had found quarters in

the fort. Both were grave ; but the deeper

gravity was with Lord H --
; for though,

through the mind of the elder man, continually

flitted painful fanciest-thoughts, images, or

whatever they inay be called—of the fate of

poor Brooks, and his lips murmured twice

almost involuntarily the words, " Poor Wood-

chuck !" yet the certainty which he felt of

the safety of his son, however great the sacrifice

which purchased it, was a comfort—a great, a

mighty consolation, although he almost re-

proached himself for the sensation of rejoicing,

which he could not help experiencing.

Lord H , on the contrary, felt no such

certainty. Ever since his conversation with
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Proctor, if conversation it can be called, a

gloomy feeling of apprehension had rested on

him. He did Dot doubt poor Woodchuck in

the least : he was sure that he would hold fast

to his resolution. Neither had he any fears

that the execution of his purpose would be

delayed or prevented by any such accident as

that which had in reality occurred. But he

asked himself, u Might he not come too late ?"

They had been told the time allowed by the

Oneida chief to provide a subsitute for Walter,

and had taken it at the European calculation of

months ; but, since he heard that a rumour of

the young man's death was prevalent amongst

the Indians, he doubted whether there had not

here been a mistake. The very rumour showed

that some of the natives, at least, imagined

the time had expired, and implied that their

calculation was different. The effect upon the

mind of Edith, he knew would be terrible, when

she found that her brother might have been

saved, but that his life had been lost by such a

mistake.
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From Mr. Prevost, he strove to hide his

apprehensions as far as possible ; knowing well

that previous anxiety never diminishes an

inevitable evil ; and soon after night-fall he

left him, to seek thought in his own tent.

The sky was clear and cloudless ; the stars

shining out with a largeness and a lustre such

as European skies can never give ; a light

breeze stirred the waters of the lake, and made

them musical along the shore ; and one of the

voyageurs was singing a tranquil song of home

in a clear, mellow voice, as he sat in his bark.

The air was mild and gentle as a morning

dream : yet the whole had that solemn calm-

ness which is always allied to melancholy.

All things which, in their calmness, detach us

from this untranquil earth, bring with them

the feeling of parting from old friends.

Under the influence of such sensations, he

went not more than a hundred steps from the

gates of the fort ; but seated himself upon a

mass of the dark grey marble recently quarried
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for building, and gave himself up to the thoughts

in which he would have indulged, had he

been in his tent. They were sadder perhaps

than they had ever been before in life

—

without anything like presentiment, without

anything like apprehension, on his own account.

But new ties, new affections, tenderer sympa-

thies, warmer hopes, than any he had yet

tasted in existence, had lately grown up

around him ; and it is a sad fact, with man, as

with states, that the more he increases his

possessions—be they mundane, or be they

of the heart—the more defenceless points does

he expose to ever-ready enemies.

Nor was he in the fresh hey-day of life,

when the down of the butterfly has never been

crushed— when all is joy: the present in

fruition—the future in anticipation—the past

forgotten. He knew that there were sorrows :

he felt that there were dangers to his peace
;

he was conscious how frail is the thread upon

which mortal happiness is poised in the midst
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of the dark abyss. True, he would not have

yielded the blessing of Edith's love for all that

earth could give of security ; still, he was well

aware that his heart had now a vulnerable point

to be reached by weapons which had never yet

been encountered. All that touched her,

touched him ; and the uncertainty of Walter's

fate threw a sadness over his meditations.

What would have been his sensations, had he

known that for Walter he need have no fear ?

that it was her fate he had to dread? But

that was spared him.

He sat there long : no inclination to sleep

interrupted his reveries, notwithstanding the

fatigues of the day ; and at length the moon

rose over the high eastern hills, showing an

unrivalled scene of solemn beauty. The mo-

ment the beams touched the waters, they were

converted into a flood of liquid silver : the

grand forms of Eattlesnake Mountain, and its

fellow giants, to the east, and of that high hill
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now called French Mountain, to the north-

west, the deep, gloomy woods, the walls of the

fortress, picturesque in their rugged incom-

pleteness, the tents of the sleeping army, with

here and there the light of a night-watcher

gleaming amongst them, and the slopes of the

nearer hills dotted with Indian fires, formed a

sceDe such as the ej^e of man has seldom rested

on ; while over all poured the lustrous stream

of light, calm and passionless like the look of

a good, pure being cast over the troublous

scene of mortal life.

Lord H rose ; and, after gazing round

him for a few moments, drinking in as it were

the solemn loveliness, walked on slowly towards

the blackened remains of Fort William-Henry.

Little was to be seen there. Montcalm had

not left his work half done ; for all had been

destroyed, and little, beyond some irregularities

in the ground, and some large detached frag-

ments of masonry, showed where so many gal-
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lant men had fought in their country's cause,

only to be slaughtered after surrender by a

treacherous enemy.

By report, he knew the ground well ; and,

after pausing for a minute or two amongst the

ruins, he turned down the dark and fearful dell

where the horrible massacre was perpetrated.

Every rock around had echoed to the yell of

the Indians, the groan of the dying soldier, or

the shrieks of defenceless women and children.

Every tree had seen beneath its boughs some

of the deeds of horror and of blood which

went to make up that great crime. The bones

of hundreds were lying still unburied ; and

where the moonlight fell on the western side of

the gorge, some portion of a woman's garment,

whieh had caught upon a bush, was seen flut-

tering in the breeze.

The immediate path along which Lord

II went, was still in profound shadow

;

but, suddenly, across the moonlight side, a
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little in advance of him, he saw, gliding along

with noiseless step, a troop of eight or ten

shadowy figures, looking like ghosts in the

pale moonlight. So much was their color the

same as the rocks around, that you might al-

most fancy you saw through them, and that they

were but the shadows from some other objects

cast upon the broken crags as they passed.

Lord H stood and gazed ; when sud-

denly the band stopped, and, comprehending

that he had been perceived, he challenged them

in English, judging at once that they must be

a troop of friendly Indians. A deep voice

replied in the same language, but with a strong

Indian accent, " We are friends— children of

the Stone. Can you tell us where to find

Prevost ?"

As he spoke, the leader of the Indians had

advanced nearer down the sloping ground at

the foot of the rocks ; and there seemed some-

thing in his tall, powerful form, and majesty
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of carriage, familiar to the eyes of the young

nobleman, who exclaimed, " Is that the Black

Eagle ?"

"It is," answered the other, whose lim-

ited knowledge of English did not sutler

him to indulge in his usual figurative language.

" Art not thou the Falling Cataract ?"

"I am he to whom you gave that name,"

returned Lord H . " But what want you

with Mr. Prevost ? "Where is his son ?"

" On yonder side of Horieon," answered

the Indian chief, pointing with his hand to-

wards the western side of the lake. " The

boy is safe ; be thy mind at rest."

Lord H took the hand he proffered, and

pressed it in his ; but at the same time he

asked, " And poor Woodchuck—what of him ?"

" I know not," answered Black Eagle;

" we have not beheld him."

"That is strange," rejoined the noble-

man ; "he set out to deliver himself up

to you, to save the young man's life."

VOL. III. m
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" He is brave," answered Black Eagle;

" the Good Spirit kept him away."

" Then, how was the boy delivered ?" asked

Lord H . " We feared that your people

would be inexorable."

" The Great Spirit spoke by the voices of the

women," answered the chief. " She who

sees beyond the earth in her visions, heard the

voice, and told its words. It was decreed that

if the boy died, our wives, our daughters, our

sisters, should all die with him ; and we

listened to the voice, and obeyed."

" Come with me, quickly," said Lord

H , eagerly ; "let us carry the news to

Mr. Prevost. He is here *at the fort, now

holding an office in our army."

" I know it," replied Black Eagle. " I

have been to his lodge, and found no one but

the slaves, who told me. The boy I sent on

with my people ; for the children of the Stone

have taken the war-path for England, and

a thousand warriors are on their way to the
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place of the Sounding Waters. He goes to

fight amongst us as our son. But I

must speak with Prevost before I go, for the

wings of the Black Eagle are spread, perhaps,

for his last flight ; and who knows but he will

leave his scalp on the war-post of the Huron ?"

Lord H led the way with a quick step

;

and the chief and his companions followed.

At the first outpost they were of course chal-

lenged ; and, strict orders having been given to

admit no troop of Indians within the limits of

the fort, the young nobleman and the chief

proceeded alone to the quarters of Mr. Pre-

vost. They found him still up, and busily

writing orders for the following morning.

When he beheld the face of Black Eagle fol-

lowing his noble friend, he started up ; and, at

first, drew back ; but then, with a sudden

change of feeling, he seized the warrior's hand,

exclaiming, " My son lives ! my son lives, or

you would not be here !"

" He lives," replied Black Eagle.

m 2
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He then proceeded to give the same account

to Mr. Prevost which had been heard by Lord

H . The former, however, understanding

the Indian better, soon drew from him, partly

in English, and partly in Iroquois, the whole

particulars of "Walter's deliverance.

" And would you really have slain him ?"

asked Mr. Prevost.

" I would," replied Black Eagle, calmly and

firmly. " I would have torn out my own

heart, had the laws of my people required it."

The father mused for a few moments, and

then said, in a thoughtful tone

—

" I believe you would. Dear Otaitsa, did

she then really peril her life to save her young

friend ?"

" She did more," answered Black Eagle

;

u she was one of those prepared to go to the

happy hunting-ground with him ; but I tell

thee, Prevost, not the sight of my child, with

the knife in her hand ready to plunge it into

her own heart, made the Black Eagle pause or
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hesitate. It was that we heard the voice of

the Great Spirit in the words that were spoken.

He only can change the laws of the Oneida,

and he changed them. But now hear me,

Prevost, for I must back to my people and thy

son. I sent them forward towards the Sound-

ing Waters, while I sought thee first at thy

lodge, and then here ; and I must join them,

for they must not throw a hatchet or fire a rifle

without the Black Eagle."

He had seated himself when first he entered,

but now he rose, and stood erect, as if about to

make a speech.

" There is a Blossom on the Black

Eagle's tree," he said, " which is dear

to his eyes ; and thou hast a bough on thy tree,

which is dear to thee. Otaitsa is a Christian

—

believe? in your Good Spirit. She is descended

from a race of warriors, every one of whom

has left a name in the hearts of his people.

She is of the highest race of the highest tribe

of the children of the Stone. The blood of the
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red man is as fine as the blood of the white.

Her mother was the daughter of a great chief,

and of a race as good as thine own ; a race that

is renowned."

Mr, Prevost bent down his head ; but he

knew the Indian customs too well to interrupt,

and the chief went on

—

" The Blossom loves the Bough : the Bough

loves the Blossom. She has purchased him ;

she has bought him for herself; she has offered

her heart's blood for his price. Is he not hers ?

If the Black Eagle should never return from

his war-flight, if the bullet of the French

should break his wing, or the arrow of the

Huron pierce his heart, will his brother Pre-

vost bind the Blossom and the Bough together

as the white men bind them, and as the

Christian people unite those who love?

Will he take the Blossom to his own home,

and make her indeed his daughter ?"

Mr. Prevost rose, and threw his arms round

the chief, saying

—
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" Thou art my brother ; I will do as thou

hast said ; and may the Good Spirit deal with

me as I deal with thee in this matter ! Thy

daughter is my daughter ; my son is thy son.

But thou knowest not, perhaps—

"

Black Eagle raised his hand, saying, in

Iroquois

—

" Forbear ! I know what I know ; thou

knowest what thou knowest. We may be-

lieve much that it is not right to prove.

Silence is a good thing when secrets are dan-

gerous. Now go I to my people with my heart

at rest."

And, without more words, he glided out of

the room.
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r ;:eaptee xiv.

Day dawned brightly and clearly over the

wilcl woods, the green savannahs, the streams,

the lakes, and mountains, that lay between

Horicon, or Lake George, and the small chain

of Indian lakes. The advanced party of the

Oneidas were np, and bustling with the earliest

beam—bustling, but in their quiet manner. All

were actively clearing away every trace of their

sojourn from the face of the savannah as far as

possible, and preparing to betake themselves

to the shade of the neighbouring woods ; but

sister Bab was still sound asleep.

Amongst those who have travelled much

over that part of the country, there may be
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some who remember a beautiful and rich green

meadow, extending for about a third of a mile

from its inland extremity to the shores of

Horicon. It has now—and it is not much

altered since the time I speak of—a sloping

ground, well covered with wood, to the north-

ward of this grassy plot ; and on the south is

a rocky, but still well wooded, bank, in which

several small caves are to be observed.

In one of these caves lay the negress, on

the morning I have just mentioned ; and

though the Indians moved about in different

directions, and removed a large iron pot of

European workmanship which had been placed

near the entrance of the cavern, the good

woman, in the sleep of fatigue and exhaustion,

showed no sign whatever of waking.

Few had been the explanations which she

had given on the preceding night. She was

too weary to indulge in her usual loquacity

;

and the Indian sat quietly before her, after
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having supplied all that she required, seeing

her eat and drink, but putting no questions.

Now, however, he approached the hollow in

the rock ; and, after gazing at her for an in-

stant as she lay, he moved her with his moc-

casined foot. She started up, and rubbed her

eyes, looking round with evident wonder ; but

the Indian said

—

" Get up and follow into the woods, if thou

wouldest see the Black Eagle. We must leave

the ground that has no shadow, now that the

day has come."

" Ah me !" cried sister Bab, " what shall I

do for my poor Missy ? She is a prisoner with

the French, not more than a few miles hence,

and, what is worse still, the Woodchuck is with

her, and all our people said he was going to

give himself up to save Massa Walter."

Quietly and deliberately, the Indian seated

himself on the ground, and remained silent for

a moment or two. He then asked, without the

slightest appearance of interest

—
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" Where is the daughter of Prevost ? Is she

at the Castle of the Sounding Waters ?"

Sister Bab replied " No ;" and, as far as she

could describe it, explained to her companion

where Edith was, and gave him no very in-

accurate notion of the sort of field-work on

which she had stumbled the night before.

Still not a muscle of the man's face moved
;

and he merely uttered a sort of hum at this

intelligence, sitting for full two minutes

without uttering a word.

" What can we do, brother, to save them ?"

asked sister Bab at length. u I don't think

there's any danger either to Missy or

Massa Woodchuck, because the young man in

the blue coat seemed very civil ; but then, if

Massa Woodchuck not get away, your people

will kill Massa Walter. For six months will

be over very soon."

" Six moons have grown big and small

since the Black Eagle spoke," said the

Indian gravely ; " but we will see whether
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there be not a trail the prisoners can tread.

You must get up quickly, and walk before me,

but without noise, to where you left them like a

cloud upon the mountain-side."

" It's a long way," said the poor woman
;

"and my feet are all cut and torn with yester-

day's ramble."

" We will give thee moccassins," answered

the Indian. " The way is not long, even to

the house of the Sounding "Waters, if you keep

the trail straight. Thou must show me, if

thou wouidest save Prevost's daughter. Her

fate is like a toppling stone upon the edge of a

precipice. A wind will blow it down. The

French Hurons do not spare women. Come,

get thee up ; eat and talk not. I must know

this place, and that quickly."

The last words were spoken somewhat

sternly ; and sister Bab rose up, and followed

to one of the little groups of Indians, where

she seated herself again, and ate some cakes of

maize and dried deer's flesh, while the chief
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who had been speaking with her, held a con-

sultation with several of the other warriors.

Not much time wTas allowed her for her meal,

for in less than five minutes she was called

upon to lead the way ; and, followed by a

party of five Indians, she proceeded for a mile

or two, till they reached a spot where the

trail divided into two. She was abov:t to take

the left-hand path, knowing that it was the one

which she had followed on the preceding

night ; but the chief commanded her in a low

voice to turn her steps upon the other, adding,

" We shall come upon thy foot-prints again

speedily."

So indeed it proved, for she had wandered

during the night far from the direct course;

and, after walking on for some ten minutes,

they cut into the former path again, where, to

Indian eyes, the traces of a negro foot were

very apparent.

Twice the same thing occurred ; and thus

the distance was shortened to nearly one half
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of that which she had travelled, on the pre-

ceding night, between the little masked

redoubt of the French and the Indian camping-

place.

At length, the objects which Sister Bab saw

around her, gave warning that she was ap-

proaching the spot of which they were in

search. From time to time, Mount Defiance

was seen towering up on the right, and the

character of the shrubs and trees was changed.

The first hint sufficed to make the Indians

adopt much greater precautions than those

which they had previously used. They spread

wide from the trail, the Chief leading Sister

Bab with him ; and slowly and noiselessly they

pursued their way, taking advantage of every

tree and every rock, to hide behind, and gaze

around.

Before five minutes more were over, Sister

Bab paused suddenly, and pointed forward.

The Indian gazed in silence. To an unprac-

tised eye, nothing would have been apparent
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to excite the slightest suspicion of a neigh-

bouring enemy ; but some of the pine branches,

of what seemed a low copse in front, were a

shade yellower than the other trees. Besides,

they did not take the forms of young saplings.

They were rounder, less taper, without

leaving shoot or peak.

A grin came upon the Indian's countenance

;

and, pointing with his finger to the ground, he

seemed without words to direct the negress to

remain exactly on the same spot where she

stood behind a great butternut tree. He then

looked round him for his companions; but

their movements were well combined and un-

derstood. Though at some distance from each

other, each eye from time to time had been

turned towards him as they advanced ; and the

moment it was perceived that he stopped, each

of the others stopped also. His raised hand

brought them all creeping quietly towards him
;

and then, after a few whispered words, each

Indian sank down upon the ground, and, creep-
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ing along like a snake, disappeared amongst

the bushes.

Sister Bab found her situation not altogether

pleasant. The slightest possible rustle in the

leaves was heard as her red companions dis-

appeared; but then all sounds ceased, except

from time to time when the wind, which had

risen a little, bore her some murmurs from the

redoubt, as if of voices speaking. Once she

caught a few notes of a merry air, whistled by-

lips that were probably soon after doomed to

everlasting silence. But that was all she

heard, and the stillness grew oppressive to her.

After waiting for a moment or two, she

sought a deeper shelter than the butternut tree

afforded, and crept amongst some thick shrubs

at the foot of a large oak. She thought her

Indian companions would never return ; but

at length one of the red men looked out from

the bushes, and then another ; and both gazed

around as if in search of her. Following their

example, she crept forth, and the chief, ap-
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proaching, beckoned her away without speak-

ing.

When far enough off to be quite certain that

no sound of voices could reach the redoubt, he

stopped suddenly and gazed in her face, say-

ing—
" You love the daughter of the pale-face

;

you followed her where there was danger ; will

you go where there is no danger, to bear her

the words of warning ?"

" I will go anywhere to do her any good,"

answered the woman warmly. "I am not

afraid of danger. I had enough of it yesterday

to make me careless of it to-day."

" Well then," said the Chief, " thou seest

this trail to the left ; follow it till it crosses

another. Then turn to the right on the one it

crosses—it is a broad trail, thou canst not miss

it. It will lead thee straight into the French-

man's ambush. They will not hurt thee. Ask

for the daughter of the pale-face Prevost. Tell

them thou hast passed the night in the woods
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seeking for her, and they will let thee stay with

her. Tell her she shall have deliverance before

the sun has set to-morrow ; but bid her, when

she hears the war-whoop, and the shot of the

rifle, to cast herself down flat on the ground

beneath the earth-heap, if she be near at the

time. She knows the Oneida people ; she can

tell their faces from the Hurons, though the

war' paint be bright upon them. She need not

fear them. Tell her secretly when no one

hears ; and what I tell her to do, do thou, if

thou would'st save thy life."

" But," suggested Bab, with more foresight

than the Indian, " perhaps they will not keep

her there till to-morrow. They may send her

into the fort—most likely will."

" Bid her stay, bid her stay," said the chief

;

" if they force her away, I have no arm to hold

her. Go on. I have said."

The negress shook her head as if much

doubting the expediency of the plan proposed
;

but she obeyed without farther remonstrance

;
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and, walking on upon the little narrow path

which the Indian had pointed out, she reached

in about a quarter of an hour the broader trail

along which Edith had been taken on the pre-

ceding night. Turning to the right as di-

rected, she followed it with slow and somewhat

hesitating steps, till suddenly a sharp turn

brought her in sight of two sentinels, pacing

backwards and forwards, and a group of

Indians seated on the ground round a fire,

cooking their food. Then she halted abruptly,

but she was already seen ; and, receiving no

answer to his challenge, one of the sentinels

presented his musket as if to fire. At the

same moment, a voice exclaimed, in French

—

" What's that—what's that ?" and a man in

the garb of a soldier, but unarmed, came

forward and spoke to her,

She could make no reply, for she did not

understand a word he said ; and, taking her by

the wrist, the man led her into the redoubt,

saying to a sentinel, with a laugh

—
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" It's only a black woman ; did yon take her

for a bear ?"

The next instant, poor Bab beheld her young

mistress quietly seated on the ground, with a

pure white table-cloth spread before her, and

all the appurtenances of a breakfast-table,

though not the table itself; while the officer

she had seen in the redoubt the night before,

was applying himself assiduously to supply her

with all she wanted. Iq a moment, the good

woman had shaken her wrist free from the man

who held it ; and, darting forward, she caught

Edith's hand, and smothered it with kisses.

Great was Edith's joy and satisfaction to see

poor Bab still in life. It was soon explained

to the French officer who she was, and how

she came thither. But the object of her

coming had nearly been frustrated before she

had time to explain to her young mistress the

promised rescue ; for, ere she had been half an

hour within the works, a non-commissioned

officer from Ticonderoga appeared with a dis-
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patch for the Commander of the party, who

at once proposed to send the young lady and her

dark attendant, under the officer's charge, to the

fortress, expressing gallantly his regret to lose

the honor and pleasure of her society, but

adding that it would be for her convenience

and safety.

The suggestion was made before he opened

the dispatch ; and Edith eagerly caught at a

proposal which seemed to offer relief from a

very unpleasant situation. But as soon as the

Captain had seen the contents of his letter, his

views were changed ; and he explained to his

young prisoner that, for particular reasons, the

Commander-in-Chief thought it best that there

should be as little passing to and fro, during

the period of daylight, between the fortress and

the redoubt, as possible. He would, therefore,

he said, be obliged to inform his superior officer,

in the first place, of her being there, and of

the circumstances in which she had fallen under

his protection, as he termed it ; adding that,
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probably, after nightfall, when the same objec-

tions would not exist, he would receive instruc-

tions as to what was to be done both with

herself and companions, and with the In-

dians in whose power he had found her.

He then sat down to write a reply to the

dispatch he had received, and occupied fully

half an hour in its composition, during which

time, all that sister Bab had to say was spoken.

The very name of the Oneidas, however,

awakened painful memories in Edith's breast

;

and, notwithstanding all the assurances she had

received from Otaitsa, her heart sank at the

thought of poor Walter's probable fate. She

turned her eyes towards Woodchuck, who had

refused to take any breakfast, and sat apart

under a tree, not far from the spot where

Apukwa and his companions, kept in sight

constantly by a sentinel, were gathered round

their cooking-fire. His attitude was the most

melancholy that can be conceived : his eyes
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were fixed upon the ground; his head drooping;

his brow heavy and contracted ; and his hands

clasped together on his knee. Edith moved

quietly towards him, and seated herself near,

saying—"What is the matter, my good

friend ?" She then added, in a low voice

—

" I have some pleasant news for you."

Woodchuck shook his head sadly, but made

no answer; and Edith continued seeking to

cheer him.

" The poor negro woman," added she, "who

was with me when we were attacked, escaped

the savages, it seems, and has brought an in-

timation that, before to-morrow's sunset, we

shall be set free by a large party of the

Oneidas."

" It is too late, my dear, it is too late !"

ejaculated Woodchuck, pressing his hands

tight together ; "too late to do anything for

your poor brother ; it was him I was thinking

of."
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"But there are still four or five clays of the

time," said Edith, " and—"
" I've been a fool, Miss Prevost," interrupted

Woodehuck, bitterly ;
" and there's no use

concealing it from you. I have mistaken

moons for months. The man who brought me

the news of what that stern old devil, Black

Eagle, had determined, said the time allowed

was six months, and I never thought of the

Indians counting their months by moons, till I

heard those Honontkoh saying something about

it this morning. 'No, no ! it's all useless now,

it's all useless !"

Edith turned deadly pale, and remained so

for a moment or two ; but then she lifted her

eyes to a spot of the blue sky shining through

the trees above, and, with a deep sigh,

ejaculated

—

"We must trust in God, then, and hope He

has provided other and less terrible means.

He can protect and deliver according to His
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will, without the aid or instrumentality of

man. You have done your best, Woodchuck,

and your conscience should rest satisfied."

"No, no!" he exclaimed, bitterly; "if I

had but thought of what I knew quite well, I

should have gone a fortnight sooner, and the

poor lad would have been saved. It's all the

fault of my stupid mistake. A man should

make no mistakes in such emergencies, Miss

Edith."

He fell into a fit of thought again ; and,

seeing that the attempt to comfort him was

vain, Edith returned to the side of the black

woman, and inquired eagerly if she had found

any tidings of Walter amongst the Oneidas.

Sister Bab, however, was more cautious than

poor "Woodchuck had been, and denied stoutly

having heard anything, adding that she could

not think they had done any harm to her

young " Massa," or they would not be so eager

to help her young " Missy."

The smallest gleam of hope is always a

VOL. III. K"
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blessing ; still, the day passed sadly enough to

poor Edith. The commandant of the redoubt

was occupied with military business, which

she did not comprehend, and which afforded no

relief to her thoughts, even for a moment.

She saw the soldiers parading, the sentinels re-

lieved, the earth-works inspected, and the In-

dians harangued, without one thought being

withdrawn from the painful circumstances of

her own fate.

Shortly after dusk, however, the same ser-

vant who had brought the dispatch in the

morning, re-appeared with another letter,

which the French Commandant read, and then

carried to Edith in the little hut where she

was seated, with her lamp just trimmed and

lighted.

" The Marquis of Montcalm informs Cap-

tain Le Courtois that it will be greatly incon-

venient to receive any additional mouths into

Fort Carillon. Should he think fit, he can

send the lady who has fallen into his hands,
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with the English gentleman, her companion,

back to Crown Point* or Fort St. Frederick,

as early to-morrow as he thinks fit. If the

lady earnestly prefers to retire to Fort Carillon

at once, the Marquis of Montcalm will not be

so wanting in courtesy as to refuse ; but he begs

to warn her that she may be subjected to all

the inconveniences of a siege, as he cannot at

all tell what course of operations the enemy

may think fit to pursue. The Indians taken,

if willing, as they say, to serve, may be use-

fully employed within the redoubt, but with

caution, and must not be suffered to operate

upon the flanks as usual."

"It is for you to say, Mademoiselle," ob-

served Monsieur Le Courtois, " whether you

will now go to the fort or not."

* I find it stated, that the fort referred to, did not re-

ceive the name of Crown Point till after its capture by

the English ; but it is so called by contemporary English

•writers.

H 3
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Edith, however, declined ; saying that the

reasons given by Monsieur de Montcalm were

quite sufficient to induce her to remain till it

was convenient to send her elsewhere.

Thus ended that eventful week. The fol-

lowing day was Sunday—a day not fit to be

desecrated by human strife, but one which was

destined to behold on that very spot one of

those scenes which write man's shame in letters

of blood upon the page of history.
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CHAPTER XV.

The day was intensely hot ; the wind nearly

south-west, the sky deep blue towards the

horizon, but waning to a hazy gold color in the

zenith ; when, at an early hour on the Saturday

morning, the great flotilla of General Aber-

crombie got under way. One large boat, mo-

delled like a whale-boat, and so designated in

contemporary accounts, led the way with the

active and energetic second in command, ac-

companied by a portion of his own regiment.

The rest followed, spreading out in the shape

of an irregular wedge over the face of the
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lake ; and the whole steered at once directly

towards the Narrows.

Fresh, and peaceful, and beautiful, was the

scene upon that loveliest of lakes, with the

wild mountains and sweeping forests round,

and myriads of graceful islands studding the

golden waters like gems. Lord H sat

somewhat reclining on his cloak, in the stern

of the leading boat, with a telescope in his

hand, which, however, he did not use. The

scene presented to his eye had sufficient in its

general features co afford pleasant occupation

to the thoughts ; and he strove to turn them

as much as possible towards objects uncon-

nected with his own fate, or with the fate of

the expedition.

Had he misgivings? it may be asked. I

cannot tell. His mind was relieved in regard

to Walter's fate, and he knew nothing of the

painful circumstances in which Edith was

placed. On those points his mind was at rest.

Nay, with a kindly heart, like his, there was
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ground for rejoicing
;
yet a certain degree of

melancholy mingled with all his thoughts, which

he could not altogether cast off. He strove,

then, to occupy his mind with the contempla-

tion of the ever-changing picture presented by

the mountain, lake, and islands, as, with a

gentle, pleasant breeze, the boat sailed on—to

forget the bloody business of the coming

hours, the contest for which he thought he

had provided as far as human foresight could

reach, and to fancy himself a wandering

traveller enjoying a summer's sail on holy

waters. Diamond Island was soon passed;

Long Island left to the eastward ; and the rich,

narrow strip of low land extending far into

the lake, and known as Long Point, was

rounded by the boat in which he sat.

He gazed back to see how near the others

were following ; and then looked forward

again. French Mountain, Deer-pasture Moun-

tain, Harris's Bay, Dunham's Bay, were left

behind ; and the Dome island, rising up in the
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midst of the waters, like the cupola of some

large submerged cathedral, was right in front.

Many another little islet was seen scattered

round, with that peculiar and magical effect of

the hazy midsummer light, making them look

hardly real.

At length, the high, precipitous cliff, known

as Shelving Bock, on the one hand, and the

Tongue Mountain on the other, were seen in

front, announcing the approach to the Nar-

rows ; while the top of the Black Mountain

appeared dark and grim over the lower land in

the foreground.

More caution now became necessary, for,

hitherto, no fear had been entertained that the

sailing of the flotilla would be discovered by

the enemy's scouts ; but that part of the lake

most frequently swept by the French boats

was near at hand, and it became necessary to

keep as far in shore as possible, and take ad-

vantage of every headland and island as a

means of concealment in order to hide the ap-
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proach and number of the armament till the

last moment.

The general orders having been given, Lord

H again lay quiet, and meditated. On an

active and energetic spirit, the saddest thoughts

are most apt to obtrude in moments of forced

tranquillity. He could not cast them off ; he

tried to think of everything that was happy

—

of Edith—of his speedy union with her

who had become the brightness of his life—of

pleasant days beyond the sea, far away in their

peaceful native land. Still, still, through all

the visions he conjured up, of hope, and happi-

ness, and long cheerful hours, came chiming,

like the tolling of a bell, the sad prophetic

words of question, " Shall I ever see her

more ?" and he longed for the moment of land-

ing, to shake off thought in exertion.

At length it came. The wild, strange scenery

of the Buck Mountain and the Eattlesnake

dens, was seen upon the left, with, stretching

n 5
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out in front, the low fertile sweep of land

known from that day forward as Sabbath Day

Point. Here, in the evening, the troops

landed for refreshment ; and the boats were

drawn up to the southward, under cover of the

banks and woods, with but a few miles farther

sail on the following day, ere they reached the

point of attack.

Happy are the thoughtless ; for, though per-

haps they enjoy not so highly, and their pleasure

is of a lower kind, they can take delight in

each sunshiny hour that God grants them in

their course through life. The brief repose,

the pleasant meal, the fair and the strange

things around, afforded matter for much happi-

ness to many a light heart there during the

halt of the army ; but it was not so with Lord

H . He knew that the next day was to

be one of great fatigue, difficulty, and exertion

;

and, in order that his corporeaF powers might

be in full activity, he lay down and tried to

sleep ; but sleep would not come, and he had
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not closed an eye, when towards midnight the

order was given to form upon the beach and

re-embark.

Every one, as well as the young nobleman,

felt that to be a solemn moment. The sky was

clear and bright
;
^the stars were shining out

large and lustrous; not a breeze was felt;

the clear waters of the lake were smooth

as a sheet of glass ; the only sound that stirred

the air was the tramp of the troops towards

the boats, the whirring insects in the trees, and

the wailing voice of the whip-poor-will.

All was conducted as silently as possible;

the oars of the boats were muffled ; and once

more Lord H led the way with a few

bodies of rangers in several bateaux. The

regular troops followed in the centre of the line,

and the volunteers of the provinces formed wings

on either side. Stilly and silently, the flight

of boats skimmed over the waters, till, after a

few hours of solemn darkness, day dawned
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upon them, revealing to the scouts of Mont-

calm, upon the rocky eminences near the shore,

the full blaze of the English uniforms in the

innumerable boats sweeping down as if to cer-

tain conquest.

Somewhat less than an hour after, the first

boat neareel what is called Prisoner's Island,

bore away a little to the westward, where the

ground was open, touched the shore, and the

young nobleman instantly sprang to land.

From that day, it has born the name of Howe's

Landing. Eegiment after regiment followed.

The debarkation was perfectly orderly and un-

interrupted, and it was evident that the French

garrison of Ticonderoga, if not actually taken

by surprise, was attacked much sooner than

had been expected.

The number of the Indians with the army

was actually small ; but it was known that

large parties of Mohawks, Oneidas, and even

Onondagas, were hovering on the flanks,
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sweeping, in fact, in a crescent round that

which was then considered the key of Lake

Cham plain.

It was nearly noon before the disembarkation

was completed, and the men formed into three

columns, ready for advance. The first column,

however, then plunged into the woods, headed

by Lord H in person, and pushed on for

some little way unopposed, except by the

difficulties of the road, which at every step

became gi eater and greater, from the

thick juniper bushes and tangled brush-

wood which encumbered the ground under the

larger trees. The men's strength was spent in

contending with these natural obstacles ; and,

to give them time to breathe, Lord H—.

—

halted his corps for a moment, at the first open

space in the woods which they reached. He

himself leaned upon the short ranger's musket

which he carried in his hand, his fine, expres-

sive countenance glowing with exercise and

eagerness, and beaming encouragement upon
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the gallant men who followed him on what they

fully believed to be the road to victory.

At that moment, something was heard plung-

ing through the thick brushwood on the left,

and an Indian in his full war-costume, painted

and armed, burst out into the open space,

holding up a piece of paper in his hand. He

darted instantly towards the commander of the

column, lifting the paper high; and Lord

H ,
who was just upon the point of giving

the order to advance again, paused and stretched

forth his hand. What the man gave him was

not a letter, but apparently merely a leaf torn

out of a pocket-book ; and the moment it was

delivered, the Indian, whose eyes had been

gleaming with eagerness, dropped his arms by

his side, and stood as still as a statue.

Lord II gazed upon the paper, and be-

held written in pencil, apparently in great

haste, the following words:

"There is a masked redoubt in front, as far as I
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can discover, a little to the east of the brook. It

is concealed by low bushes, and the gaps in the

under-wood are filled up with boughs of pine.

Edith is within, a prisoner. Beware ! we are

marching forward rapidly to take it in reverse

—

I mean the Oneidas.

" Walter Prevost."

Several of the superior officers had gathered

round, and, amongst the rest, a man deservedly

famous in those and succeeding times, then

simply known as Major Putnam.

" We have been seen by friend, if not by

enemies, Putnam," said Lord H , handing

to him the paper. " What do you advise to be

done ? You are more skilled in wood warfare

than I am."

" Send back the Indian," answered Major

Putnam. " Let him tell his brethren to ad-

vance as speedily as possible, and help to clear

the woods. Then give me a hundred rangers,

and a handful of InJians, and I will push on

myself, and make a way for you."
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" Good," said Lord H . "Call out your

men, Putnam, while I send away the Indian."

Beckoning up an interpreter, the nobleman

gave their savage allies directions, telling

him particularly to report the exact spot which

the column had reached ; and by the time this

was done, and the man gone, Major Putnam

had placed himself at the head of his little

party, ready to dash on.

" Stay, Putnam," said Lord H . " You

command ; but I go with you."

Putnam paused, and dropped the point of his

sword, looking almost aghast.

" My Lord," he said, " I beg you will

forbear. If I am killed, the loss of my life

will be of little consequence to any one, but

the preservation of your life is of infinite

importance to this army."

Lord H laid his hand upon his arm,

saying

—

" Putnam, your life is as dear to you as
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mine is to me. I am determined to go. Lead

on."

The next moment, they dashed on at quick

time along a trail which opened before them.

The few Indians who accompanied the party,

scattered as usual to the right and left ; and, for

some little way, they made good progressthrough

the tangled wood. At length, however, all,

even to the natives, became puzzled by the

nnmber of trails crossing each other, and the

thick and intricate nature of the wood ; still

they forced their way forward, judging the

direction they ought to take by the way the

shadows of the trees were thrown by the sun-

shine. Thus, for four or five hundred yards,

they pushed on without seeing an enemy,

when Putnam, suddenly pointing with his

sword, exclaimed

—

" There goes a Frenchman's cap—more of

them—more of them ! Now, gallant rangers,

down with your pieces, and make your barrels

ring !"
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In an instant, every gun was levelled ; but,

at the same moment, a sharp flash ran along

the trees and bushes beyond ; the loud report

of fire-arms rattled through the forest, and one

of the young officers of the rangers dropped at

once. Several privates fell before they could

draw the trigger, and while the rest were

sending a fatal volley into the wood.

" On, on !" cried Putnam; " clear the copse

of them—My Lord, what is the matter ?"

Lord H stood for a moment longer with-

out answering ; then wavered for an instant on

his feet, and fell back into the arms of a

sergeant of the rangers.

" I knew it," cried Putnam. " Forward,

my men ! Forward, forward ! and avenge this

noble fellow.''
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CHAPTER XVI,

Very different from the array of Abercrotnbie's

army was the march of the Oneidas through

the deep woods on the western side of Lake

Horicon. Far spread out, and separate from

each other, they pursued a number of different

trails in profound silence, and in single files of

not more than twenty or thirty each
;

yet, with

what seemed a sort of instinct, each party

directed its course unerringly to one particular

point. They knew the spot they were to strike

—they knew the time they were to be there

;

and at that spot, and at that time, each little

band appeared with its most famous warrior at
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its head. Thus, in the small savannah where

the poor negress, sister Bab, had found the

advance-guard of the whole nation, nearly six

hundred warriors of the children of the Stone

assembled on the night of Saturday.

Dressed, like themselves, with tomahawk

and knife in his belt, and moccassins upon his

feet, appeared Walter Prevost, distinguished

from the rest by his fair skin and flowing hair.

The sports of the field, the wild life he had led

for several years, and even the hardships he

had lately suffered, had fitted him for all the

fatigues of an Indian march, and rendered a

frame, naturally strong, extraordinarily robust

and active. Ignorant of any danger to those

he best loved, rejoicing in deliverance from

captivity and the peril of death, and full of

bright hopes for the future, his heart was light

and gay, and happiness added energy to

vigor. The hardy warriors with whom he

marched, saw, with surprise and admiration,
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the son of the pale-face bear difficulties and

fatigues as well as themselves, and come in at

the close of day as fresh and cheerful.

The fires were lighted, the rifles piled near to

each separate band, and the food, which they

brought with them, cooked after their manner,

and distributed amongst them ; but the meal

was not over ere another small band joined

them, and Black Eagle himself passed round

the different fires till he paused by that at which

Walter was seated. None of his own people

had taken any notice of his approach. Once

or twice, one of the warriors indeed looked up

as he went by ; but no sign of reverence or

even of recognition was given, till Walter,

after the European fashion, rose and extended

his hand.

" Thou art before me, my son," said the

chief; " the wings of the Black Eagle have

had far to fly. I have visited thy father's

lodge, and have followed him to the new Castle

at the mid-day end of Horicon."
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" My father !" exclaimed Walter, in great

surprise. " Was he not at his house ?"

tk Xay, he is a war-chief with the army,"

returned Black Eagle.

" Then, where is Edith ?" inquired the

young man. " Did you leave the Blossom with

her?"

" I left Otaitsa at thy father's house," an-

swered the chief ;
u but thy sister was not

there."

" Where was she then ?" asked Walter, with

some alarm.

" I know not," answered Black Eagle, and

was silent.

" Perhaps he has taken her to Albany," re-

joined the young man. " But you saw my

father. How did he fare ?"

"Well," answered Black Eagle; "quite

well, and he gives thee to Otaitsa. The Blos-

som is thine."

u Then Edith is safe," said Walter, in a

tone of relief; " and his mind must have been
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relieved about me, for he could not be well,

or seem well, if either of his children were in

danger."

" The red man feels as much as the white

man," observed Black Eagle ;
" but he leaves

tears and lamentations, sighs and sad looks, to

women and children. Where is the Night

Hawk ? and where are the warriors who went

with him ?"

" They are on before," replied the youth.

" We have not seen them ; but their fires have

been lighted here."

No further questions were asked by the

chief; and, walking slowly away, he seated

himself with those who had accompanied him,

to partake of the meat they were making

ready.

Few words were spoken amongst the various

groups assembled there, and some twenty

minutes had elapsed when one of the young

men, seated at the fire with the Black Eagle,

started up, and darted away towards the north
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like a frightened deer. No one took any notice,

and several soon after composed themselves to

sleep. The others sat round their fires, with

their heads bent down almost to their knees

;

and the murmur of a few sentences, spoken

here and there, was the only sound that broke

the silence for nearly an hour.

At the end of that time, two young warriors

on the north side of the Savannah started up

and listened ; and, shortly after, several of the

Oneidas, who rested in the neighbourhood of

the same spot the night before, were seen

coming through the long grass, and crossing

the tiny brook which meandered through the

midst.

Led by the young messenger, who had lately

departed to seek for them, they glided up to

the fire of the great chief and seated them*

selves beside him. The conversation then

grew earnest and quick ; and eager gestures

and flashing eyes might have been seen.

The great body of the Oneidas took not the
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slightest notice of what was occurring

around the council- fire of the Black Eagle ; but

Walter watched every look with an indefinable

feeling of interest and curiosity ; and, after

much discussion, and many a long pause

between, the chief beckoned him up, and made

him sit in the circle.

" Thou art young to talk with warriors,

"

said the Black Eagle, when he was seated.

u Thy hand is strong against the panther and

the deer ; but it has never taken the scalp of

an enemy. But the daughter of the white

man, Prevost, is my daughter, and she is thy

sister. Know then, my son, that she is in the

power of the French. The Honontkoh,

whom we have expelled—they are wolves

—

have taken her : they have run her down as

a hungry pack runs down a fawn, and have

delivered her and themselves into the hands of

the enemy. The muzzles of their rifles have

fire for our bosoms : their knives are hungry

for our scalps. Be not a woman, who cannot

vol. in. o
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hear with a calm eye, or limbs that are still

;

but sit and listen, and thus prove thyself a

warrior in the fight."

He then went on to repeat all that he had

just heard from the chief who had succoured the

poor negress on the preceding night, and all

that had been done since.

" The Night Hawk was right," he said, "to

send word that we would deliver thy sister

;

for she is a daughter of the Oneida. The story

also of the Dark Cloud is true ; for the children

of the Stone have caused search to be made,

and they have found the horses that were lost,

and the body of the man they slew. They

scalped him not, it is true ; for what is the

scalp of a negro worth ? but the print of the

tomahawk was between his eyes."

"Let me have a horse," cried Walter, " and

I will bring her out from the midst of them."

" The swallow flies faster than the eagle,"

returned the chief; " but where is his strength ?

Listen, boy, to the words that come forth from
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many years. Thy sister must be delivered

;

but our brethren, the English, must know of

this ambush, lest they fall into it. So, too,

shall she be saved more surely. Draw thou

upon paper the history of the thing, and send

it to the great chief thy friend, the Falling

Cataract. I will find a messenger who knows

him. Then will we break in upon this ambush

at the same time with the English, and the

scalps of the Honontkoh shall hang upon the

war-post ; for they are not the children of the

Stone : they spat upon their mother. One of

the horses, too, shalt thou have to save thy

sister out of the fight, if a thing with four feet

can run easily in this forest."

"There is the great trail from the setting

sun to the Place of the Sounding Waters,"

said the Mght Hawk. u A horse can run

there as well as a deer. It passes close by the

back of the hiding-place of the Frenchman."

" Let me hear," said Walter, mastering his

o 3
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emotion, and striving to imitate the calm man-

ner of the Indians—" let me hear where this

hiding-place is, and what it is like. The white

man, though he but young, knows the ways of

the white man best ; and he may see light

where the older eyes fail."

In language obscured by figures, but other-

wise clear and definite enough, the Night

Hawk described the masked redoubt of the

French, and its position.

Ignorant of the ground about the fortress,

Walter could form but an insufficient judgment

of the spot where it was situated ; but the

form and nature of the work, he comprehended

well enough. He mused in silence a minute

or two after the Chief had spoken, giving the

Black Eagle good hope of his acquiring in

time the Indian coolness ; and then he said

—

" It would be better for us, while the army

attacks the redoubt in front, to take it in

reverse."
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"What meanest thou my son?" asked

Black Eagle ; for Walter, still busy with his

own thoughts, had spoken in English.

The young man explained his meaning more

clearly in the Iroquois tongue, showing that,

as the enemy's position was, probably from

want of time, only closed on three sides, it

would be easy for an Indian party, by making

a circuit, to come upon the rear of the French,

unless some considerable body of natives was

thrown out upon their western flank. The

Night Hawk nodded his head slowly, with a

look of approbation, saying

—

" The Hurons are dogs, and creep close to

the heels of their master. They are all within

the stones or the mounds of earth, except

those watching by the side of Horicon. The

Night Hawk has skimmed over the ground

towards the setting sun, and there is no print

of a moccassin upon the trail."

" Thou hast the cunning of a warrior when

thou art calm," said Black Eagle, " and it shall
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be as thou hast said. . We will spring upon the

back of the game. But let the Falling Cata-

ract know quickly. Hast thou the means ?

He will not understand the belt of wampum,

and knows not the tongue of the Oneida."

" I can find means," said Walter, taking

from the pouch he carried, a pencil and an old

pocket-book. " But where will thy messenger

find him, my father ?"

" He is not far," answered the Chief. " He

sailed to-day from the mid-day towards the

cold wind, with the war-party of the English.

I watched them from the Black Mountain, and

they are a mighty people. They floated on

Horicon like a string of swans, and their num-

ber upon the blue waters was like a flight of

passage-pigeons upon the sky, when they travel

westward They landed where the earth be-

comes a lizard by the rattlesnake dens. But

how long they may tarry, who shall say ? Send

quickly then."
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Walter had been writing on his knee while

the chief spoke ; and the brief note which we

have already seen delivered, was speedily

finished. A messenger was then chosen for

his swiftness of foot, and dispatched at once to

the point where the English army first landed.

When he returned, all was still amongst the

Oneidas ; and the warriors, with but few excep-

tions, were sleeping in the long grass. The news

he brought, however, soon roused the drowsiest.

The English flotilla had sailed on, he said. He

had found but a solitary canoe, with a few

Mohawks, who told him that the battle would

be on the following morning. All the warriors

were on their feet in a moment ; their light

baggage and arms were snatched up in haste.

One party was detached to the east, to watch

the movements of the army ; and, before half

an hour had gone by, the dusky bands were

once more moving silently through the dark

paths of the forest, only lighted from time to
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time by glimpses of the moon, and directed by

the well-known stars which had so often

guided their fathers through the boundless

wilderness.
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CHAPTER XVIL

Calm, and bright, and beautiful, the Sabbath

morning broke over the woody world around

Edith Prevost. Through the tall pine-trees

left standing within the earthwork, the rosy

light streamed sweetly ; and though no birds

deserving the name of songsters inhabit the

forests of America, yet many a sweet short

note saluted the rising day.

Edith, with the good negro woman lying

near, had slept more soundly than she had

hoped for ; but she was awake with the first

ray; and, rousing her dark companion, she

said

—

" "We must not forget that this is Sunday,

o 5
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Bab. Call in our good friend, Woodchuck

;

and we will pray before the noise and bustle of

the day begins. I am sure he will be glad to

do so."

"But you have no book, Missy," answered

the woman.

" That matters not," returned Edith. " I

know almost all the prayers by heart, from

reading them constantly."

Sister Bab opened the little hurdle-door,

and looked round. She could not see the per-

son she sought. Three tentinels were pacing

to and fro at different points; one man was

rousing himself slowly from the side of an

extinguished fire ; but all the rest within

sight were fast asleep. It was useless for Sister

Bab to ask the neighboring sentinel any ques-

tions ; and she looked round in vain.

" He has most likely gone to sleep in one of

the huts," said Edith, when the woman told

her Woodchuck was not to be seen. " "We

will not wait for him." And, closing the door
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again, she kneeled and prayed with the poor

negress by her side.

It was a great comfort to her, for her heart

that day was sad. Perhaps it was the memory

of many a happy Sabbath with those she loved,

and the contrast of those days with her situ-

ation at the time
;
perhaps it was the un-

certainty of her brother's fate ; and doubtless,

too, the thought that every rising sun brought

nearer the hour when a parent and a lover

were to be exposed to danger—perhaps to

death— had its weight likewise. But she

was that day very sad, and prayer was a re-

lief—a blessing.

Before she had concluded, a good deal of

noise and turmoil was heard without ; voices

speaking sharply ; calls such as Edith had not

heard before ; and, in a moment after, the door

of the hut opened, for it had no latch, and

Monsieur Le Courtois appeared, inquiring if

she had seen anything of her English com-

panion*
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" No, indeed/' replied Edith. " I sent my
servant out to seek for him half an hour ago

;

but she could not find him, and I concluded

that he was in one of the huts."

The Frenchman stamped his foot upon the

ground ; and, forgetting his usual politeness,

uttered some hasty and angry words which

implied a belief that " Mademoiselle knew

where Woodchuck was," and had aided his

escape. Edith drew herself up with an air of

dignity, and replied

:

" You make me feel, Sir, that I am a pri-

soner. But you mistake me greatly. I do

not permit myself to speak falsely on any oc-

casion. If he have escaped, and I trust he

has, I know nothing of it."

" I beg your pardon, Mademoiselle," returned

the officer ; " but this to me is a very serious

matter. I may be subject to the severest

military punishment for this unfortunate affair.

It was of the utmost importance that the ex-

istence of this post should be kept a secret.
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The utmost precautions have been taken to

keep its existence concealed, even from the

forces in Fort Carillon ; and now this man is

at large to bear the intelligence to the enemy.

This must excuse a little heat. How he has

escaped, it is impossible to divine; for I or-

dered him to be kept in sight by the sentinels

continually, as well as the Indians who came

with you. He must be worse than an Indian,

for they are all safe and quiet enough ; but he

has disappeared, though the sentinel swears he

passed him sleeping on the ground, under the

great pine-tree, not an hour ago."

" Half an hour ago, he certainly was gone,"

observed Edith ;
" for the servant went to look

for him, and could not find him."

" He may be still in the bushes," said the

French officer. " I will send a party to

search." And he turned from the door of the

hut.

Edith followed a step or two to see the re-

sult ; but hardly had Monsieur Le Courtois
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given his orders, and about a dozen men is-

sued forth—some clambering over the breast-

work, some running round by the flanks

—

when a French officer, brilliantly dressed, rode

into the redoubt, followed by a mounted

soldier ; and Edith retired into the hut again.

Le Courtois saluted the new-comer reve-

rently ; and the other gave a hasty glance

round, saying,

" Get your men under arms as speedily as

possible. On the maintenance of this post

and the abattis depends the safety of the

fortress. I trust them to the honor of a French

gentleman, and the faith of our Indian allies.

Neither will tarnish the glory of France, or

their own renown, by yielding a foot of ground

while they can maintain it."

He spoke aloud, so as to make his voice

heard all over the enclosure ; but then, bend-

ing down his head till it was close to Le

Courtois' ear, he added, in a low tone, almost

a whisper

—
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*• The English are within sight. Their first

boats are disembarking the troops. Monsieur

de L
,
with our reinforcements, has not

appeared. All depends upon maintaining the

outposts till he can come up. This, sir, I

trust to you, with full confidence, as a brave

man and an experienced soldier. I must now

visit the other posts. Farewell ! Eemember,

the glory of France is in your hands."

Thus saying, he rode away ; and the bustle

of instant preparation spread through the little

fort. The French soldiers were drawn up

within the breastworks, the stores and amuni-

tion gathered together near the centre of the

open space, so as to be readily available when-

ever they were wanted ; two parties of Hurons

were placed upon the flanks, so as to be ready

to rush out with the tomahawk the moment

opportunity offered ; next came the long lines

of French muskets, and, in the centre of the

longest face of the breastwork, were placed

Apukwa and his companions, with their rifles
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in their hands, and a small party of French

soldiers forming a second line behind them,

thus insuring their faith, and rendering the

fire in the centre more fierce. Their presence,

indeed, was needed at the moment; for the men

who had been sent out in pursuit of Wood-

chuck, had either mistaken the order not to go

far, or had lost their way ; and they had not

re-appeared when the whole preparations were

complete.

These had taken some time, although Mon-

sieur Le Courtois had shown all the activity

and precision of a thorough soldier giving his

orders rapidly, but coolly and clearly, and cor-

recting any error as soon as made. The In-

dians, indeed, gave him the greatest embar-

rassment; for they were too eager for the

fight ; and, never having been subjected to

military discipline, were running hither and

thither to the points they thought most ad-

vantageous without consideration for the

general arrangements.
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The Frenchman found time, however, for a

few courteous words to Edith.

"lam greatly embarrassed, my dear young

lady," he said, " by your presence here, as we

expect to be attacked every instant. I wish to

heaven, Monsieur de Montcalm had taken you

away with him ; but in the hurry of the mo-

ment I did not think of it, and I have n)

means of sending you away now ; and besides,

the risk to yourself would be still greater than

staying here. I believe you are as safely posted

in this hut as anywhere. It is near enough to

the breastwork to be protected from the fire of

the enemy; but you may as well lie down upon

the bear-skin if you hear musketry."

" Could I not place myself actually under

the breastwork?" asked Edith, remembering

the instructions sent to her.

"Impossible," replied the oflicer. "That

space is all ocoupied by the soldiers and In-

dians. You are better here. If we should be
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driven back, which God forbid, you will be

safe, as you speak English, and can say who

you are ; but, remember, address yourself to

an officer, for the canaille get mad in time of

battle, and on no account trust to an Indian."

" I speak the Iroquois tongue," answered

Edith.

" My dear young lady, there is no trusting

them," said the officer ;
" friends or enemies

are the same to them when their blood's hot.

All they want is a scalp ; and that they will

have. It would be terrible to see your beauti-

ful tresses hanging at an Indian's belt."

As he spoke, one of the men who had been

sent forth, came running up, exclaiming

—

" They are coming now, Captain, they are

coming."

" Who ?" demanded Le Courtois, briefly.

" The red coats, the English," replied the

man. " I saw their advance guard with my
own eyes ; they are not two hundred yards'

distance."
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u Where are your companions ?" asked Le

Courtois. " We want every musket."

" I do not know," answered the man

;

" they have lost their way, I fancy, as I did.

I saw two amongst the bushes just in front,

trying to get back."

" Sucre Dieu, they will discover us !" said

the Captain.

And, running forward, he jumped upon the

parapet just behind one of the highest bushes,

and looked over. The next instant, he sprang

down again, saying, in a low tone, to the cor-

poral near him

—

" Stand to your arms ! present ! pass the

word along not to fire, whatever you see, till I

give the order."

At the same moment, he made a sign with

his hand to the renegade Oneidas ; but proba -

bly they did not see it, for their keen black

eyes were all eagerly bent forward, peeping

through the bushes, which now seemed agitated

at some little distance. A moment after, a
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straggling shot or two was heard, and instantly

the Honontkoh fired, The order was then

given by Le Courtois, and the whole front

poured forth a volley, which was returned by a

number of irregular shots blazing out of the

bushes in front.

Then succeeded a silence of a few moments,

and then a loud cheer, such as none but Anglo-

Saxon lungs have ever given.

Edith sat deadly pale and trembling in the

hut ; but it is not too much to say that but a

small portion of her terror was for herself. The

battle had b^gun—the battle in which father

and lover were to risk life, in which, among all

the human beings destined to bleed and die

that day, her love singled out two, while her

fancy painted them as the aim of every shot.

It was of them she thought, much more than of

herself.

The door of the hut was turned, as I have

shown, towards the inside of the square ; and

Captain Le Courtois had left it open behind
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him. But, as Edith sat a little towards one

side of the entrance, she had a view, both of a

great part of the square itself, and of the

whole of the inner front of the western face of

the redoubt, along which were posted a few

French soldiers and a considerable body of

Hurons.

The firing was soon resumed, but in a some-

what different manner from before. There

were no longer any volleys, but frequent, re-

peated, almost incessant, shots, sometimes two

or three together, making almost one sound.

Twice she saw a French soldier carried across

the open space ; and laid down at the foot of a

tree. One remained quite still where he had

been placed ; one raised himself for a moment

upon his arm, and then sunk down again ; and

Edith understood the signs full well. Clouds

of bluish-white smoke then began to roll over

the redoubt, and curl along as the gentle

wind carried it towards the broad trail by

which she had been brought thither. The
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figures of the Indians became indistinct, and

looked like beings seen in a dream.

Still the firing continued, drawing apparently

more towards the western side ; and still the

rattle of the musketry was mingled with loud

cheers from without.

But suddenly those sounds were crossed, as

it were, with a wild yell, such as Edith had

heard only once in life before, but which now

seemed to issue from a thousand throats, in-

stead of a few. It came from the north-west,

right in the direction of the broad trail. The

French soldiers and the Hurons, who had been

kneeling to fire over the breastwork, sprang

upon their feet, looked round, and from that side,

too, burst forth at once the war-whoop.

" Oh, Missy, Missy, let us run !" cried

Sister Bab, catching Edith's wrist.

u Hush, hush, be quiet !" ejaculated the

young lady. " These may be friends coming."

As she spoke, pouring on like a dark

torrent, was seen a crowd of dusky forms rush-
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ing along the trail, emerging from amongst

the trees, and spreading over the ground ; and,

amidst them all, a youth dressed like an In-

dian, and mounted on a grey horse which Edith

recognised as her own. The sight confused

and dazzled her. Feathers and plumes and

war-paints, rifles and tomahawks and knives,

grim countenances and brandished arms, swam

before her like the things that fancy sees for a

moment in a cloud ; while still the awful war-

whoop rang horribly around, drowning even

the rattle of the musketry, and seeming to

rend the air. Two figures only were distinct

:

the youth upon the horse, and the towering

form of Black Eagle himself, close to the

lad's side.

Attacked in flank and front and rear, the

French and Ilurons were broken in a moment,

driven from the breastworks, beat back into

the centre of the square, and separated into

detached bodies. Still they fought with

desperation ; still the rifles and the muskets
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pealed ; still the cheer, and the shout, and the

war-whoop, resounded on the air. A large party

of the French soldiery were cast between the

huts and the Oneidas, and the young man on

the horse strove in vain, tomahawk in hand, to

force his way through.

But there are episodes in all combats ; and

a pause took place when a gigantic

Huron rushed furiously against the Black

Eagle. It may be, that they were ancient

enemies ; but, at all events, each seemed

animated with the fury of a fiend. Each cast

away his rifle, and betook himself to the wea-

pons of his race, the knife and the tomahawk;

but it is almost impossible to describe, it was

almost impossible to &ee, the movements of the

two combatants, such was their marvellous

rapidity. Now here, now there, they turned,

the blows seeming to fall like hail, the limbs

writhing and twisting, the weapons whirling

and flashing round. Each was the giant of

his tribe, each its most renowned warrior ; and
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each fought for more than life—for the closing

act of a great renown. But the sinewy frame of

the Black Eagle seemed to prevail over the

more bulky strength of his opponent ; the

Huron lost ground ; he was driven back to the

great pine-tree near the centre of the square

;

he was forced round and round it ; the knife of

the Black Eagle drank his blood, but missed his

heart, and only wounded him in the shoulder.

Those nearest to the scene had actually

paused in the contest for a moment to witness

the fierce single combat going on ; but in other

parts of the square, the bloody fight was still

continued. For an instant, the French party

in front of the huts, by desperate efforts, seemed

likely to overpower the Oneidas before them.

A tall French grenadier bayoneted the Night-

Hawk before Edith's eyes ; and then, seeing the

Huron chief staggering under the blows of his

enemy, he dashed forward, and, not daring in

the rapid whirls of the two combatants to use

his bayonet there, he struck the Black Eagle

VOL. hi. p
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on the head with the butt of his musket. The

blow fell with tremendous force, and drove the

great chief on his knee, with one hand on the

ground. His career seemed over, his fate

finished. The Huron raised his tomahawk

high to strike ; the Frenchman shortened his

musket to pin the chief to the earth.

But, at that moment, a broad, powerful figure

dropped down from the branches of the pine-

tree between the Oneida and the grenadier,

bent slightly with his fall, but even in rising

lifted a rifle to his shoulder, and sent the ball

into the Frenchman's heart. With a yell of

triumph, Black Eagle sprang up from the

ground, and in an instant his tomahawk was

buried in the undefended head of his adver-

sary.

Edith beheld not the end of the combat ; for,

in the swaying to and fro of the fierce struggle,

the French soldiery had, by this time, been

driven past the huts, and the eye of one who

loved her was upon her.
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" Edith, Edith !" cried the voice of Walter

Prevost, forcing the horse forward through the

struggling groups, amidst shots and shouts and

falling blows. She saw him, she recognized

him, she stretched forth her arms towards him
;

and, dashing between two parties, Walter

forced the horse up to the door of the hut and

caught her hand.

" Spring up, spring up I" he cried, bending

down and casting his arms around her. " This

is not half over ; I must carry you away."

Partly lifted, partly springing, from the

ground, Edith bounded up before him ; and,

holding her tightly to his heart, Walter turned

the rein and dashed away through friends and

enemies, trampling, unconscious of what he did,

alike on the dead and the dying. The western

side of the square was crowded with combat-

ants, and he directed his horse's head towards

the east, reached the angle, and turned sharp

round to get in the rear of the English column,

which was seen forcing its way onward to sup-

p 3
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port the advance party of Major Putnam. He

thought only of his sister, and, pressing her

closer to his heart, he said

—

" We are safe, Edith, we are safe !"

Alas, he said it too soon ! One group

in the square had stood almost aloof

from the combat. Gathered together in the

south-eastern angle, Apukwa and his com-

panions seemed watching an opportunity for

flight. But their fierce eyes had seen Walter,

and twice had a rifle clanged at him from that

spot, but without effect. They saw him snatch

his sister from the hut, place her on the horse,

and gallop round. Apukwa, the brother of the

Snake, and two others, jumped upon the para-

pet, and scarcely had Walter uttered the words,

" We are safe !" when the fire blazed at once

from the muzzles of their rifles. One ball

whistled by his ear, another passed through

his hair ; but, clasping Edith somewhat closer,

he galloped on, and, in two minutes after, came
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to a spot where three or four men were stand-

ing, and one kneeling with his hand under

the head of a British officer who had fallen.

Walter reined up the horse sharply, for he

was almost over them before he saw them ; but

the sight of the features of the dead man drew

the sudden exclamation from his lips of " Good

God !" They were those of Lord H .

Edith's face, as he held her, was turned towards

him, and he fancied that she rested her fore-

head on his bosom, to shut out the terrible

sights around. He looked down at her to see

whether she had caught even £ glimpse of the

features of the corpse. Her forehead was

resting there still ; but over the arm that held

her so closely to his heart, Walter saw swel-

ling a dark red stream of blood. He trembled

like a leaf.

" Edith !" he exclaimed, " Edith !"

There was no answer. He pushed the

bright chesnut curls from her forehead
;
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and, as he did so, the head fell back, showing

the face as pale as marble. She had died

without a cry, without a sound.

Walter bent his head, and kissed her cheek,

and wept.

" What is the matter, sir ?" said the sergeant,

rising from beside the body of Lord H .

" Did you know my Lord ?"

" Look here !" cried Walter. It was all he

uttered ; but in an instant they gathered round

him, and lifted Edith from the horse. The

sergeant put his hand upon the wrist ; then

shook his head sadly ; and they laid her gently

by the side of Lord H . They knew not

with how much propriety ; but thus she would

have loved to rest. ^

Thus they met, and thus they parted ; thus

they loved, and thus they died. But in one

thing they were happy ; for neither, at the last

hour of life, knew the other's peril or the

other's fate.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Fkom the bloody field of Ticonderoga, Aber-

crombie retreated, as is well known, after having

in vain attempted to take the inner abattis

without cannon, and sacrificed the lives of

many hundred gallant men to his own want of

self-reliance.

I need dwell no more upon this painful sub-

ject ; but it was a sad day for the whole army,

a sad day for the whole province, and a sad-

der day still for one small domestic circle,

when the bodies of the gallant Lord H
and his promised bride, were brought to

rest for a nistfit at the house of Mr. Pre-

vost, before they were carried down to Albany.
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A party of the young nobleman's own regiment

carried the coffins by turns ; another party

followed with arms reversed ; but, between the

biers and the escort, walked four men with

hearts as sad as any upon earth.

It may seem strange, but neither of the

four shed a tear. The tall Indian warrior,

though he grieved as much as if he had lost a

child, had no tears for any earthly sorrow.

The fountain in the heart of Mr. Prevost had

been dried up by the fiery intensity of his

grief. Walter had wept long and secretly,

but the pride of manhood would not let him

stain his cheeks in the presence of soldiers.

Woodchuck's eyes were dry, too; for, during

six long months, he had disciplined his heart to

look upon the things of earth so lightly, that,

although he grieved for Edith's fate, it was

with the sort of sorrow he might have felt to

see a beautiful flower trampled down by a

rough foot ; and bright hope mingled with the

shadow of his woe—for he said to himself,
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frequently, " They have but parted for to-day,

to meet in a happier place to-morrow."

As the procession approached the house, the

servants came forth to meet it, with a young

and comely girl at their head, clad in the

Indian costume. She bore two little wreaths

in her hand, one woven of bright spring

flowers, the other of dark evergreens; and,

when the soldiers halted for a moment with

their burden, she laid the flowers upon the

coffin of Edith, the evergreens upon the sol-

dier's bier. Then turning, with the tears

dropping from her eyes, but with no clamorous

grief, she walked before them back into the

house.

Some four years after, another kind of scene

might be beheld at the house of Mr. Prevost.

He himself sat in a great chair under the

verandah, with his hair become as white as

snow, and his head a good deal bowed. Seated

on the ground near him was a tall Indian

chief, very little changed in appearance
;
grave,

p 5
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calm, and still severe. On the step of the

verandah sat twoyoung people; a tall, handsome,

powerful man of about one-and-twenty years

of age, and a graceful girl, whose brown cheek

displayed some mixture of the Indian blood.

On the green grass before them, with a black

nurse sitting by, was as lovely a child of about

two years old as ever the sun shone upon.

They had gathered for her a number of pretty

flowers, and she was sporting with them,

with the grace and happiness that only child-

hood can display or know. The eyes of

all were fixed upon her, and they called her

Edith.

One was wanting to that party, out of those

who had assembled at the door four years pre-

viously. Woodchuck was no longer there. He

had gone where he longed to be. When he

felt sickness coming upon him some two years

after the death of Lord Ii , he had left the

house of Mr. Prevost, which he had lately made

his home ; and had gone, as he said, to wan-
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der in the mountains. There he became

worse. An Indian runner came down to tell

his friends that he was dying ; and when Mr.

Prevost went up to see him, he found him in

a Seneca lodge with but a few hours of life

before him.

He was glad to see the friendly face

near him ; and, as his visitor bent over him,

he said,
U I am very much obliged to you for

coming, Prevost, for I want to ask you one

thing, and that is to have me buried in the

churchyard at Albany, just beside your dear

girl. I know this is all nonsense ; I know that

the flesh sees corruption ; still I've a fancy

that I shall rest quieter there than anywhere

else. If ever there was an angel, she was one,

and I think her dust must sanctify the

ground."

It was his only request, and it was not

forgotten.

THE END.

T. C. Newby, Printer, 30, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square.
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